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FUMGASS
FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

GILBERT AND SULLIVAN SOCIETY

We who have the disposition to admire Gilbert & Sullivan also
have the good fortune to have the University of Michigan
Gilbert &: Sullivan Society available to us. In exchange for this
inestimable privilege, we have joined FUMGASS.

Our functions include reserving high ticket priority for our
members (FUMGASS members' priority is second only to that
of members of the cast); hosting an afterglow party for our
members and participants in the production, one evening during
the run of the opera; maintaining the Cozy Corner, located
outside the Green Room in the theater, at which we provide
information and sell various memorabilia; providing
scholarships to the U of M Music School Fund for deserving
students; providing financial support for UMGASS when
necessary; publishing the GASBAG, a newsletter of worldwide
GS news, scholarly articles and trivia of interest to G&S
addicts like ourselves.

The FUMGASS board consists of :

President : David Goldberg
Vice President : John Alexander
Keeper of the Rolls : Jean Lynn Barnard
Treasurer : Cynthia Hudgins
GASBAG Editors : Rudi & Molly Lindner
Mail Engineer : Charles Hudson

Here are some useful addresses:

GASBAG Editor:
Rudi & Molly Lindner
1502 Morton
Ann Arbor MI 48104

Keeper of the Rolls:
Jean Lynn Barnard
1810 Charlton Ave.
Ann Arbor MI 48103

President:
David Goldberg:
505 Lakeview Ave.
Ann Arbor MI 48103

NOTES
by

David Goldberg

We are thrilled that the fortieth anniversary of
UMGASS has finally arrived. We were re
minded by one of the original 1947 squad that
a December celebration would be more appro
priate, since the first production, THE MI
KADO, was mounted in December 1947. But we
know that the then nascent UMGASS ("that the
then"? Can I say that?) was formed in 1946 but
wasn't able to go public immediately. So we
compromised. So here we are. So enjoy.

THE BRITISH ARE COMING

Roberta Morrell and Kenneth Sandford will
arrive in Ann Arbor Saturday, May 9, for two
special events. In the afternoon, Kenneth
Sandford will direct a Master Class, and in the
evening, Roberta Morrell will present "A Peep
Behind The Curtain", an illustrated, light
hearted glimpse of life on tour with the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Company.

Kenneth Sandford spent 25 years as principal
baritone with the D'Oyly Carte Opera Company,
and many people in the USA have enjoyed his
performances both in the theatre and on record.
This Master Class presents a unique opportunity
for performers to benefit directly from his vast
experience as a singer and comedy actor.
Kenneth will mix humor with constructive
criticism as he directs groups of performers in
short scenes from the Gilbert and Sullivan
repertoire. We hasten to assure you that this
class is not only for performers - spectators will
be equally thrilled at this chance to see how
shows are put together.

Roberta invites you to share her happy memo
ries of the D'Oyly Carte company on tours of
Britain, USA, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand. This will be an informal evening of
amusing anecdotes and spectacular scenery
caught by Roberta's camera. You will see the
D'Oyly Carte Company at work and play.

Both events will take place in the Henderson
Room at the Michigan League, 911 North
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University, Ann Arbor. Kenneth's Master Class
will start at 2 P.M., and Roberta's presentation
will begin at 8 P.M. Refreshments will be
served, and we will hobnob afterwards. See you
there!

Utopia '87

Roberta Morrell and Kenneth Sandford will be
featured speakers at UTOPIA '87, a conference
in Toronto May 15-17, in celebration of Gilbert
and Sullivan. Also included at the conference
are a patter-song contest, High Tea with the
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario, a full-scale
production of UTOPIA, LIMITED, a costume
gala at which participants come dressed as their
favorite G&S character, a church service which
includes Sullivan's sacred music and Gilbert's
theology, a Sorcerer's Brunch featuring eggs and
ham and strawberry jam, etc., a special
children's version of PINAFORE, tours of
Toronto, and much more. Registration fee is
$145 Canadian, before March 31. Checks should
be made payable to The Gilbert and Sullivan
Society.

For information, write
Utopia '87
Box 340
Station L
Toronto Ontario M6E 422

Another Conference

Marc Shepherd informs us of a conference in
England, July 8-10, 1988, entitled Gilbert and
Sullivan and their Circles. It will take place in
Leicester. Send inquiries to:

The Conference Director:
Richard Foulkes

The University Centre
Barrack Road
Northampton NN2 6AF England

More Opportunities

Now that the D'Oyly Carte Trustees have ap
pointed a new General Manager, Mr. Richard
Condon, and the Company is to be revived, The
Friends of D'Oyly Carte wish to update their
index of G&S supporters. Please write them at
20 Stukeley Street, London WC2B 5LR so that all
may keep in touch.

Please note that we have not used this obvious
opportunity to make our usual correct judge-

ment on the postal codes in temporary use on
certain islands.

Harry Benford recently received a notice from
Mr. George Theofiles, who sells vintage posters
and graphics, about a collection of original
English G&S posters dating from 1905 through
the 1930's. For a catalogue, please write Miscel
laneous Man, Box 1776, New Freedom, PA
17349, or call (717) 2325-4766.
reGYECNYI&CE.ES.#EM.EE72±89%F8/J374'3%%4

THE GLORIA KATLAN BENNISH
SCHOLARSHIP

The 1986 UMGASS board, under presi
dent Larry Garvin, in conjunction with
FUMGASS, conceived of, and outlined the
annual Gloria Katlan Bennish Scholarship. The
scholarship is designed to benefit a hard
working member of UMGASS. It is open to any
member currently enrolled in any institution of
learning, and it consists of a $1000 contribution
to the member's tuition. The winner is to be
decided upon by a quorum of faculty advisors.
The 1987 UMGASS board, under president
Maureen Kirkwood worked out the final de
tails, and the first scholarship will be awarded
after the April production of RUDDIGORE.

We are thrilled to engage in this joint
effort with UMGASS to contribute to the career
goals of worthy students. FUMGASS's contribu
tion is $750 per year. We want you, our members,
to know that we are investing your generous
support in the futures of talented, hard working
students. FUMGASS trickles down. We are
doubly thrilled that we have found this way to
perpetuate the name of Gloria Katlan Bennish.
Gloria was quite moved when we presented this
notion to her last year.
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THE LYDIA SCRIM

At the prompting of UMGASS's multi
talented and kinetic Steve Krahnke, FUMGASS
has purchased a scrim for Lydia Mendelssohn
Theater. A scrim, we understand, is a large,
seamless expanse of material which can be
either opaque or transparent, depending on how
lights play upon it. UMGASS is but one of many
theater groups which have need of such an item,
and in the past we have had to make do with
either an old ratty one, or a rented one, or none
at all.

It is a rather expensive device, and we
have arranged that it will be available to all
theater groups using Lydia Mendelssohn. We
will, however, charge them (including
UMGASS) a nominal amount for its use, at least
until it is paid back. We are delighted to
contribute to the quality of local theater in this
way.

ALUMNI NEWS

At the recent 150th anniversary party of The
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, held at
the Michigan Theatre on March 18, a number of
UMGASSers took an active role: MARIAN
MERCER, who acted as host, and as guest artists
CONSTANCE BARRON, JUDY DOW ALEX
ANDER, CHARLES SUTHERLAND, and JIM
POSANTE.

It thrills us to mention that JOHN KELLY has
been accepted in Medical School at Michigan
State University. On the one hand, we are sorry
to lose him. On the other hand, we wish the Baba
well, and recommend plenty of fluids and eight
hours at the seaside.

G&S MENU
San Francisco. The Lamplighters announce
their 1987 season, as follows: RUDDYGORE,
March 7-April 12; THE PIRATES OF PEN
ZANCE June 20-August 2; Emmerich Kalman's
The Czardas Princess, September 19-October 25;
and their very own Champagne Gala, December
3-6. For further information write The Lamp-

lighters, 361 Dolores Street, San Francisco,
California 94110-1093, or call (415) 752-7755.

New York City. The Blue Hill Troupe Ltd. will
present The Grand Duke April 13-18 at Hunter
College Playhouse, 68th Street and Lexington
Avenue. For information, please write Mrs.
Cynthia M. Saltzman, 1100 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10128 or call Ms. Lavinia C. Meeks,
(212) 831-1383.

East Lansing. We learn that Mary Locker will
direct IOLANTHE at Michigan State Univer
sity this spring. Stay tuned.

Sheffield, Massachusetts. This is a reminder of
the program of the Berkshire Choral Institute,
which will be presenting IOLANTHE this
coming August 2-8: and you can be in the
production! Each day's work includes classes on
sight singing and voice production, as well as
guest lectures, informal concerts, trips to Tan
glewood, and the like. Other works to be sung
this summer include the Vivaldi Gloria, the
Mozart Requiem, the Brahms Requiem, as well
as others by Holst, Poulenc, Stravinsky, Handel,
and Schubert. Write The Berkshire Choral
Institute, Sheffield, MA 01257, or call (413) 229-
8526.

Madison. The Madison Savoyards Ltd. an
nounce their twenty-fifth season, including
THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE which will be
performed on July 24, 25, 31, and August 1.
Contact the Savoyards at P.O. Box 1612, Madi
son, Wisconsin 53701.

Madison bis. The Savoyards will commemorate
their twenty-fifth consecutive season on June 5
at the First Congregational Church. The pro
gram will include Trial by Jury. Contact them
again, at the same address!

Chicago. The Gilbert & Sullivan Opera Com
pany will present Kenneth Sandford and
Roberta Morrell, veterans of the D'Oyly Carte,
with a series of reminiscences, called "A Peep
Behind the Curtain", on Sunday, May 10 at 3:30
in the afternoon, in the Reynolds Club Theatre,
high atop Mandel Hall. Tickets arc $5, and as
there are only 155 seats available, you would do
well to reserve early. Write the Company at 5500
South Harper Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637, en
closing a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
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APOLOGIA
by

David Goldberg

Part II. We want to hear from you! You are us.
You will find in the following pages an infor
mal and rich anecdotal history of ourselves and
our peculiar addiction. Several of the contribu
tions are transcribed from telephone conversa
tions or tapes. A thousand thanks to all of you
who helped us print the unprintable.For this issue of the GASBAG, we have located

many old-timers. More accurately, Keeper of
the Rolls Jean Barnard has located many old
timers, from the information in the complete set
of UMGASS programs, kindly supplied by
Harry Benford. Jean scanned each program and
entered all the productions, dates, and names
therein into our computer. Naturally, the
programs do not always tell the whole truth, but
in most cases, we had no other source of
information. For example, there are several
productions in which the orchestra personnel • As several contributors have remembered the
were not listed at all. We will save publishing same incidents, you will find some stories
the list of names until the next GASBAG. caught in a historical cross-fire. We present this

history to you in no strict chronological order,
although we are delighted to begin with an
interview with Prof. Kenneth Rowe, who saw
and helped UMGASS grow from its inception.

Special thanks accrue to Ralph Katz, Mark
Powell, Doug Pointon, Rudi Lindner - busy
UMGASSers, and Linda Goldberg - busy spouse,
for their assistance in typing up the manuscripts
as they arrived; to Roger Palay - busy colleague
and computer guru, who put it all together and
showed me how to LaserJet the galleys- no mean
feat, hi-tech notwithstanding.

We sent letters to all the old-timers we could,
inviting them to come to the festivities, and we
apologize to those we were not able to locate.
Jean truly was working up to the last minute.

It occurred to me that an issue of the GASBAG
containing reminiscences from as many of our
confreres as possible would make for a particu
lary warm commemorative issue. I produced
telephone numbers from Jean's addresses and
called as many UMGASSers as I could, inviting
them to send reminiscences, bits of history,
memories to us for publication in this issue. It
was thrilling to be able in some cases to
reconnect old friends from perhaps thirty years
ago who had lost contact with each other. I only
wish there had been more time. I can't wait to
see my phone bill. I know there are folks I was
unable to reach in time who have corners of
UMGASS history to share. I invite you to send
your thoughts in for publication in the next
GASBAG; let us call it Fortieth Anniversary,

We note that last year was Gilbert's 150th
birthday and this year is RUDDIGORE's 100th.
We have left it to UMGASS to celebrate RUD
DIGORE by producing it, and to Larry Garvin,
past UMGASS president, to paint Gilbert into an
unassailable corner. Sullivan's age is not divis
ible by ten, so he may allow his attention to
wander, content with the recent pressing of his
cello concerto.

This entire issue of the GASBAG, and
UMGASS's present production, RUDDIGORE,
are dedicated to the memory of Gloria Katlan
Bennish, who founded UMGASS in 1946.

For appetizers, we present some short anecdotes,
and an appreciation of Gilbert and Sullivan by
Lewis Carroll. Read on...

Left to right: John Allen (Absolute Despot), Mrs. Gloria Bennish.

(founder of the Society), and Prof. and Mrs. Harry Benford.



(ANECDOTES )
We have recently stumbled upon THE

LITTLE, BROWN BOOK OF ANECDOTES,
Clifton Fadiman, editor, 1985. The book is
actually BIG AND GREEN, but let it pass.
Inside is a Botticellist's wonderland, being
comprised of thousands of anecdotes concern
ing the great personalities of history. Of course,
William Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan receive
some space, and without further delay, we
impart these snippets to you, with the admoni
tion that you buy the book and enjoy the rest at
your leisure. Any similarity to the jests of Hugh
Ambrose is purely uncanny.

GILBERT, Sir William Schwenck (1836-1911)

Soon after the death of a well-known
composer, someone who did not keep up with the
news asked Gilbert what the maestro in question
was doing. "He is doing nothing," was the
answer.

"Surely he is composing," persisted the ques
tioner.
"On the contrary," said Gilbert, "He is
decomposing."
(This riposte may be a composite of several
similar ones.}

2 At the Garrick Club in London, Gilbert was
once baiting a group of Shakespeare admirers.
"Take this passage, for example," he said. "I
would as lief be thrust into a quickset hedge, As
cry 'Plosh' to a callow throstle." One of the
group at once sprang to Shakespeare's defense:
"That's perfectly clear. It just means that the
speaker would prefer to be scratched all over in
a thorny bush rather than disturb the bird's
song. Er - what play is that from?" Gilbert
smiled triumphantly. "No play," he said. "I made
it up - and jolly good Shakespeare it is, too!"

3 The Gilbert and Sullivan partnership was
frequently stormy, with Gilbert particularly
irritated by Sullivan's oft-repeated intention of
pulling out so that he could write "better music."
Gilbert observed, "He is like a man who sits on
a stove and then complains that his backside is
burning."

certain critics even complaining about the
"vulgarity" of the title. Someone frivolously
asked Gilbert how "Bloodygore" was going.
Gilbert, sensitive on this point, brusquely cor
rected him. "Ruddigore - Bloodygore - pretty
much the same thing," persisted the other man.
"Indeed?" said Gilbert. "Then if I say I admire
your ruddy countenance - which I do - it means
I like your bloody check - which I don't."

5 An actor whom Gilbert was attempting to
browbeat turned on his tormentor and said, "See
here, sir, I will not be bullied. I know my lines."
"Possibly," retorted Gilbert, "but you don't know
mine."

6 The actress Henrietta Hodson had a long
running feud with Gilbert, whose dictatorial
methods in the theater she strongly resented. At
a rehearsal for a Gilbert comedy she missed the
chair and sat down heavily on the stage. Gilbert
applauded from the stalls. "I always thought you
would make an impression on the stage some
day," he said.

7 When Gilbert lived in his mansion, Grim's
Dyke, in Stanmore just outside London, his
neighbors on the adjoining estate were the
Blackwells, a family of solid tradespeople who
had built up a thriving business in jams and
pickles, which sold under the trade name "Cross
and Blackwell." They were totally unaware that
their attempts to pass themselves off as landed
gentry caused a considerable amount of local
amusement. On several occasions Gilbert's dogs
wandered onto the Blackwell's land, an intru
sion not permitted to pass unnoticed. Gilbert
received a stiff note of complaint. His reply was
brief: "Dear sir, I will take care that in future
my dogs do not trespass on your preserves.
Kindly pardon the expression."

8 At rehearsals one day, Gilbert was anxious
to speak to a particular actress and asked a
stagehand where she might be found. "She's
round behind," replied the stagehand. "Yes, I
know that," said Gilbert, "but where is she?"

9 Gilbert watched one of his actors give an
appalling performance. Bursting into the man's
dressing room after the show, he cried, "My dear
chap! Good isn't the word!"

4 RUDDIGORE met a hostile reception,
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SULLIVAN, Sir Arthur Seymour (1842-1900)

l Returning home one night after a convivial
party, Sullivan found he could not identify his
own house on the terraced row of identical
dwellings on his street. Fortunately his acute
tonal sense did not desert him. He walked along
the row, pausing to kick the metal shoe scrapers
that stood by the sides of the front entrances.
One rang a familiar note. Sullivan kicked it
again. "That's it: E-flat," he muttered and
walked confidently into the house.
(This or a similar tale is told of other musicians.)

#HY @/%.e IT'S TOO BAD!

Stumbling, as we do from time to time
amidst the great literature, our eye fell upon the
following passage by Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson, alias Lewis Carroll, in an essay called
The Stage and the Spirit of Reverence, 1888. We
decided to share it with you despite its contro
versial character, for your broader and deeper
appreciation of our daring bards. Here is Mr.
Dodgson:

I have never seen Mr. Gilbert's clever play
PINAFORE performed by grown-up actors; as
played by children, one passage in it was to me
sad beyond words. It occurs when the captain
utters the words 'Damn me!' and forthwith a
bevy of sweet innocent-looking little girls sing,
with bright, happy looks, the chorus, 'He said
"Damn me!" He said "Damn me!"' I cannot find
words to convey to the reader the pain I felt in
seeing those dear children taught to utter such
words to amuse ears grown callous to their
ghastly meaning. Put the two ideas side by side
- Hell (no matter whether you believe in it or not:
millions do), and those pure young lips thus
sporting with its horrors - and then find what
fun in it you can! How Mr. Gilbert could have
stooped to write, or Sir Arthur Sullivan could
have prostituted his noble art to set to music
such vile trash, it passes my skill to understand.

Mr. Carroll goes on to explain that he does not
object to all such allusions, but that when
gravely made, and for a worthy purpose, they
are entirely healthy in their effect.

(e«et. to»s?
Random Rememberings

[It was my privilege to spend a few pleasant
hours with Professor Rowe. On March 16, 1987,
I taped two hours of reminiscences, and on April
l, we reviewed what I had transcribed and
substituted and added material Professor Rowe
had been kind enough to write down in the
interim. While Professor Rowe and his wife
Helen were Faculty Advisers for only three
years, they provided the supportive guidance so
vital to the Society's beginning, and his interest
in the Society continues. JLB]

I'll begin at the beginning of my relation to the
Gilbert and Sullivan Society and the beginning
of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society itself, and
the beginning was Gloria. Incidentally, we are
so used to speaking of her as Gloria Bennish
now, but when I got into this, you know, back
in that period, I found myself just thinking
Gloria Kattan all the way through.

The beginning for me was a telephone call that
proved to be from Gloria Kattan. She simply
stated that she was undertaking to organize a
Gilbert and Sullivan Society and that a faculty
adviser was necessary and would I be a faculty
adviser for it. I remember I just spontaneously
said: "I think that's a great idea!", and she has
frequently mentioned around here how it made
her feel when that voice came over the tele
phone: "I think that's a great idea!"

Later on I learned why she felt as she did when
she got the immediate answer: "I think that's a
great idea!" Gloria had grown up in New York
City with a Gilbert and Sullivan Society, and it
just never occurred to her that anyone could live
without Gilbert and Sullivan. She came out here
as a freshman, and that was her first realization
that that could be. She stood it as long as she
could, through the freshman year. When she
returned as a sophomore in the fall of 1946, she
had determined the University of Michigan
must have a Gilbert and Sullivan Society.
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There was a University rule that every extra
curricular organization had to have a faculty
adviser. Not knowing any faculty members
other than her classroom teachers, she turned, in
a faculty directory, to the Theatre Division of
the Speech Department as possibly the most
logical area, and started down the list alphabeti
cally, with the same answer from everyone, that
they didn't have time. So she thought about it
and decided the English Department would be
the next likeliest place and did the same thing
there, with the same result until she got to the
name Rowe. The name Rowe was quite a ways
down, and that Department was one of the
larger faculties in the University. I can see how
she felt when someone, without any question
about it, just right off said that was a great idea.
We made an appointment to meet at my office
the following morning at eight o'clock. And that
was how I came to have a part in the beginning
of the University of Michigan Gilbert and
Sullivan Society.

Gloria arrived at the office the next morning
accompanied by a tall nice-looking graduate
student named Ben Hazard, apparently her first
recruit. Ben proved to be an invaluable addition
for his dependability and wise counsel, and was,
if I remember correctly, elected our first presi
dent. In 1946, while still lagging in recognition
of women for faculty posts, they were fully
recognized as student organization advisers.
Husband and wife teams were frequent and the
wives' signatures officially recognized for the
specific requirement of approving and signing
the budget and all publicity, such as advertise
ments and posters. I had talked with Mrs. Rowe
the night before and she was, as I anticipated,
responsive. By good fortune, she had completed
one project and was ready for another. Also,
like Gloria, she had grown up with a Gilbert and
Sullivan Society in Dayton, Ohio. I told my
visitors my wife and I would be happy to be
their advisers, and explained I would do all I
could, but that my wife would do much more for
them in regularity of presence at meetings and
rehearsals, and on call for the unexpected. That
first meeting gave me an enduring memory
picture of the glowing eyes and determined chin
that made Gilbert and Sullivan a part of the
University of Michigan.

A formal organizational meeting was called
with advance publicity urging everyone inter
ested in participating in any capacity in produc
tions of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas to come.

I had a conflicting departmental meeting and
received a report on the Gilbert and Sullivan
meeting from Mrs. Rowe. There was a substan
tial turnout, not exciting perhaps, but encourag
ing. The business over, it was proposed they get
down to work practicing Gilbert and Sullivan
choruses. Pianists were available, but how about
a conductor? There was no volunteer. My wife
had been noticing a retiring young man, half
hidden behind the curve of the grand piano. She
maintained she did not know what prompted
her, but she went over to him and put the baton
in his hand and asked him if he would make a
try at conducting. He came to life. The rest of
the evening was a success.

The young man was Rex Wilder, and we had
acquired our conductor for the first few pro
ductions, while Rex was finishing his course in
the School of Music. I was told, not by Rex, that
he had asked for opportunity to practice con
ducting and was told he wasn't ready for it, that
practice began in the third year, to forget about
it until then. Rex, however, was a natural
conductor; he was extraordinarily talented, and
his conducting was one of the notable aspects of
the Society from its beginning for the period he
was with them. He worked hard for the
composer's intent in a score and how to release
it. He was soon to demonstrate his mastery of
the complexities of an orchestra, choruses,
individual parts, and non-musical dramatic
stage business. He was a perfectionist, abso
lutely; his editing, his interpretation, the way
his cast followed him and felt about him, in
every way he was a great conductor. So that was
another of those pieces of great luck at the
beginning of the Society.

The first year closed without a public produc
tion. It was agreed they were not yet ready to
do justice either to themselves or for a paying
audience. The Society then proceeded to show
its mettle. In the spring of 1947, they produced
for themselves, for practice and experience, the
short Gilbert and Sullivan TRIAL BY JURY;
and they did as good and finished a job of it as
their talents, preparation, and hard work could
accomplish, and had a grand time doing it.

The first public production, in the fall of 1947,
was THE MIKADO, one of the more difficult of
the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. The Univer
sity of Michigan Gilbert and Sullivan Society
attracted good fortune like a magnet. They had
an outstanding conductor in Rex Wilder. Just in
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time for THE MIKADO, Harry Allen returned
to Ann Arbor on release from the army follow
ing World War II. He had graduated from the
University of Michigan in Theatre Arts, but
switched to architecture for graduate study,
with two more years to go on his return. There
was probably no more talented and experienced
stage director for Gilbert and Sullivan in the
country. He had had a wide and varied
experience with musical theatre, especially
Gilbert and Sullivan, including directing, be
fore and following the War, music drama sum
mer theatre in his home town of Salt Lake City.
He also had an effective personality with
students. He always appeared relaxed and was
as much a perfectionist underneath as Rex. As
one student remarked, "You can't flap him."
They called him Mr. A. My wife and I and Harry
Allen were old friends. We called him, told him
about the Gilbert and Sullivan Society, and he
was happy to take it on as his recreation. He and
Rex were very contrasted, yet congenial, and a
great team.

With a fine cast throughout, there was a tenor,
Dick Roussin, who was special for any company.
Although attractive enough for romantic leads,
he always chose comedy roles. He had a voice
like velvet, with absolute pitch and sense of
rhythm and timing. He was completely at home
on the stage, and in any performance was likely
to interpolate some piece of business. He did not
worry either Rex or Harry because he never
missed a beat and was always on the spot for
delivery of a line where he was supposed to be.
No one ever missed a cue because of him. As the
Admiral in H.M.S. PINAFORE, instead of de
scending to the stage from the deck by way of
a gangway, he swung out and down by an
atmospheric rope dangling from the flies within
reach. But he landed on the beat at the spot were
he was supposed to be for his next line.

Harry Allen's unflappability was put to a severe
test at the dress rehearsal preceding opening
night. The production was in Pattengill Audi
torium in what was still the Ann Arbor High
School. By circumstances entirely outside
Harry's control or foreseeing, when the cast
arrived the stage was a shambles. With almost
no off-stage space, the scenery was strewn all
over the stage, and none erected. Some of the
students were so dismayed they didn't see how
they could open the next night. Incidentally,
they had had no previous access to the stage for
rehearsals, and the special function of this

rehearsal was for adjustment to the different
dimensions. Harry Allen, as unperturbed and
cheerful as always, moved quickly and effi
ciently about giving directions to the cast for
stacking and arranging to clear the floor space,
and was soon chalk-marking the floor for the
expanded action pattern. With some, but not
overwhelming delay, a rehearsal was in prog
ress. He had them come just early enough next
night to review the new distances. The opening
night was a triumph.

While by this time the Society had acquired a
good big membership, what they were short on
was any solid commitments for orchestra
members. At that time, all extra-curricular
act1vat1es that needed musicians had a hard
time; any instrumentalist at the university could
make money playing for dances on weekends,
the student body on balance was less affluent in
those years. At any rate, the orchestras were a
problem. Rex, almost up to the day of the first
performance, was waylaying and buttonholing
music students as they came out from classes at
the stage entrance of Hill Auditorium. Rex had
gotten their class schedule down, and was
stopping orchestra potentials. He got his orches
tra complete about two or three days before
opening. How he could pull a group of under
rehearsed players together was phenomenal.
Now it is all different: the instrument students
value the opportunity for experience, I should
think from what I see and hear.

At the other end of the production of THE
MIKADO, the "closing night prank" was inaugu
rated. During the encore, which Rex was
conducting with all of his absolute perfection
ism and control, (I never saw the object, but the
way I always heard it referred to,) a stuffed
duck thumped to the middle of the stage floor
from the flies. That was not funny to Rex. He
was furious, according to people who were
around where they could see him. His face was
set and he stepped up the tempo to an incredible
pace, I can remember yet. I never heard
anything quite like the way that he had them
finishing that encore. It made him angry. He
had so perfectly outlined his encore to continue
as a rising response to the production musically,
and this broke his finale. But that started the
prank tradition which still continues.

All the effort that went into THE MIKADO was
rewarded when a letter from a Detroit banker
addressed to "The President of the University of
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Michigan Gilbert and Sullivan Society" was
read. He wrote that he was a Gilbert and
Sullivan buff, and that whenever he knew of a
significant production anywhere in the country
he went to it. THE MIKADO had never been one
of his favorites, but their production had made
it so.

The best story I know is not a funny one. It must
have been for PINAFORE, I know it wasn't
THE MIKADO. They came up to where it was
essential to have the scores in hand, and the
scores hadn't come from Schirmer's, for some
reason or other, which generated a fair bit of
excitement. Rex had reached my wife Helen
and told her about it. This was luck again - she
told him that I was in New York for a meeting,
and that she would call me and see what I could
do about it there. This was Saturday night, and
I was coming back by train the next day. I was
chairman for a meeting which wasn't over until
after midnight. When I went up to my room I
found a message had come from my wife to call
just as soon as I got in. I did, and she told me
about the problem. Rex had told her to tell me
what to do. Rex was a close friend of Robert
Shaw, whose Chorale was on the air that night,
so he would be at the studio until four a.m.
Helen was to tell me to call Robert Shaw at the
broadcasting studio, so I did, and got him. Rex
also knew that Robert Shaw was a close friend
of the head of Schirmer's, who would be at his
country place on the weekend. Rex also said
that if I got hold of one of the friends, between
them they would have a solution. Robert Shaw
telephoned his friend in the country, who came
in to town, and we had arranged that the three
of us would meet outside Schirmer's. When we
got there, Robert Shaw's friend was in his
country tweeds, and his keys were still in his
town clothes pocket. I looked over the side of
the building, and I saw a half-open window, and
asked where it went, and he said it was his
office; he was supposed to close and lock the
window when he left at night, but he often
forgot to. I had studied the facade, and decided
I could get up there to the second floor and do
a little second-story work, so I did, came down,
let them in, he got me the scores, and they were
in Ann Arbor the next morning. Someone asked
Rex, wasn't he nervous and worried until the
scores got to him? I was told that Rex just said:
"Not at all. I called Mrs. Rowe and told her about
it, and Professor Rowe is in New York City, and
she has got in touch with him. It will be all
right." I sort offelt that was our accolade on our

advisership up to that time.

I think it was in the fall of 1948 that the posters
announcing the organization meeting for the
fall production produced what may have be
come a collectors item, like a flawed postage
stamp or coin. The original copy signed by Mrs.
Rowe read across the top in bold black letters,
"MEN, WOMEN, DO YOU LIKE TO SING?"
Then, underneath, "Come to the Michigan
Union Room -- at [the hour and day)" The next
morning in rapid succession shortly after eight
o'clock Mrs. Rowe received telephone calls from
the Dean of Women, the Dean of Men, and some
higher official, possibly a vice president.
Xeroxing was comparatively new. Jim Ueber
horst, one of the founders of the Society, had
access in some campus off ice to Xerox equip
ment and provided the copies of posters. He said
his thumb, without his noticing it, covered up
the "G" in "SING", and all sixty of them bore Mrs.
Rowe's signature! It was budget time in Lan
sing, and a delegation of legislators was due at
ten o'clock for a tour of the campus and confer
ences. The theme of the phone calls was dire
consequences if every poster was not down by
ten o'clock. The Society had been hoping for
good male voices, and there was some influx
from the Men's Glee Club, of course attributed
to Jim's masterstroke.

Getting Felix Reiss for scene design for THE
YEOMEN OF THE GUARD and PATIENCE
was equally good fortune. His position with the
University was Chemistry research. Like Harry
Allen, who was going on into architecture and
staying with theatre as a hobby, Gilbert and
Sullivan at least, Felix had considered at one
time going into theatre design and it became a
hobby with him. So we had three unusual
talents, Rex, Harry Allen, and Felix, for the
three key posts of a Music Drama.

For PATIENCE there was a unique element of
stage setting. My wife and I had acquired a
second lot but hadn't landscaped it yet. There
was a tree with a circle of saplings around it.
They were about four inches in diameter at the
base, and went straight up, branching off a bit.
There were six or seven of them. We were
removing them, and had them stacked, but
hadn't had them cut up yet for firewood.
Somebody from the Gilbert and Sullivan Society
saw them. PATIENCE is outdoors in a park, and
they got the idea that instead of doing a lot of
artificial paper work, cutting out green paper
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leaves, they asked whether they could use these
saplings, and so they set the PATIENCE produc
tion with real trees. They were freshly cut, and
the tops were undisturbed yet, and green.
Usually you don't see trunks in a stage set, you
just get the foliage coming out; this had the
trunks growing up, and you could see the
branches and foliage coming out from the
trunks, and being just fresh, they didn't start
falling, and held their shapes for the week. That
was a whale of a job. A gang of husky Gilbert
and Sullivanites came out with a truck, and had
to lug all those trees from the back of the lot, and
then get them into the theatre. The way they
installed them, they just touched the floor and
at the upper end they were roped on to the flies.
It seems to me I remember one of those trees
coming down, fortunately not hitting anyone,
but the moorings of all the others were re
checked.

Something that characterized the Society from
the beginning that I think was a great contribu
tion of Harry Allen's: He told everyone con
nected with the production: "Approach it as
though there has never been a previous produc
tion. Forget the D'Oyly Carte or any other style.
Maintain absolute respect for what is Gilbert's
and Sullivan's, the text and the music, but
otherwise use your own free approach to
production with any fresh or original ideas you
may have."

Using real trees for PATIENCE was an ex
ample of the way the Gilbert and Sullivan
Society continued to carry out the approach
Harry Allen had advised, and the real trees did
have charm as well as solidity.

The frequency of good fortune in the beginning
years of the University of Michigan Gilbert and
Sullivan Society was something better than
accident. Good fortune needs an open door to
enter. The welcoming door for the University
of Michigan Gilbert and Sullivan Society was
the spirit of Gloria Kattan Bennish, her joyous
devotion and dedication to arduous and unflag
ging effort.

»
Dude

Stephenson,
Dude Stephenson called us and let us tape his
reminiscences over the phone. What follows is
a transcript of that conversation. The punctua
tion is ours. We are sorry that the printed word
can't convey all the humor and warmth of his
anecdotes.

The Breaking Cot Episode - that was in COX
AND BOX. They hadn't pulled the legs out
completely. It was a folding cot, it was a metal
cot, and the crew, whoever put it in place, hadn't
pulled the legs out, so when old Bilik lay down
on the thing it collapsed up like a cocoon. It was
wonderful. I think he thought that somebody
else had done it to him on purpose, but nobody
had, to my knowledge. That was a rare moment.

I spent all yesterday evening trying to find my
Gilbert & Sullivan scrapbook, because there's an
article in there that David Newman wrote,
about a PINAFORE, I think it was in '62 or '63.
The article was in the Michigan Daily, and it
was a special feature - it had to do with the
mumps. One of the people in the cast got the
mumps, but I can't remember if that coincided
with the fact that the girl playing Little Butter
cup got sick as well. Maybe she was the one who
got the mumps, I just can't remember. But, in
any event, this was the night before the per
formance, as I recall. In fact I don't think the
girl who was actually cast as Buttercup ever
played it, because she told us that she was ill the
night before she was supposed to start. That was
in Lydia Mendelssohn Theater. So we had to get
a girl to play the part on less than 24 hours
notice. And what we did was, this is Buttercup
we're talking about. The girl's name was Ann
Olson. What we did was write all her lines in
some papers, and she carried a basket. So she had
all her lines written on these pieces of paper in
this basket. And we had to cut as much of her
music as we could but somehow she got through
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that. Well then, that night she got the flu, and
she couldn't go on, so we had to find somebody
else to play Buttercup for the next performance,
and we got Marny Flinnery, from the music
department who had seen it the night before, but
that's the only connection she had had with the
show. She had been in another show that I had
done there, not a G&S show, but another one for
Civic Theater. So we called her up and she said
sure she'd do it, so we used the same basket
routine with her and got her through that
performance. It was just appalling, but as so
often happens, I think, it was one of those things
that helps bring everybody together. And I
think that PINAFORE was one of the strongest
shows we ever did there. But, at the time it was
just terrifying, because we didn't know who was
going to get sick next, and all the men in the cast
were very, very worried about the mumps, and
figured out they were going to be sterile the rest
of their lives, you know. That article I was
trying to find. I don't know if the Daily has
archives or not, but it would be worth finding.
That article came out very shortly after that
performance.

David Newman played Deadeye in that per
formance. He has since gone on to be a screen
writer in Hollywood. He wrote "There Was a
Crooked Man", he wrote "What's Up Doc?". He
also wrote "Jinxed", that Miller thing that had
a lot of problems with it; he worked on one or
two of the "Superman" scripts, he had some other
things that he's done. Some of the history of
some of these people who were in the group and
have gone on and done things is what's really
quite marvelous.

Way back in 1948 or 9, I remember we were
posing for a publicity shot for PIRATES OF
PENZANCE, and a girl named Vivien Milan
was playing one of the minor leads in the thing.
I was playing the part of the Captain of the
Police, and Ihad this billy club and I was trying
to twirl the thing like Charlie Chaplin, and I hit
Vivien in the head with the billy club. I think
I knocked her out as a matter of fact, but we did
the picture anyway, and I think the picture is in
the archives, and Vivien is the one who's closest
to the camera and she looks like she is in a great
dreamy state, and the reason is because she got
hit in the head by the billy club that I had.

But anyway, I remember that one, and I remem
ber Jimmy Lobaugh in PATIENCE playing the
part of Bunthorne. Jimmy Lobaugh was the best

Bunthorne I have ever seen, professional or
amateur, he was utterly amazing in that part,
but he had a lot of trouble with the lyrics in the
second act, in that song that he sings, "When I go
out of door, Of damozels a score, All sitting and
yearning and sighing and burning, Will follow
me as before", and so forth. He kept getting the
lyrics mixed up, and I remember one night he
was singing along and something came out
"Zippety zappety, crippety crappety". Nobody
blinked an eye. For some reason, that lyric,
"Crippety, crappety" just stuck in my mind.

Then we had PRINCESS IDA, I forget which
one it was, but the platform that all the mighty
soldiers in IDA, the women soldiers were stand
ing on, just before they were to make an
entrance in one of the numbers they were
singing - they were on stage, but they had to be
cued in by the conductor - the whole thing
collapsed - everything fell down, but the frame
stayed up, so what happened was the top of the
platform collapsed but the frame stayed up, so
all of a sudden it looked like all twelve girls in
the chorus had been chopped off at the knees.
They looked like a bunch of midgets up there.
And for some reason, they kept their composure
and got through the number. I don't remember
now how we got the platform re-established, but
we did it.

Then I was remembering the thing that hap
pened in THE MIKADO, in the Rackham
building, Detroit. I was playing Nanki-Poo, and
Jim Fudge was playing Ko-Ko, and a girl named
Mary Jo Jones was playing Yum-Yum. We were
in the second act and there was in a big moment
there when we were all trying to figure out what
to do, because the Mikado was there, and Nanki
Poo supposedly was dead, and we got to the end
of the dialogue, just before the song "Here's a
howdy do" is supposed to start, and I think it was
Mary Jo Jones who forgot her line. All of a
sudden, there we were, nobody was saying
anything - this was in front of the audience, and
nobody was saying anything. We all looked at
each other, and finally I said, "Well, just a
moment, I'm going to consult Fredrico". Inci
dentally, that Fred Rico story that Roger
Wertenberger told a few years ago was errone
ous. And I turned around and started to walk
off stage. I remember Fudge turning to Mary Jo
and saying, "Fredrico? Who's Fredrico?", and
she's saying "I don't know, I've never heard of
him", and they were talking about Fredrico. I
was back stage because we had a prompter, a
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fellow named Louie Stern, who was supposed to
be holding book. Well, Louie had evolved a
romance with a girl named Naomi Shulman, in
the chorus at that time, and I hurried back stage,
and I moved the little side curtain aside, trying
to find Louie, and here he was wrapped in a very
intimate embrace with Naomi. Now Naomi was
in the chorus, but here she was, well, having
some physical experience with Louie there
behind the scenes. I said "Where the hell are we?"
and they came out of it saying "Huh? What?
What?" "Oh, never mind", I said, and turned
around and started to walk back out on stage,
and just as I got back to Jim and Mary Jo Jones,
I remembered the song - I didn't remember any
lines, but I remembered the song, and I looked
at the orchestra conductor straight in the eye,
and I said, "Here's a howdy do". It was Bill Boyer
who was conducting the orchestra, and he was
sitting down there smiling all the time. Now Bill
had the book in front of him - he could have
given us the lines. For some reason, I don't know
why he didn't, but he just sat there smiling, and
I guess he was wondering who Fredrico was too.
But anyway, I said "Here's a howdy do", and all
of a sudden he jumped up and began beating any
old time, wildly, and the orchestra members
began coming in like one piece at a time.
Finally, they all got together and we got through
the song somehow. It was just one of those awful
moments, when you think you'd rather be any
where but out on stage.

Mary Jo Jones was the Yum-Yum in THE
MIKADO we were talking about - she was the
cutest little thing you could ever imagine, and
just as sweet as she could be, but she really didn't
have a lot of sense about responsibility and
commitment and dedication to an assignment,
and I remember one rehearsal period when she
came up and said "I don't want to come to the
performance Saturday night.", and we said
"Well, why not?". She said "Well, I want to go to
the dance at the dorm." "O1?" She felt it was
essential that she go to this dance at the dorm
instead of coming to the performance of THE
MIKADO on Saturday night in which she was
playing Yum-Yum. So, we said, "Well, Mary Jo,
we would prefer that you came here and did the
show instead." She said "I have another idea".
We had an understudy. She said "I'll do the first
act, and then the understudy can do the second
act." And we allowed as how, "Mary Jo, we want
you to do both acts." And lo and behold, she did
show up for both acts. But she was very unhappy
and she couldn't understand why we wouldn't

agree to this arrangement that she had evolved.
But anyway, as it turned out, the little devil stole
the show. She was really excellent in the part.
I don't know what happened to her. I've often
wondered if she continued to use that kind of
approach to roles that she did.

I remember another COX AND BOX. A fellow
named Jim Ensign was playing the part of
Bouncer. Frank Poretta, who went on to sing
with the New York City Opera Company and
was in a lead role in the movie "Song of Norway",
was a wonderful tenor and had one of the parts.
It got to be curtain time, and no Jim. This again,
in performance - and no Jim. I was just about
to go on and probably do the basket and the lines
bit again. Finally, he came in, and he was drunk
as a lord. He had been at a frat party or
something, and was very inebriated, but we had
no choice, so we pushed him out there, and he
got through the thing some way or other, in his
highly inebriated state. I have a tape of that
performance. It is just remarkable, because all
the tempos are about half speed. Ninety percent
of the lyrics are unintelligible. But somehow or
other, he got through the thing, and poor old
Frank - Ive never seen anybody look sicker
after a performance was over, because he wasn't
so experienced at that time. He was very very
nervous and had to rework a lot of his perform
ance, as so often happens when somebody else is
having problems on stage - they make other
people look bad. But Jim got through the thing,
one way or another, I don't know how.

I remember John Klein (Maynard Klein's son).
He was a wonderful performer - had a lot of
spirit. He was a joy to play with on stage, to be
with on stage because he gave you so much. He
had a lot of stage energy - it was a very tragic
loss that he died so young. He was playing Cyril,
I was playing Hilarion, and we had the big fight
with the three fools at the end of the play. It
was very stylized, and we had these wooden
swords, and somehow just toward the end of it,
Arac, Guron, or Scynthius, one of those imbe
ciles hit Johnny's sword, snapped it in two. But
somehow, it didn't fall apart, it just sort of hung
there at a right angle. And one of the big
moments- we were all supposed to put our sword
points at their throats - they were supposed to
fall in a pile - on certain notes in the music at
the end of the number - then we were supposed
to put our sword points at their throats and put
our feet on their chests and stand there heroi
cally. And here's Johnny's sword bent at a right
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angle, and he looked at it and he began to laugh.
Then I began to laugh. And I think it was
Gershom Morningstar who was playing Florian
and he began to laugh, and the guys in the pile
- the three fools began to laugh, and that pile
shook like a bowl full of jelly. And then the
whole chorus broke up. I've never seen a total
breakup on stage like that one was. Again,
somehow, we got it under control. It was just one
of those moments that you never forget.

You want to really know about Fred Rico? All
right. I'll tell you the truth about Fred Rico.
Fred Rico started with a guy named Robert Q.
Lewis, at the University of Michigan. Robert Q.
Lewis actually went on to do a lot of work in
television - he was in lots of game shows and
panels, and hosting and that sort of thing. But
he was at the University of Michigan for a
while. They used to have a very active and very
fine children's theater program that was run by
Richard McKelvecy. We did a couple of shows
a year there. My brother, Jim Bob Stephenson,
who also directed the Gilbert and Sullivan
Society for a while - he's a professor of drama
at Kent State University now - he was about six
years ahead of me in school. We often partici
pated in that children's theater program to
gether. We were doing a show one time, Aladdin
And His Wonderful Lamp, I believe Dick Mc
Kelvey had written it based on the old story.
Robert Q. Lewis, who was a student at the
University of Michigan was playing the part of
the wizard. Well, his problem was he could never
remember his lines. I don't think he ever
memorized them, I believe that was the trouble.
He never really memorized his lines because he
was a great ad-libber and he just loved to do
that, but the problem was you just never knew
what the darned guy was going to say when you
were out there on stage with him - it would drive
you absolutely mad because you couldn't de
pend on him to do the same thing twice or say
the same thing twice. So when he would forget
his lines and finally ran out out of ad-libs he
would say "Just a minute - I have to go consult
Fredrico." And he would leave the stage and he
would go over to the prompter and ask him
where we are, give me a cue, or tell me something
about the scene we're in, and he'd get some ideas
and he'd come back and pick it up again, of
course, leaving the people out there on stage,
again, wondering, who's Fredrico. That's where
I got my inspiration - it just came into my head
out of the blue, there in Detroit that day. But
Robert Q. Lewis was the one who originated

that. If he got it from somebody else, I don't
know.

Another thing that crazy guy used to do was -
this is off the subject of Gilbert and Sullivan

- he would say, if he forgot his lines or
something, "By the way, have I ever told you how
to make a salad sandwich?" It had nothing to do
with the text or the character or the situation or
the plot or anything. Of course, you'd say, "No,
you never have told me how to make a salad
sandwich", and then he would go on for five
minutes about all the ingredients in a salad
sandwich until somehow or other you'd get back
on the track. And so this Fred Rico, excusing
himself and going to find him was in perfect
character for old Robert Q. But that's the true
story of it, and that's how it happened, and then
we began using it - based on that, for fictitious
characters, or just some kind of person who
maybe was in the group under an assumed name.

Jim Ueberhorst was a law student, and I don't
know yet how he ever got his law degree - the
guy never slept. I think we used it for him one
or two times because the law school didn't like
him over there, and I think he thought it was the
better part of valor to not call attention to
himself. As I say, it's been used in all kinds of
ways. It's always kind of fun to have that
special little in-joke among members. Get back
to our roots, so to speak.

There were a number of other things - we had
some very strange people in that group. Maybe
I shouldn't mention their names. Bob Brandzel
could tell you some wonderful stories.

One of these days I hope to get back for a
performance. I really have a lot of treasured
memories of that group and all those people.

(Gary Hicks J
SOME RANDOM THOUGHTS AND
STORIES OF MY FORTY YEAR
ASSOCIATION WITH UMGASS

There were no tryouts for the first few produc
tions of UMGASS as warm bodies were enough
(barely enough - as our first Mikado had to sing
as a chorus member in the first act to give us an
added body and keep us in tune). But within two
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years, we were well-known enough to have had
over 50 try out (and all accepted) for our first
YEOMEN. The stage was too full, but the
thought of turning someone down had not been
discussed.

As I was president that semester, I called a Board
meeting to discuss tryouts for the next semester.
I had mixed emotions about this as I cannot read
music or for that matter carry much of a tune,
and I thought I was cutting off my own head
with his suggestion, but we-did pass the motion,
and the following semester Jim Ueberhorst
(Drama Director) and our Musical Director had
the first tryouts.

When my turn came, Jim just looked at me and
said "please don't ruin my day - we have to let
you in, but that does not mean I have to listen
to you sing - get out of here". And so for the rest
of my stay in Ann Arbor, I did not try out, but
was "grandfathered" into the chorus.

OUR FIRST ROAD SHOW

As we started our second year of productions, I
went to The Board of Directors and asked them
for permission to explore the possibility of
doing a road show in Detroit. I had no idea how
I was going to proceed except that I thought that
the Alumni Association in Detroit was my
starting point. The Board made me an ex-officio
member for Road Shows, and off I went.

"My amazement - my surprise - you could tell by
the expression of my cyes", as I went to both
Men's and Women's Alumni Associations in
Detroit only to be turned down flatly - even
though I offered each of them all of the profits
if they would just sponsor us. No soap!

I then went directly to The Rackham Audito
rium, and met the Detroit staff - and they were
terrific. Yes they would love to have us and if
we did the promotion ourselves, the only cost to
us would be cleaning the auditorium and janitor
- not a penny in rental and all profits to be ours.
There was only one catch, they did not have the
authority to make the decision - their boss in
Ann Arbor - head of extension - Mr. E.J. Soop
must approve. I stayed overnight that night
with my Mother, and told her of my success and
that I had to meet a Mr. Soop the next day in Ann
Arbor. My Mother said, that wouldn't happen
to be E.J. Soop would it? Again, my amazement
- my surprise - as she told me that both she and

my father had gone to Hillsdale College with
E.J. Soop. Well, when I told him who I was and
that his people in Detroit were 100% for the
show, he said, "let's try one show and see what
happens". And so, PIRATES became our first
road show.

I was fortunate to get the help of the Drama
Critic of The Detroit News (who loved G&S-the
one at the Free Press did not), and he gave us
several articles and a picture and we had a
mailing list from Rackham, and with only a
couple of hundred dollars spent, we had 989
people (Rackham only held 1044 people) pay for
our Detroit PIRATES. A standing ovation for
a great show made the evening one I will never
forget, and after the show, as we were coming
out into the audience in costume to meet the
audience the first person I ran into was Mr. E.J.
Soop who was coming looking for me to tell me
what a great show we had, and that the audience
loved it, and would we consider coming back
each semester?

Would we? You bet, and "the money attached to
it" - you bet! Within a week I had two phone calls
- one from the Women's Alumnae Association
offering to sponsor our future shows - and take
"the money attached to it". I never had such fun
telling people to go to hell in my life!

Also we went back to Detroit each semester for
many years, and kept the profits. When we did
IOLANTHE, we forgot the orchestra lights and
left them in Ann Arbor, and the cast (in
costume) was out in the parking lot as people
arrived, asking for flashlights. We got enough
and taped them to orchestra stands. During
intermission we returned them as our lights had
arrived by that time. The same thing happened
to the programs the next semester and they were
passed out between the acts.

In 1951, we opened our production of THE
MIKADO in Hillsdale, Michigan (my home
town). The orchestra had only one rehearsal and
spent the entire day while sets were being put
up learning their music, and it paid off with a
finc performance, and the profits went to the
High School for new band uniforms.

Going "on the road" was exciting!

FROM AMATEUR TO PROFESSIONAL

Many names in past UMGASS programs now
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grace the professional programs. Frank Poretta
with the New York City Opera, Russell Chris
topher with the Met, Ara Berberian also at the
Met, Reid Shelton was Freddie in the Broadway
production of MY FAIR LADY, and then
created the role of Daddy Warbucks in ANNIE,
Ashley Putnam is world famous and credits
much of her success to the U of M and
particularly UMGASS.

ENCORES

We had a strict rule against encores and it held
up for a couple of years until our first PI
RATES. The policeman's chorus had a very
funny "Gavotte" chorus line routine, and on the
last night (and unknown to us) our Musical
Director decided to give us an encore. As we
waited for the next music to come on and the
audience to stop a long clapping, and still trying
to keep our one leg raised high in the air holding
pose, down came the repeat music. We reacted
well although one chorus member let out a
cheerful yell (which can be heard on the record
very clearly), and did it again.

The first principal's encore was the next semes
ter when Reid Shelton, as one of the pompous
Lords in the trio (Up in the Air - Sky High - Sky
High) waited until a thunderous applause had
stopped and then walked in regal style down
stage, and told the orchestra leader to "please
turn back to letter D, we want to do an encore".
The audience roared its approval, and there
went our rule against encores.

THE HISTORY OF FRED RICO

In the Fall of 1950 there were just four of us left
from the original production of THE MIKADO
in 1947, and we decided (over a few beers) that
we had to do THE MIKADO again in the spring
as most of us were graduating, and we wanted
the nostalgia of 1947 to ring in our ears once
again. Even though there were many G&S
productions that we had yet to tackle, we
lobbied the Board of Directors (two of us were
on it) and won.

The 1951 MIKADO was a great production and
all went well until the last night when Clarence
(Dude) Stephenson as Nanki-Poo went up on a
line and had to run off stage to get prompted.
As he left the stage, he said "Just a minute, I have
to go see Fredrico". He came back and the
performance went on to a raving audience.

After the show, Dude was not only the brunt of
some good natured kidding about missing a line,
but Fredrico being such a perfect Japanese name
was the center of all the laughter. Dude has yet
to live it down.

The following Fall (1951), Jim Ueberhorst, one
of the three founders of UMGASS and a
principal in most of the shows over the past four
years, was in law school, and not doing too well
grade point wise according to his professors.
Therefore, they told him he must skip G&S, and
get on with trying to stay in law school. Well,
if you know Jim, you know that G&S was his
first love, and law school fell in behind, so he
tried out and was given the part of Sir Roderic
in our first production of RUDDIGORE.

Knowing that he dared not use his own name in
pre-publicity or in the program, Jim started
looking for a stage name, and as the laughter
over Fredrico was still in the air, he had no
trouble picking his new name - Fred Rico.

When Jim graduated and left for Washington,
D.C., someone in the group decided that Fred
Rico should remain a part of each new
production's program, and thus the tradition
was started. I have seen most of UMGASS' per
formances over the past thirty-five years since
graduation, and I (and my family to whom I
passed on the story as they were weaned on G&S)
take my program upon sitting down in the
theatre and look first to see what Fred is up to
this semester. I have seen him as an additional
character, Groom of the Back Stairs, Custodian,
Historian, and a couple of times playing a
fictitious instrument in the orchestra. His
history is varied and worth following.

I am sending a copy of this article to Jim
Ueberhorst, as the true facts are his to tell, but
I am sure most of the story is quite accurate, and
knowing Jim, I am sure he will quickly write to
you if more is to be added or subtracted. May
Fred Rico live on in Ann Arbor forever.
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Nee Gilbert
Sullivan Club
To Meet Again

The second meeting of the new
ly-reformed Gilbert and Sullivan
Club will be held at 7:30 today in
the Garden Room of the League.

Although 42 members attended
the first meeting, more interested
students are needed to bring the
chorus size up to 60, according to
James Ueberhorst. publicity di
rector. Designers and stage hands
are also needed.

The Club announces the ap
pointment of Prof. Harold Allen of
the architecture school as the new
dramatics director. Prof. Allen's
previous experience includes di
rection of the Merle Olson play
ers, several Gilbert and Sullivan
shows, productions In the Pse
dena playhouse In California. and
ten years' experience direetin u
theatrical roup ut the University
of Utah.

Prof. Allen recently direeted the
Nel Gwenn layers, u faulty

I 1uo11p 11t tlw llmvrrmtv wliwli lius
iven severul restorutlon rm1s

I
:I THE UNIVERSITY OF ~.\IClilC;AN

GILBERT & SULLIV/\f'\J SOCIETY

T'1"r E
PATTENGILL AUDITORIUM

(Ann Arbor High School!
Wed-Thur, Dec 10-11

830 PM

Good Seals Still /\voilolJlc
at Room 2, U Holl
120, lox incl.

..:,-..
Address mail orders to lhe Gillert & Sullivan Scicty

C/o Dem lea, Rm. 2, U. Hill
Make checks payable ta the society

Talent [ceded
For 'Mikado'
An organizational mePI ing fo:

all those interested in takmng part
in a production of Gilbrrt and Sul
livan's "Mikado" will be held at
7 :30 p.m. Thursday in the League.

The announcement was made by
James Ueberhorst. president of
the newly reformrd Gilbert and
Sullivan Society, a student grou
interested in presenting some f
the truly great comic operas of
all time.
All types of talent are needed for

, the production, which is tenta
tively scheduled for sometime in

' December. Besides singers. all as-
pmrmng actors and stagehands
should turn out. said Ueberhorst
He added that freshmen and

i transfer students are equally eligi-
1 ble.
, An orchestra to support the proI duction has already bren obtamf'd.

I and the show will be under the d:
. rection of Tom \V1Json and RPx
Wilder. both of the gradua tl'
school.

Prof. Wane Dunlap Is the fac
ulty sponsor of t'e roup.

"'"· •SCENE FROM 'MIKADO': Two little maids, PltU-S!ng (Ruth Campbell of Plymouth) and Yum
Yum (Ann Schubring of Trenton) spurn the romantic advances of the Lord High Executioner ,KoKo'
(Dick Roussin of Durand) In the comic Gilbert and Sulllvan operetta, - ''The Mikado," whichwill be.°

• presented at 8:30 tomorrow and Thursday evenings - In Pattengill Auditorium of Ann Arbor High
27%22,9."9""?gee"rs.oar+rm' $'i6rr%

Larry Henkel and Linda Milne

Newspaper clippings from UMGASS's
first production. THE MIKADO
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(@read scnetter)
In recalling my five and a half years of being
in Gilbert and Sullivan shows at Michigan from
1947 to 1954, I remember three occasions that
were unique to me. These are in addition to a
term as G&S president in 1949 and Business
Manager and the total absorption that I had with
the rehearsals and shows, as so many others have
had. Sitting in an Economics class one morning
in the fall of 1947 with Jim Schneider, it was
suggested by him that I come to a Gilbert &
Sullivan rehearsal at the Michigan League that
night. Never having heard of Gilbert & Sullivan
at the time, I wondered why I would want to do
such a thing. Being open to suggestions at the
time, I went to see what it was about, and to my
dismay found a circle of nine or ten men
rehearsing innocuous lines about "heaving a
capstan round" and "where our patriotic banners
should be planted". After two hours of this, I
became totally unenthused, and could hardly
believe they were talking about another re
hearsal like this the following week. Still
curious, I decided to have one more look the
week later and was astounded to find an entire
women's chorus, which in itself interested me,
plus talented soloists and some talk that a 16
piece orchestra might arrive on opening night.

That was the MIKADO, the beginning show in
December, 1947, organized by Jim Ueberhorst,
Gloria Katlan Bennish and Ben Hazard, and
from then on it was the enthusiastic part of
being in college.

I graduated in June, 1950 and obtained a
finance job at Kaiser Fraser at Willow Run for
the following year, which meant never moving
out of the fraternity house, having a car on
campus, having enough money to spend on
whatever I wanted, never having to go to classes
and another great year (judged to be the best) of
Gilbert & Sullivan shows.

In June 1951, I had to go into the army and it
looked like the end of college activities and
Gilbert & Sullivan. But "what to my wondering
eyes should appear" but a two week leave in
early November, while I was enroute to Korea.
Stopping by Ann Arbor on my way to Detroit
with duffel bag loaded, I found a G&S rehearsal
in progress, and all of the old gang. "Too bad

you won't be here in two weeks so you can be in
RUDDIGORE", said Jim Ueberhorst, the direc
tor. "But I will be here" I said, "my plane to
Seattle doesn't leave till the morning after the
last Saturday night show". "Great", said Jim,
"here's a score for RUDDIGORE, and you will
be in the show".

So I spent military leave at rehearsals, drinking
beer at the Old German restaurant, visiting my
parents in Detroit, living again at the old
fraternity house and in another successful and
talented G&S show. It all concluded with a final
day with my parents at an afternoon football
game, dinner at the Old Farm Cupboard, singing
in RUDDIGORE, the usual party after the show
and a 2 AM airplane departure from Willow
Run, which was attended by a dozen or more
from the RUDDIGORE show.

Sitting in Korea six months later, I received the
program for the spring, 1952, show and there
was listed "Frederico Scheffler", a member of
the men's chorus, and again in the program for
another year while I was gone. "I'll go ask
Fredrico" was a line used by Dude Stephenson
in a previous show when someone forgot a line
on stage, and a moment was needed to regroup.
It was hilarious to all of us in the chorus and we
laughed about it for months. I became the
original Fredrico, listed in the program for
several years, and I understand it has become a
traditional theme, which is still continued in
shows.

G&S has so many fond memories and it has been
great recently to have been in touch with those
people I knew from the beginning -- Gary Hicks,
from the original show, now living in Grand
Rapids, with whom I've been in touch with the
past ten years -- Gloria Bennish, whom I hadn't
seen in 35 years when I returned to Ann Arbor
two years ago for PINAFORE, and for whom I
was so sad to hear had passed away just recently
-- Dude Stephenson, whom I became re-ac
quainted with after thirty years, when my
children moved to San Diego to live. Dude is
Professor of Drama and Music at San Diego
State University, and has spent over thirty five
consecutive summers at Interlochen, Mich. as a
music director -- and Betty Ueberhorst, whom I
had not seen for so many years and visited in
recent years when I was in New York and
Washington, D.C ..

It was a memorable beginning and a terrific 40
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years of growth and planning with thousands of
students and Ann Arbor residents taking an
enthusiastic part. I was excited to be a charter
member and when I hear Gilbert & Sullivan
mentioned in print or in the media, I recall the
beginning days and what they have become
forty years later.

Jimmie
Lobaugh

I don't know about anyone else, but remember
ing back to 1947 is just a little bit difficult for
me. I would like to do my best for you all, but
let's face it ... I ain't 19 anymore, no matter how
you cut it.

Well, here goes...

I tried out for THE MIKADO because Dorothy
Duncan-Appleby had said to me that it would be
a lot of fun. I'd gone up to The National Music
Camp for a lot of summers before 1947 so I knew
a lot of the kids in the show...Dorothy mainly,
though. As she had said, THE MIKADO was a
lot of fun. I ended up doing a lot of the makeup,
I've no idea why, but I guess that it was just a
matter of no one else with more experience.
First rehearsal I met all the pioneer regulars,
Gloria and Gary, I think. We really were a very
strange lot, as I look back on it. We had
undergrads, grads, returning G.l.'s of all de
scriptions and people connected with the Uni
versity ... Phoebe Williams was one of those. I
remember Bill carrying a spear for the
Mikado....he later became quite a star on net
work sports t.v. I've no idea what we sounded
like, we looked pretty good though ... our
costumes were all rented - so were our wigs. We
had enthusiasm and blind faith. Boy, was it
fun!!

PINAFORE came along next and I got a
PART. George Boucher was Sir Joseph,
Vivien Milan was Phoebe....she was so beautiful
... oooh. Jim Ueberhorst was Dick Deadeye, and
I was the Bo's'n. Frankly, the only thing I
remember about the show was that our director
had me parading back and forth across the stage

like some kind of strange cheerleader while I
was singing "He is an Englishman". It must have
worked, but I can't think why. Also, this was the
one and only show I've ever heard of that Little
Buttercup danced the entire part through on her
toes. She was quite an accomplished toe dancer
and, I believe, our director thought it gave the
part a certain something. Once again, I had
something to do with the makeup so, since I had
just seen the Ballet Russe De Monte Carlo at the
Michigan Theater, I made her up to look like
Alexandra Danilova ... complete with mauve
eyelids going half way up her forehead. PINA
FORE had a marvelous cast party.

The time is now a little confusing for me ... I
think that the next show was YEOMEN. If I'm
wrong, just stick it in the right place. YEOMEN
was always my real favorite of the shows,
probably because Maynard Klein directed it. I
was the 2nd Yeoman ... nothing very special
about singing that part, but it was fun. We
rented the costumes and those red Tudor rigs
were really something to see. Al Johnson played
Sgt. Meryll. I heard from him this Christmas ...
he, of the beautiful Asheville accent has moved
back up north to West Bloomfield, Michigan. He
was a G.I. You know, as a college student I was
in with men quite a lot older than I was ... I can't
help but think that our choruses and leads must
really have been something to hear. My biggest
regret about YEOMEN was that Mr. Klein never
directed any more of the shows ... he is such a
nice person and a grand musician.

Now I get really confused ... I was in the Army
for 2 years ... I think I staged the policemen in
PIRATES with Dude Stephenson as the Ser
geant. If I have the right PIRATES, Reid
Shelton was Frederick. My confusion is because
at the same time we were doing THE MAGIC
FLUTE. Carol Nieson Wilder was the Queen of
the Night, Reid was Tamino, Papageno was
played by the same man as our Jack Point and
I was understudy/stage manager for FLUTE. I
do remember when we were doing PATIENCE,
I was Major Murgatroyd. When I jumped out on
stage, in my velvet knee britches, the seam gave
way from the crotch to the waist right up the
rear. The sound was something I'll always
remember, but the cold blast of air that greeted
my derriere was a signal that guided my every
action through the rest of the scene. The 5 of
us in "If Saphir I choose to marry ..." were
supposed to weave in and out of real poplar trees
that had been hung from an overhead batten.
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No one thought to toe-nail down the things to the
stage, so they were free swinging. I spent most
of the scene facing dead front, ducking around
swinging timber and trying to think where I had
to be next. That's one fine night I'll never forget.

When I came back from the Army, I was cast as
Bunthorne in PATIENCE. Al Crofoot was the
Duke, Ara Berberian was the Colonel, Sophie
Fedonis was Jane and the rest of the cast was
admirable. Ara, Al and I were quite a trio. Ara
was 6'4", Al was 350 pounds and I was a chubby
ex-G.I. Those two guys, both friends, always
made me feel 5' tall weighing 150 pounds, I can
assure you that never was the case. Both of them
went on to the Metropolitan Opera Company ...
so did Russ Christopher ... I remember staging
him in "For the merriest fellow are we..." in
GONDOLIERS. At that time I was the chore
ographer, I've no idea why. Oh now I remember,
The Duke was Jim Ensign, Gloria Gonan was the
Duchess, Rosie Jun was Gianetta, beautiful
ooooh! Vivien Milan was Tessa, Dude was
Marco, and I think Jim was Guiseppi. In the
same bill we did COX AND BOX. Dude cut and
adapted it. I was Bouncer, Frank Poretta was the
tenor, and I think that Jim Ensign was the
baritone ... now wait a minute, that's just not
possible. He was the Duke. Oh well, I Rat-a
planned all around the place. Oh yes, this was
the world premier of THESPIS by Bilik/Sulli
van. Jerry kept in "Climbing over rocky..." but
the rest of the show was his. I was Mercury. I
remember that they wanted to have my hair
gold. It was, then, brown. I used a lot of Nestle's
gold spray. Hair ... beautiful. Reaction on scalp
... peculiar. As a matter of fact my entire head
(just the scalp) turned kelly green! It all washed
off, but that caused quite a sensation ... also, it
made my pillow cases a colorful sight to see.

Along with THESPIS we did, as a curtain raiser,
THE SORCERER. I was J.W. Wells, Ara was
Marmaduke, Al was Dr. Daley, Dude was Alexis
and I got a chance to work with Marian Mercer
as Lady Sangazure. My she was fun. She was
all dressed to go on stage opening night and she
decided that she should wear lace elbow length
gloves, none were handy, so she got out an
eyebrow pencil and drew on a pair. She is a
wonderfully giving person on stage ... I still
remember the 3 flash teapot. The tech people
had rigged up a huge teapot with wired on
switches and photographer's flashbulbs down
inside it. I called "Number I" ... F*L*A*S*H ...
well, you get the idea. I thought it was a really

great stage prop. I wore a nose in that show ...
also as J.W. yields his soul, I stepped back into
the Marmaduke's front door. 4 (count 'em) 4 fire
extinguishers sprayed ice cold clouds all over me
... I still think I could pick pieces of ice off my
face ... frozen perspiration, yet.

About the G&S Society ... if I had a chance I'd
join up again, anytime. I had some of my
greatest times, made some of my best friends,
even if I hadn't seen them in 30 years, found a
hobby that I still enjoy doing, being in shows ...
as a matter of fact I still am performing in G&S.
These past 2 years I've appeared in IOLANTHE
as the Lord Chancellor and in THE GONDO
LIERS as the Duke and I've watched a new
generation of people join the society .. my niece
Laura Lehman is currently in the society, my
brother and sister in law Paul and Ruth Lehman
have been in the society, and two of my pupils
from Port Horn were also members ... Jack Hart
and Carl Shurr. Carl, by the way, is now a
producer/owner/director of the Totem Pole
playhouse in Fayetteville, PA.

It's near Gettysburg. The world gets smaller
every day doesn't it? Sometime in the near
future I'll write you about my adventures in
Grim's Dyke, but I'm tiring. I guess I'll gather
my shawl about my weary shoulders and rest a
few minutes.

Oh, I forgot ... this summer I'm appearing in
ANYTHING GOES at S.U.N.Y Brockport. I'm
Moon. The dates are July 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25.
It's fun working with university people again ...
not quit the same as G&S, but the people are like
Society people ... kind, considerate and hard
working.

Herewith my Adventures at Grim's Dyke

I have been to Grim's Dyke twice, once because
as a loyal G&Ser I thought it my duty and once
because I wanted to see John Reed in YEOMEN.
Both times were adventures and both times were
fun. Adventure Number One:

My wife and I had decided to have a "once in
a lifetime" trip in honor of our having lived,
married mind you, together for 25 years. Part
of our intinerary involved seeing as many things
as we could that were mentioned in G&S shows.
Naturally, we felt it was an absolute necessity
to stay in Gilbert's home at least once. Now, at
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the risk of losing my attentive readers, a little
history.

I quote from The Art and Architecture of
London by Ann Sanders. STANMORE, ostensi
bly successful stockbroker's villa country, lies to
the northeast of Buckinghamshire. Stretching
across the golf course there is GRIM'S DYKE,
an earthwork some five miles long, consisting of
a rampart and a ditch, probably of fifth to sixth
century--that is post Roman origin. This earth
work gave its name to a house built by Norman
Shaw in 1870 for the painter Frederick Goodall
RA, which afterwards became the house of Sir
William Schwenck Gilbert, who wrote the Savoy
Operas and lived there from 1890 till his death
in 1911 on a summer's day in his own garden
after rescuing a guest from the lake. The house,
in Old Redding, is today used as a restaurant.

Now, if you've made it through all that, I'll tell
you our two tales.

First, Grim's Dyke is now a very fancy hotel/
motel/restaurant/ historical place. It's owned,
or was last year, by Best Western Motels. ++A
little note right here, I called Best Western's 800
number this morning and a charming lady told
me that "we no longer book that number", so
I've no idea what happened.

The house is huge. The closest thing that I can
think of that it might resemble are the "cottages"
at Newport, R.I. Our room was on the South side
of the house overlooking what is now a parking
lot. A nice room, a quiet day to wander about,
a beautiful garden, croquet court and building
tour...and then...a bridal party arrived, com
plete with rock and roll, very un-Gilbert and
Sullivanian music, band. If that doesn't make
sense, it didn't then either. The bridal
reception was in the main room. Unfortu
nately, we couldn't get to our bedroom without
going through the middle of the writhing dames
and dons. We told our bellman and he showed
us the "secret stair" to the kitchen. Now that
was FUN. The stair is iron, circular and goes
down three stories to what I'd call the basement,
they call it the ground floor. We visited with
cooks, waiters, and maids... all very nice indeed.
We ate our dinner in a different room. The place
they had reserved for was us a beautiful dining
room. Our spot was on a raised stage behind a
low wooden wall. As we sat down, I became
aware that there were spotlights on us. We were
actually on a stage. They were nice enough to

turn off the extra lights, otherwise I'd have
spent the rest of our meal bowing after each
course. The food was great... try their fish!!!

About the house and grounds ...

There is a huge, beautifully kept croquet lawn.
On the northwest corner there is a stone about
12 inches square with the words "Paul Born at
Grim's Dyke 25 September 1905 ...Died at Grim's
Dyke ( I can't read this part in the picture I took)
1908.". Paul was one of Gilbert's pet lemurs.

About the lake where the accident occurred...

We were told to just follow the path through the
woods, on the other side of the formal garden.
We tried. The woods are very imposing...
enormous evergreens, wild rhododendrons,
eight feet to fourteen feet tall, forest under
growth and wild brambles...back home in
Oklahoma we call them blackberries. When we
finally got to the lake, it was an overgrown
swamp, long neglected. There were the dismal
remains of some kind of boat house, but that
was all. I don't know what I had expected, but
it certainly wasn't this.

Back to the house. Every large room has a
fireplace with a very fancy ornamental mantle.
One room has foxes with grapewines, just to
give you an idea. The room that is the most
impressive, though, is the room that the wedding
reception was being held in. (remember the
wedding?) I've forgotten the name of the
room... they all have fancy names, like
Patience Powderoom, Yeomen's Bar and Grill,
Iolanthe Tearoom, and The Mikado
Room...anyway, you get the idea. In the large
hall is the fanciest fireplace of all. It's
enormous. It has two telamones with faces as
large as mine, and an over mantle at least ten
feet tall with very elaborate carving all over it.
I couldn't stay in there too long because the
wedding party was due to arrive at any minute.
In that room there is a minstrel gallery WAY UP
HIGH!!!

Outside in the hall, there is a large picture of
Henry Lytton. It is an oil portrait, nice enough
I guess. On a wall near the picture was a letter
from W.S. Gilbert, telling about how good his
gardener was. This last summer the letter was
gone. I forgot to ask why.

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert's bedroom is now the
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BRIDAL SUITE.After a rock and roll night, we
had a really good English breakfast of kippers,
bangers, eggs, fried bread, kidneys, porridge
with or without wiskey, marmalade, grilled
tomatoes, scones, and tea or coffee.

This adventure took place August 20 and
21, 1983. Participants ... Jimmie and Helen Lo
baugh.

Adventure #2

My wife and I, along with our daughter
Amanda, who had just finished her Junior year
in college, decided we would go see THE
YEOMEN OF THE GUARD at Grim's Dyke. We
were staying at a lovely hotel in Knightsbridge
near South Kensington, of "Oh South
Kensington" fame. Since we didn't have a car
we decided to take the tube out. At 4:30 p.m. we
boarded the train at Knightsbridge.
Piccadilly Ling
Hyde Park Corner
Green Park

change to
Jubilee Line
Bond Street .
Baker Street
St. John's Wood
Swiss Cottage
Finchley Road
West Hampstead
Kilburn
Willesden Green
Dollis Hill
Neasden
Wembley Park

change to
Metropolitan Line
Preston Road
Nothwick Park
Harrow-on-the-Hill

At Harrow-on-the-Hill we stood in line for a
taxi, because it was pouring.

When we got to Grim's Dyke, it had stopped
raining and had settled down to a pleasant 40
degree fog. The sky was grey, overcast and
"night had spread its pall". The hotel had setup
a huge tent on the croquet lawn. Inside the tent
was roofed with rose colored drapes, the sides
were too, and the floor was carpeted. There
were tables and chairs covered with rose and
pink covers. Wall to wall flowers were every-

where and, every time you breathed and ex
haled, clouds of fog. We had Victorian
Punch... claret with soda and cumber ... very
strange.

Time for the show to begin.
The theatre was a huge show wagon that was
set up above the formal garden...not on it, next
to it but about ten feet above it. The stage,
orchestra, sound and actors were under a roof.
The audience sat in a very large set of portable
bleachers. The chairs were attached to the
floor and would have been very comfortable
if the weather had cooperated. Ladies began
arriving with blankets, ankle length formals,
woolen plaid skirts, fur coats, parkas, jeans
and, I'm sure, "longies". Men began arriving
in formal clothing, overcoats, rainwear, jeans,
boots, parkas, and kilts. My daughter, age 23,
arrived wearing a matching denim jacket and
mini skirt. The demin was blue ... so were her
legs.

Now about the show ...
It was grand. I'd never seen John Reed in
YEOMEN. He danced and sang beautifully and,
bless the audience, never got a titter when he
said, "I'm young." I was especially taken with
Patricia Leonard's Dame Carruthers. I'd seen
her play the part the summer before with the
troup called The Magic of D'Oyly Carte at the
Barbican Centre. In Boston some years before
I'd seen both Reed and Leonard in THE MI
KADO and IOLANTHE. She sings beautifully.

Anyway, the show began. It began to rain, then
drizzle, then fog set itself down over all. The
hotel came out with large plastic garbage bags
for us to pull over ourselves. Amanda borrowed
her mother's sweater and her mini became a
pseudo maxi.

Intermission came along. We all took off for the
Victorian Picnic. Now that was fun! It was in
the tent. We had a huge buffet of everything
imaginable that was Victorian. All sorts of pie
(kidney, Yueh!, shrimp, pork, and mince), sal
ads, fancy breads and butters, sandwiches, and
on each table there was a stack of
desserts ... tortes, cakes, pies, strudels, and the
like ...many people began to drink port and
brandy...many people began to have clouds of
fog around their heads .. .it was really beginning
to be FUN!!

Intermission was over...
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Back to the benches, now completely wet. The
hotel came around with paper towels and we
wiped off our chairs as best we could. A man,
about 70, began singing "All Things Bright and
Beautiful" so did his party. Things were really
taking on a merry attitude. Next he sat down
and told everyone he'd "wet his knickers". He
would have brought down the house, except we
were outside. The show began again. No rain
now, just very cold and foggy. Our audience
began to slowly leave. By the time the show got
to my favorite song, that marvelous quartet
"When a wooer ..." about half the audience had
left, I'm sure. When John Reed began his part in
the quartet, "When a jester is outwitted..." the
rain poured. He just kept right on going,
remember he was under a roof. He did it
beautifully. The audience loved it. When the
curtain call time came, he and the cast ap
plauded the audience. Frankly, I don't blame
them. I must say though, no matter how I
complain, I'd go again. As a matter of fact, I've
already written the hotel to find out if they are
going to do it again this summer. They are good
and the chance to see a G&G show at Gilbert's
home is a special treat.

By the way, the manager looks and talks very
much like my old piano teacher, Percy
Grainger. The man was really very nice...he pre
booked a taxi for us so that we could get back
to the tube station. We got back to our hotel
shortly after midnight. Amanda said that it was
the part of her trip to London she liked the
most.

Go, if you can!!

This adventure took place August 21, 1986
Participants... Amanda, Helen, and Jimmie B.
Lobaugh

(Res rd«er)

I can only congratulate the hundreds (thou
sands?) of students who have made it possible
and hope that the next forty years will be even
better that the last.

My warmest greetings to those of you who were
with us at the beginning and who are now no
doubt scattered all over the map. I want
especially to mention Prof. & Mrs. Rowe, with
out whom G&S would not have started, at least
not when it did; and Gloria Kattan Bennish,
who did such a marvelous job of keeping the old
timers informed about G&S at Michigan.

My best wishes to the annual newcomers to G&S.
I hope that they will look back in forty
years with great pleasure and satisfaction.

Jerry
Bilik

COT IN THE ACT

Little did we know, in 1948, that we were
beginning something which would last until the
next year, much less for forty years. Since Ann
Arbor and the University are barely recogniz
able after all that time it is extraordinary to
realize that the G&S Society has remained and
greatly developed.

There were so many happy memories during my
years with UMGASS that it's truly difficult to
distill any specific items. Nonetheless, I do
recall one incident when Dude Stephenson and
I were coming to the close of a long and tedious
set of tryouts for IOLANTHE and were sadly
pondering what we could do for a Private Willis.
Absolutely no one seemed quite appropriate (a
future UMGASS director, Bob Brandzel, was
already cast as the Lord Chancellor). We were
wearily trying to come up with a solution when
my cousin (also my roommate at the time, and
a strapping tuba-player in the Marching Band)
came in for a lift home. Now, Joe had never sung
a note in his life, but his huge frame (and
natural comic bent) had Dude and I leaping of
our seats in simultaneous exaltation - and
Shazam! - a star was born! (Much to his own
confusion).

If I remember correctly, Joe was fantastic, tho'
a grade point conflict forced the creation of one
of UMGASS' numerous "Program Aliases" - (I
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don't recall - maybe it straightened out in time).
At any rate, despite his success, the real Joe
Hanchrow abandoned his potential operatic
career, tho' he still earns his living as a Tuba
Player and leader of a highly successful banjo
band in the New York area.

An even more significant event - one of great
drama and trauma (at least to me) is the
horrendous "collapsing cot affair" that occurred
during a production of COX AND BOX, featur
ing Dude, myself, and our then-faculty-advisor,
Sid Straight. Now, while I may have provided
some assets during my tenure as director, an
acceptable singing voice was definitely not one
of them. Dude had a beautiful tenor and Sid a
mellifluous baritone, so Jerry must be described
as a "consistent croak". Nonetheless, our mini
production was a true smash hit night after
night - until there was a TRUE SMASH, as the
cot onto which Dude reclined gave up the ghost
on stage in a pile of dust.

Now, the show is supposed to go on, but Dude
decided he might laugh or giggle were he to
speak his next line, and rather than face such
embarrassment he lay back on the collapsed
couch, smiled this sheepish grin, and let me try
to figure out what to do next. I looked in the
wings - Sid Straight was doubled over in
hysterics. I looked in the pit - the orchestra was
convulsed behind their stands. I looked at Dude
- he was turning purple trying to stifle a total
breakdown.

In desperation - I repeated my last line, hoping
Dude would backtrack and go on. Nope! That
idiotic grin - not a word! In inspiration, I sang
out: "Bouncer! Oh Bouncer!" (in my commend
able croak).

In the wings, Sid Straight went into spasms and
further convulsions. Of course, by this time, the
audience was pretty well out of control -
witnessing the total dissembling of the directors
and advisors. However, somehow, from the pit,
came the tinkling intro to "Rataplan" - and from
the wings, the couch and the set (onto which I
had collapsed) came the giggling gaggling calls;
"Rat-a-pla-ha-ha-ha-ha-haan" - etc. Tho' it
seemed a lifetime had passed before my eyes, we
somehow got things rolling again, and became as
a result of all this, the absolute toast of the cast
party that night (of course in our days, anything
could become the toast of any party!)

I'm still actively engaged in live theatrical
presentations, and Gilbert and Sullivan remain
among my greatest heroes, so the warm and
wonderful memories of those Ann Arbor pro
ductions hold a special place in my heart - and
whenever I see a folding metal cot, that refrain
comes back to haunt me once again - - - Rat-a
pla-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-haan!

Harold
Haugh

After referring to the program of my one
trespass in the sacred precincts of UMGASS
(SORCERER, TRIAL, 1964) I remember most
two things: the collective vicissitudes attending
the getting a cast and orchestra together, and my
surprise at getting through the Saturday mati
nee!!! The Ohio State game in Columbus deci
mated our wind section! There were radios all
over back-stage. They were well-attended.
Those radios got more attention than anything
that was happening on stage. I remember
announcing the score at the beginning of THE
SORCERER and before the second act curtain.
I don't remember how that cosmic game came
out, but it almost did me in! I also remember that
one D. Goldberg was the rock on which G&S was
built. More power to thee! May we add how
honored we feel to have our names on the G&S
masthead in the program.
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UNIVERS ITY OF MICHIGAN GILBERT AND SULLIVAN SOCIETY-
10th ANNIVERSARY

It was ten years ago this fall that the Gilbe rt and Sulli van Society was bo rn .
A tremendous influx of students as well as the release of wartime tensions and
restrictions fortif ied a natural desire to organize boy-meet-girl activities. How
ever, the war had had its sobering effect upo n student interests. To be success
fu l, an activity ha d to offer more tha n the mere opportunity to circulate and ha ve
a goo d time; some constructive goals were necessary. It was in this light that
Gloria Katlan, then a junior in LS&A, conceived the organization of a group dedi
cated solely to her favorite entertainment medium; Gilbert and Sullivan operettas.

She was able to enlist the support of the Office of Student Affairs as well
as the enthusiasm of Professor and Mrs. Kenneth T. Rowe, who became the
group's first faculty advisors. Professor Wayne Dunlap agreed to take the musi
cal direction and appointed as his assistant, Rex Wilder.

After a very promising beginning attended by about 75 Interested people,
the new "Society" soon seemed about to run aground. Hounded by financial diffi
culties as well as by lack of a theater contract, interest in the group began to
wain. Though practice on the "Mikado" had begun it was decided to switch to
"Trial by Jury," which was more within the capabilities of the reduced company.
Again the group diminished in size. By Christmas only a handful of students re
mained to bolster Gloria's conviction that such a society was feasible. One was
a 27-year old doctoral candidate, Ben Hazard, whose practical suggestions made
sense to those remaining, the other a 17-year old freshman, Jim Ueberhorst,
who had been cast as the comic lead "Ko-Ko" in the "Mikado" and then as the
"Judge" In "Trial by Jury" (two parts which in his eight years association with
the society he was never to play).

Unfortunately, after Christmas vacation Ueberhorst was the only principal to
return, and the chorus had dropped to nine. It was decided, therefore, to disband
until the Spring semester.

The new semester saw the return of only two old members, Ben and Jim,
since Gloria was no longer in school. The Society struggled that Spring until May,
with Ben as business manager and Jim as President. The group finally dwindled
to seven members and plans for another reorganization in the Fall were made.

That organizational meeting resulted in two members. Ben and Jim were
"unanimously" reelected, and a second meeting was planned. The pair split a
blueprinting bill for homemade posters, announcing a second organizational meet
Ing for a December production of the "Mikado." Rex Wilder agreed to take the
musical direction, while Professor Harry Allen became dramatic director. The
Society was able to set up a line of credit by borrowing $150 from a Detroit men's
group whose president's daughter was playing the soprano lead. However, until
three weeks before the scheduled performance, no theater had been contracted for,
and the chorus consisted of twelve persons. Professor and Mrs. Rowe were instru
mental in convincing the Ann Arbor school system that it should rent Pattengill
Auditorium in the old high school.

In a desperate last effort to enlarge the chorus, Jim and Ben approached the
"Daily" for an article. Ben wrote, "a few positions available in the chorus of the
forthcoming Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, 'The Mikado,' last opportunity to join,
Sunday. " That Sunday, thirty-one new members applied for those "few positions."
The Society was in business.

Three weeks later the show was produced with singular success. The audience
reaction was more than favorable. In addition a small profit resulted, making con
tinuation into the next semester a reality.

Many changes occurred as each new semester rolled around; the shows be
came more elaborate and expensive; well over 100 people became involved in each
production; the shows became 100% student-directed; the troupe began to take a
road show to Detroit each semester, and currently a statewide tour is being con
templated. The outlook for the future Is ever brighter. Gilbert and Sullivan has
become an institution on the University of Michigan campus.

THE University of Michigan Gilbert and Sullivan Society originated in the fall
of 1946. A group of students were enthusiastic about Gilbert and Sullivan

and wanted to participate in production of the operettas and to add to their avail
ability to others. It seemed there was a place on campus for an organization which
would be entirely extracurricular and which would thus give students with
an urge to sing, act, or work in the theatre generally a chance to satisfy that urge
regardless of the school or department in which they were enrolled or the courses
they were taking. So this organization came into being. The first year was a hard
and discouraging one. Plans, originally grandiose, had to be modified and still
more modified. Although no production materialized that year, the members who
continued to work together and maintained the continuity of the organization
gained experience toward progress for the future and by rehearsing Gilbert and
Sullivan gained in conviction of the pleasure of their undertaking.

In the fall of 1947, the Society's assets were a strong basic membership; a set
of choral scores and plans, made in the preceding spring, for production of The
Mikado; and two fine directors, musical· and dramatic. Enthusiasm and work both
in the Society and without have supplied the rest. We cannot sufficiently thank
all those people who have helped us make this production a success.

Our objective for the future is to put on a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta every
semester. In time we hope to get through all their works, the less well-known
ones as well as the ones to which everyone comes already humming the tunes.

To our audience, we hope that you may enjoy the two hours you spend in our
company through this production commensurately to our enjoyment of the many
hours we have so happily spent in its preparation, and that your enjoyment will
give you tolerance, if need be, as well as pleasant anticipation for productions to
come.

JAMES UEBERHORST, President

GLORIA KATLAN, Secretary

BENJAMIN HAZARD , Business Manager

TIT.WILLOW' TOPS:

Gilbert's Catchy Lyrics Win
In Bout with Allen's Revision

r_.

. "The man had a great gift. for I
By HAROLD JACKSON, JR. writing clever and catchy lyrics.
"The Mikado, which opens % and I think the Mikado has some

two-night stand at 8:30 p.m. to? 3r his very best work," he added.
morrow at Pattengill Aud1tor1ur. press Rchearsal
will not be jazzed up in any way Final preparations for the mu
and don't let anyone tell you oth cal operetta are almost finished,
erwise. Ueberhorst said. The principals,

Somehow the rumor got around the 40-voice chorus and 25-piece
campus .that special lyrics for .& symphony orchestra are primed
song named "Tit-Willow" written for dress rehearsal tonight, after
and made famous by Fred Allen which they'll start sawing on the
would be included in the score of 24 hours of sleep directors Harry
the all-student operetta producrd Allen and Rex Wilder have de
by the University's Gilbbr and
Sullivan Society. but it's all a bi creed before curtain time tomor
mistake, according to the Society "> row.
president. Jim Ueberhorst. Ticket sales for ·ee Mikado"
Can't Touch Gilb.. rt's will continue all day today and

While I admit Allen's lyrics[ tomorrow at the booth outside
substituting Petrillo for Tit-Wil-] Rm. 2. University Hall.
low are clever. they can t touch,-- '
Mr Gilbert's in the long run," '
Ueberhorst. who has devoted[ Fall 1947 Michigan Daily

. hours of study to the subject, de-
clared yesterday. l 26
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THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE ORCHESTRA
The University Theatre Orchestra is an organization of non-music majors, spon
sored by the Gilbert and Sullivan Society, MUSKET, and Ann ArborCivic Theatre.
It provides an opportunity for amateur musicians to participate in a large ensemble
which rehearses the "classics" of orchestral repertory, while preparing the instru
mental accompaniment for major campus and civic musicals. This is the first year
that such a group has been organized on the University campus, and the more than
sixty musicians who comprise the orchestra will participate this season in MUS
KET's CAMELOT, Ann Arbor Civic Theatre's SOUTH PACIFIC and Gilbert
and Sullivan's winter production of IOLANTHE, as well as THE GONDOLIERS.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE ORCHESTRA
PERSONNEL for THE GONDOLIERS

VIOLINS FLUTES

Glenn Litton, Janice Engberg
Concertmaster Nancy Gwinn

Dennis Murphy
Donald Diem CLARINETS
Maria Mykolenko Nicholas Van Der SchalieAllen Barenholtz
Anne Spencer Philip Oranburg
Barbara Kimmel
Jonelle Dick OBOESEmilie Karpiuk
Ellen Reslock Frederick Dunn
Karen Shedlowe Patricia McGuire
Lorna Wallace
Janice Lilien
Kathleen Pierzchala BASSOONS

Dale Harmelink
William Dixon

VIOLAS
David Kessler TRUMPET
Martha Ferriby Holly Goad
Loren Siegel
John Siegmund

FRENCH HORNS

VIOLONCELLO
Carl Daehler
David Goldberg

Roberta Fox Allen Goodman
Gayle Southworth
Thomas Gamble TROMBONESNaomi Klein
Diane Reaver David Hann
Constance Dick Paul Niemisto

Lawrence Horwitz

BASS VIOLINS PERCUSSION
Lucille Aptekar Robert Benford
Kenneth Aptekar James Ogden



Conrad
Mason

..
RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD-TIMER

.. I joined G&S in January, 1950 when I was a
second semester freshman. Back then, Mother
University was much more paternalistic and
first-semester freshman were not allowed to
participate in extracurricular activities so I
missed out on the fun at first. My reason for
joining: the Society was desperate for males! My
roommate (Henry Elsner) and his best friend
(Eric Thomassen) were in the group and pre
vailed on me to join. I had never ever been
involved in anything even remotely resembling
a theatrical activity but joining G&S quite
literally changed my life. (I'm heavily involved
in theatre today -- still as an amateur.)

My first show was IOLANTHE and I can still re
member the thrill I felt when the Peers made
their entrance. And I can still remember getting
so carried away in the confrontation with the
fairies ("Go away, Madam") during a perform
ance one night that I just forgot where I was -
it was all too real!

As a result, since that time, I have espoused
"technique" over "method" as an actor. One of
the best features of Iolanthe was the costumes.
To advertise the show, the Peers were encour
aged to wear their capes to classes and around
campus. Mine was a deep, rich purple with a
lemon yellow lining. Talk about an attention
getter.

With the passing of the years, I've forgotten the
precise ordering of the productions. But I do
recall that the male shortage continued for at
least another year. And I was happy for that
because I really couldn't sing all that well. The
chorus was good enough for me! But then it
happened -- for no apparent reason we were
mobbed at the mass meeting and there were
more than enough people for three choruses.
Obviously, something had to give and I didn't
make it as a regular that semester or as one of
the two alternates. But I was hooked by now and
stuck around attending the rehearsals as an
unofficial third alternate just hoping for a

chance to get in the show. We managed to go
through the two alternates during the early part
of the semester but my chances looked very
bleak. And then one fateful day, Chuck Dafoe
(amazing how his name sticks in my mind) an
nounced that he had to drop out of the chorus
because his course work was suffering. I was in!

The mass meeting the next semester was just as
mobbed. I knew that I was going to have trouble
again. But then Jim Ueberhorst addressed the
crowd and made a statement to the effect that
casting was not only to be based on talent but
also on what an individual "had contributed or
could contribute" to the Society. As soon as he
said that, I had a strong hunch that I was in. And
I was, again -- by the skin of my teeth!

We were really pressed for money in those days
and it was quite literally a hand-to-mouth exis
tence. To make money, we would take the show
to Detroit every semester and perform in the En
gineering Society of Detroit auditorium in the
Rackham building. Set building problems were
compounded by having to design for two differ
ent stages but that kept the sets simple (some
times too simple!) and affordable. One year -
and I'm afraid I've forgotten which -- there was
a thunderstorm which knocked out power to the
League and we had to cancel one night's per
formance and pay a refund to the ticket holders.
Talk about disappointment and anguish. Some
cast members wanted to go on so badly that they
suggested doing the show by flashlight! A lot of
people just cried. That incident almost meant
the end of the Society because we ended up so
far in the red we were certain the University
would ax us. But somewhere, somehow wiser
heads prevailed and the University actually
loaned us the money to keep going.

As the years went by, however, our financial
picture improved considerably. We even had
enough money to start giving it away! Yup, we
established a scholarship fund amounting to
$100 per semester. (Back then, $100 was a lot of
money!) I was the first Scholarship Chair and
it was my job to select the right person based on
need and academic achievement. I worked with
Dean Walters to do this and, as I recall, the first
recipient was Elise Simon. Later on, we were
able to lend money to a new group that wanted
to start doing musical productions on campus;
they called themselves MUSKET.

My most memorable on-stage event occurred
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when I was off-stage and you may read about it
elsewhere in this issue. It was during a perform
ance of Mikado with Dude Stevenson playing
Nanki-Poo. He was onstage with Pitti-Sing
when suddenly there was that heart-sinking too
long pause that signifies somebody forgot the
lines. After what seemed like an eternity, Dude
came out with "I must go consult Fredrico!" and
actually walked offstage to get the line from the
stage manager, leaving Pitti-Sing all alone to
smiie sweetly at the audience. How an Italian
sounding name like "Fredrico" came to Dude's
mind in the middle of a Japanese setting might
be explained by the fact that the semester before
we had put on Gondoliers with Dude as one of
the leads. Dude finally came back onstage with
his single, very short line "Here's a how-de-do!"
which was also the conductor's cue for a song.
Of course, "Fredrico" has gone on to become a
Society tradition. It was used the very next
semester in the program as "Fred Rico" to pro
vide an alias for a cast member ineligible to par
ticipate because of poor grades (but I won't say
who).

I stayed with the Society seven semesters and
was so influenced by G&S that when I went to
grad school out at Berkeley, I tried to start a
society there with the help of Jerry Kent, also
a UM G&Ser. We didn't succeed; Berkeley
simply wasn't ready for us. We did manage to
stage TRIAL BY JURY but that was all. After
grad school, I came back to Ann Arbor to find
good ol' Dude Stevenson directing for Ann
Arbor Civic Theatre. It was the same story: a
desperate shortage of men. And so I started by
non-G&S stage career in Pajama Game in 1961.
Since then I've been involved in 30 or so produc
tions -- both musical and non-musical -- as actor,
principal, chorus member, and director for a
number of theatre groups in the area. This
number includes a two-semester return to G&S
around 1967 when Mort Achter was directing.
And, yes, I finally learned to sing well enough
to start getting lead roles!

(Gene inlaysori)
GENE FINLAYSON (now Regenstreif) ap
peared in the choruses of the five shows from
spring 1948 through the spring 1950 IOLAN
THE, and served one term as librarian for the
Society. She was about to leave town when
called, but took a few minutes to jot down the
following:

Although I was not a founding member
of G&S, I came aboard so to speak soon after in
the chorus of the first H.M.S. PINAFORE. One
of my recollections about that show was Rex
Wilder's despair over the women's chorus. He
found the voices sounding shrill, particularly as
we rehearsed our first entrance. His common
counsel was for us to spend more time at the P
Bell drinking beer to mellow the quality.

The choruses at least, in those days
lacked the professional training that seems more
apparent today, but we did have a lot of
enthusiasm. And sometimes we were present in
large numbers. Maynard Klein directed the
first YEOMEN OF THE GUARD and he was
popular. The chorus was an absolute mob
scene--probably would not be maneuverable at
all in the Lydia--but we did all enjoy ourselves,
as did the audiences.

(@ca lym Barnar@)
THE SHOW MUST GO ON

On Friday, November 9, 1962, I attended a most
memorable performance of PRINCESS IDA.
The show had opened on Wednesday, with
Nancy Hall in the title role. On Thursday
shortly before curtain time, Nancy was admit
ted to Health Service with mononucleosis. As
per usual, there was no understudy. If the show
had been forced to close, and refund the money
for the remaining four performances (three in
Ann Arbor and one in Detroit), the Society
would probably have been bankrupt, and we
would not be celebrating our fortieth anniver
sary this year.

Fortunately, one student's dedication to G&S
saved the show: Lavetta Loyd, who had been in
two previous shows, but had not tried out this
term because of her class load, responded to the
desperate call for help, and dropping everything
else, stepped into the unfamiliar role. As I
remember, Gershom Morningstar, the Dramatics
Director, told me that he just barely had time to
walk her through the blocking before the
curtain went up, a little late. That first night
she carried a script, but by her second night, the
show I attended, it was in no way apparent that
she had not been rehearsing for weeks. (There
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are, of course, some scenes where Princess Ida is
carrying a book, and there may have been a
script concealed in it - but if so, the audience
was not aware of it.)

I knew that WUOM had taped that Friday show,
so I promptly called them, and asked to get a
copy before they edited it down to their usual
after-game length. They required permission
from someone from the Society with authority
to give it, but of course Gersh gave me that
written permission, so I have the tape.

From Jean Lynn Barnard, who still enjoys
getting free tickets:

My first contact with the University of Michi
gan Gilbert and Sullivan Society was when I
answered a Contest ad in the Michigan Daily,
May6rSO. There were three questions to be

l) What year was IOLANTHE first pro
duced?
2) Who wrote the words?
3) In 25 words or less, state why you
enjoy G&S operettas.

Entries were to be sent to Don Decker, 1519
Granger, Ann Arbor, Michigan, by midnight
May 6.

While I cannot find a copy of what I wrote, I
remember mentioning that I was about eight
when I saw my first G&S show, IOLANTHE, in
Pittsburgh, and that I now wanted to introduce
my almost-eight-year-old daughter to G&S with
the same show, one of the few pleasures parents
can share equally with their children.

I still have the note which accompanied the
tickets I won:

Congratulations! You have been chosen as one
of the
winners of the IOLANTHE QUIZ CONTEST.
Enclosed are your
prize tickets. We hope you enjoy the show.

T h e
judges.

My daughter remembers that we started attend
ing regularly (except while we were in Ohio
from 1951-1954), and that she would pick out
tunes on the piano with one finger, trying to
remember .. those crazy lyrics... She still enjoys
G&S, although, living in Fairbanks, she has
little opportunity to see any shows.

Harry
Benford

FUMGASSIAN BEGINNINGS
with GASBAGIAN OVERTONES

Some twenty years ago, being increasingly
aware of growing community enthusiasm for
the G&S Society, Betty and I became convinced
that the time was ripe to organize a friends.
group. John Allen, then our poor-student-in
residence and an UMGASSer of many years
standing, concurred in our view. Better yet, he
volunteered to help.

In order to get a range of views on functions and
procedures for the proposed organization, we
arranged a lunch at the League for a few gung
ho fans. (Among these was Jean Barnard, now
our devoted Keeper of the Rolls.) Based on their
advice and encouragement, we went ahead with
the plan. In mid-1969 we mailed out a form
letter to everyone we could think of who might
want to join the club -- which we decided to call
FUMGASS. (The acronym needs no explanation;
but we never have settled on whether to pro
nounce the first syllable as fume, foom, or to
rhyme with bum.) The levels of membership,
based on admiration-to-poverty ratio, were set
at $3 for Friends, $10 for Good Friends, and $25
for Patrons. Our very first response came from
Harold and Anne Haugh, who did the Right
Thing by signing up as Patrons, bless 'em!

The October 14, 1969 issue of GASBAG (about
which estimable journal more eftsoons) an
nounced that two dozen members were already
enrolled and that the new organization had
already provided the entertainment for the
University Presidents Club banquet. It also
explained the FUMGASS political structure,
which was (and remains) based on the Utopian
plan: absolute despotism tempered with dyna
mite. John Allen was our first absolute despot;
Betty and I were wisemen.

During those early days the three of us ran the
whole show; but as membership increased -
which it most assuredly did -- we found other
willing workers to keep the rolls, handle the
financial accounts, and mail out the GASBAGs.
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Now it's time to dwell a bit on the start of
GASBAG, which originated as a modest little in
house newsletter for UMGASS. The initiative
came from two charming and devoted members
of the ladies' chorus: Kathy McKevitt and Colby
Schneider. They enlisted me as sort of a
production expediter because I could get the
thing duplicated in the Big U's Copy Centers.
Within a few months, and equal number of
issues, both young ladies set their editorial
duties aside in favor of matters matrimonial.
(By a nice coincidence, both were wed on the
same day, right here in Ann Arbor, but not to
one another.) That left me as Chief Factotum,
which job I held until I retired from the faculty
some thirteen years (and many issues) later.

GASBAG, as we all know, is an acronym for
Gilbert & Sullivan Boys & Girls. What you may
not know is that the word was originally
conceived several years before Kathy and Colby
adopted it for their journal. It is a take-off of
MUSKET: Michigan Union Show Ko-Eds Too -
the successor to the old Michigan Union (all
male) operas.

In any event, GASBAG, which started out as a
modest in-house gossip sheet, shortly became a
leading journal of general interest to Gasniks all
over the English-speaking world. It still serves
that function and is the Big U's chief claim to
fame in many corners of the globe.

This has been a brief exposition about the early
days of FUMGASS and GASBAG. Both con
tinue to grow and to prosper because of commu
nity support and, most of all, because of the
quality of leadership we now enjoy. Addressing
myself to those sterling individuals (you others
may allow your attentions to wander if you
like): allow me to paraphrase the admirable
Vicar of Ploverleigh:

May fortune bless you! may the middle distance
Of your young lives be pleasant as the fore
ground -
The joyous foreground! and when you have
reached it,
May that which now is the far-off horizon
(But which will then become the middle dis
tance),
In fruitfil promise be exceeded only
By that which will have opened, in the mean
time,
Into a new and glorious horizon!

FROM TEARS TO LAUGHTER
AND BACK AGAIN

The University of Michigan Gilbert & Sullivan
Society has been delighting Ann Arbor audi
ences since its first production, The MIKADO,
in 1947. Since that time it has developed an
ever-increasing number of devotees. The single
most important factor that has bred this public
support has been the radiant warmth and
enthusiasm that originates with young people
bouncing and singing their way around stage.

The series of snafus and discouragements that
led up to the first show established a tradition
that the Society has emulated (but never equal
led) since. The Society's first spark of life was
a mass meeting organized in the fall of 1946 by
a young lady named Gloria Kattan. The original
group was plagued by disagreements and at the
second meeting, a faction even wanted to
convert the group from G&S to Victor Herbert!
By the start of the following semester, the
Society membership had dwindled to two: Ben
Hazard and Jim Ueberhorst - and Ben was all for
quitting. The two of them kept the idea alive,
however, and were rejoined by Gloria Kattan
the following fall. They advertised a mass
meeting in the Daily, which printed the ad the
day after the scheduled gathering. Then fate (or
was it furtive genius?) took a hand. Jim pre
pared and distributed posters that were in
tended to say: Boys and Girls, do you like to
sing? Somehow the final g was dropped and the
resulting mass meeting was a huge success.

They started rehearsing the Mikado at once with
Harry Allen directing and Rex Wilder conduct
ing. Faculty advisors Prof. and Mrs. Kenneth
Rowe obtained the use of the high school
auditorium, now Trueblood, for a two-night
stand.

With the first curtain just three weeks off,
however, the chorus had melted down to three
boys and five girls. By various means, Jim and
Ben managed to bolster the personnel and the
curtain went up on no fewer than fourteen
gentlemen of Japan, who were soon followed by
two dozen sprightly schoolgirls. They had
rehearsed every evening those three weeks and
many of the singers carried their scripts within
their kimonos. Both performances were re
ceived enthusiastically. The directors had not
expected a curtain call, but the final night's
audience stood and called for more and more.
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The cast was directed to repeat the first act
finale and as one of them reports, at the end
everyone on stage was in tears.

Thus, audience rapport, tears, and laughter are
a traditional partof G&S. We intend to continue
that tradition and to share our tears and
laughter with our audience. We never lost hope
that the pain that is all but a pleasure will
change for a pleasure that's all but pain.

feilsen pales)
Neilsen Dalley has possibly the most gap-filled
history with UMGASS. He played French Horn
for RUDDIGORE in 1951, then two more
productions in 1952 and 1953. After recovering
from a distended hiatus, he reappeared in IDA,
1978 and PIRATES, 1980. He has actually filled
in for several other productions on a moment's
notice. He recalls RUDDIGORE, 1951, in
Rackham Auditorium, Detroit: Sid Straight,
faculty advisor and second act ghost, arrived too
late to march about with the other barons and
so sang loudly from the wings until he managed
to somehow sneak into formation with them. He
also remembers that G&S hired buses to trans
port their own to distant auditoria.

--

Susan
Morris

Some Reminiscences of G&S
1962-87

Memories of the U of M Gilbert & Sullivan
Society are, for me, a rather significant portion
of the last 24 years of my life. I count 32
productions that I have participated in as
director, as performer, or in some other capac
ity; so I have spent a lot of TIME doing G&S; and
I have been strongly influenced by my experi
ences, both artistically and personally. Within
the society I have learned a great deal about
acting, directing and stagecraft; a lot about
British comedy, culture and history; and quite
a bit about human nature!

I have a lot of memories. Some mark
important milestones in our history. The most

terrible came on a Friday in November of 1963.
I was double-cast with Kathleen Kimmel
(Strang) in the part of Pitti-Sing in THE
MIKADO (it was my first major role). Each of
us had done one performance, but we were to do
no more. President Kennedy had been killed,
and we cancelled the rest of the run.

I remember a Sunday night in the early
60's - sitting outside the rehearsal room and all
of us feeling sorry that we had to be at G&S that
particular night, because an exciting new group,
called The Beatles, were making their American
debut on the Ed Sullivan show. It wasn't long
after that that the nature of G&S parties
underwent a permanent change. Up until the
mid-60's, parties consisted primarily of drink
ing, pursuing romantic adventures, and singing
songs (mostly G&S) around the piano. By the
end of the decade things had turned around:
parties consisted of drinking, pursuing roman
tic adventures, and dancing to Rock music with
strobe lights flashing. The transition was not
terribly smooth. I recall a party at the house on
North State where Nancy and Mike Gilmartin
lived: some of us reactionaries were trying to
sing songs around the piano, which was situated
in the dining room next to the table of what in
those days passed for refreshments: potato
chips, Wonder Bread, Velveeta, salami and
bologna. At the same time some of the young
whippersnappers had imported a strobe light
and some records and wanted to dance. Hostili
ties broke out. We called them the 'strobes' and
they dubbed us the 'lunchmeats'. No agreement
was reached, but they eventually won out by
sheer force of volume. Before very many
months, we were happily converted; but I must
say I was pleased that at the final party for
YEOMEN last semester, there was a healthy
contingent of lunchmeats singing away, and I
was delighted to join them!

I remember some real DISASTERS: For a
long time we thought that THE MIKADO was
jinxed. It began, of course, with the Kennedy
assassination. Then there was a MIKADO where
the director was completely inexperienced and
came up with so many bizarre ideas that a large
number of the principals broke into open
rebellion. My favorite example of the genius of
that director was what he did in the scene in
which Ko-Ko reveals to Yum-Yum and Nanki
Poo that she will have to be buried alive when
he is executed. This is a very important scene
- not only to those of us who were standing on
the stage and desperately wanted to be seen and
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heard - but also to any audience members who
were trying to follow the plot! Still, at about 30
second intervals throughout the scene, members
of the men's chorus were instructed to come
running across the stage, gesticulating wildly
and attempting to speak, and then collapse in the
middle of the stage. By the time we arrived at
the end of the scene, at least half of the men's
chorus lay in a heap at center stage. When Pooh
Bah then made his scripted entrance, he gave his
line, which is something like, 'The Mikado and
his suite are approaching the city and will be
here in ...' (at this point he stopped, counted the
bodies - arriving at a figure of 7 or 8-and then
continued with his line) 'two minutes'. The
humor of this failed most of us, including the
audience; and it is only one example of the sort
of thing that caused a number of us to rebel.
Some persons, of course, sided with the director,
and quite a lot of unpleasantness ensued! There
was another MIKADO where the choreographer
- a very nice woman and an excellent dancer, but
inexperienced in theatre- was fired three weeks
before the performance; and three of us (Lenore
Ferber, Nancy Gilmartin, and I) restaged the
entire show in three weeks! There was yet
another MIKADO where the director was so
unpopular that a special party was held so the
cast could talk about how awful she was! (That
director's initials were Susan Morris!) Finally,
in the spring of 1983, David Kitto directed a
beautiful production with apparently very little
difficulty (although David himself was a nerv
ous wreck!), I hope the spell is broken!

PRINCESS IDA productions have been
plagued with difficulties as well. I remember a
PRINCESS IDA (my first production) where the
Ida (Nancy Hall) came down with mononucleo
sis after opening night, and had to be replaced
in one day. Lavetta Loyd, who had sung
Patience the previous year, stepped in. She had
sung another role in IDA at Interlochen the
summer before, so she was familiar with the
show, and she carried a small purple book with
her on stage (something Ida certainly might do),
in which she had her words written. She sang
like an angel and got through it all without a
hitch. We were all terribly impressed, even
though we missed Nancy and felt bad for her.
There was another IDA in which it was discov
ered shortly before the second performance that
somehow the bolts which held a parapet in place
had disappeared. I was most grateful that Tom
Ault was in the habit of carefully checking his
set each night, because it was I, in the role of Ida,

who had to walk out on that parapet in the
finale, standing above a double row of rather
nasty halberds held by members of the men's
chorus! In an IDA I directed in 1974, we moved
into the theater to discover that the set designer
(who had assured me all was going well) had not
faced or painted anything; and that the costume
designer (who also had not indicated any need
for assistance) had completed 11 of the 68
required costumes. We had to cancel both the
Sunday and Monday dress rehearsals, while the
cast worked frantically day and night to get
everything done. We made it, but it was a little
too close for comfort!

There was, of course, the financial disas
ter which followed upon the second non-G&S
summer production, PAINT YOUR WAGON.
For a variety of reasons, the show was a
financial failure, and the society found itself
virtually bankrupt at the end of it. We had to
really scramble (doing PINAFORE and PI
RATES in the same year, both on a shoestring
budget) to recuperate. It was, however, that
disaster (I believe) that prompted Harry Ben
ford to found FUMGASS, which has brought
numerous blessings to the society over the years,
not the least of which has been freedom from
serious financial worries. If Harry Benford had
never done anything else for our organization
(which of course is not the case!), for the
establishment of FUMGASS alone he ought to be
sainted!

I remember some pretty funny stuff: I
remember a performance of IOLANTHE, when
Judy Riecker (Alexander) was playing the Fairy
Queen, and all of a sudden, during "Oh Foolish
Fay", her slip came sliding down to the floor.
She delicately stepped out of it, without missing
a beat, and the fairies decorously passed it off
stage. It is quite possible that most audience
members never noticed!

There was a PATIENCE where Charlie
Sutherland was Grosvenor and I was Angela. On
his line 'Remember the fable of the magnet and
the churn!', he had been directed to make a false
exit. I was to holler my line after him: 'But we
don't KNOW the fable of the magnet and the
churn!', and he was to re-enter saying 'You
don't? Why then I'll sing it for you!'. At the final
performance, he gave his line and made his
'false' exit. To my dismay, as I yelled my line
after him, I watched him disappear into the
wings. How in the world, I thought to myself,
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could he have FORGOTTEN that he has a song
here? What can I do? Do I know all the words
to this song? Shall I try to sing it? Well! I was
a SINGER, and Angela is a rather small part, so
I decided to take the bull by the horns. I was
opening my mouth to say 'Oh, I've just remem
bered that story! I'll sing it for you!', when I
heard the panting Mr. Sutherland announce
from the other side of the stage, 'You don't! ... '
He had run clear around the back of the stage
and come in on the other side! It seems Charlie
and John Allen (the director) had decided that
it would be a funny bit (which it was), and that
it would be even funnier if they didn't tell me
what was going on (which it was for them, but
not for me!). I don't think I've ever had a more
frightening moment on stage!

I remember when Nancy Gilmartin and I
were holding auditions for a GONDOLIERS we
were co-directing. We had called back several
women for the role of Tessa. One was a very
talented and attractive woman with long black
hair, named Chris Eastwood. Another was a
very cute little girl with short curly blonde hair,
whose name has escaped me. At the start of the
callback session, when we were taking roll, we
noticed that the blonde was not there, so we said
we would wait a while for her to arrive. After
a few moments, Chris told us with some hesita
tion that perhaps we should go ahead; she was
sure that the blonde would not show up. It seems
that after doing her audition, Chris thought she
had done such a terrible job that she had gone
home, put on her roommate's blonde wig,
changed her makeup, and come back under a
false name and auditioned again!! What an
ingenious idea! By the way, she was cast as Tessa
(along with Laura Holland), and they both gave
lovely performances.

I remember one March, Nancy Hall and I
decided that we would bake a cake for John
Alexander's birthday (probably his 21st!). Since
his birthday fell on - or very near to - St.
Patrick's day, we thought it would be neat to
make a green cake. Well, neither of us were very
good at making layer cakes at that time, and the
resulting confection was a real monstrosity. The
top layer kept slipping off. We tried to secure
it with toothpicks, but all they did was to
further reduce the hideous green mess to sticky
crumbs. John told some others about our gift,
and it was decided to have a contest to see who
could bake him the ugliest cake! I guess most of
us know what that led to!!

I remember a certain production, directed
by Roger Wertenberger. Nancy Gilmartin was
choreographer and sat in on the auditions. When
it was time to choose the cast, Roger said that
he wanted to give a certain young woman one
of the minor roles. Nancy said, 'You WHAAAT?!
She was awful!!' Roger said, 'You're crazy, she
was very good, plus she had a Very Good Body'
(Roger had a sharp eye for female beauty, and
frequently marked VGB on the tryout sheets of
those women he thought had something signifi
cant to add to the production!). Nancy said,
'Well you're wrong, but you're the director!'.
And so she was cast. At the first rehearsal,
Roger was watching the group assemble. At one
point he leaned over to Nancy and said, pointing
to the woman in question, 'Who is THAT?'
Nancy said, 'That's the girl you cast as .!'
Roger said 'No it isn't'; Nancy said 'Yes, it is',
and so on. Well, it seems that Roger was wrong
that time, and during every performance he and
Nancy sat in the audience cringing whenever
that particular young woman appeared. After
that, Roger always took a Polaroid camera to
auditions and photographed everyone he didn't
know, attaching the picture to the auditioner's
tryout sheet! Roger's shows were unfailingly
delightful. He is sorely missed.

I don't think there's any doubt that the
most important influences that G&S has had on
my life has been through the people I met. I first
learned about the society from Paula Levy, who
lived across the hall from me when I first moved
to Ann Arbor. She was active with the group,
and when she learned I was a music student, she
urged me to try out. She was my roommate and
one of my closest friends for several years, and
even though I haven't seen her for over twenty
years, I think of her every morning when I take
my jewelry out of the engraved box she gave me
when I was maid of honor at her wedding (held
in Judy Riecker's back yard!) The first show I
was in starred Nancy Hall, who is my oldest and
one of my dearest friends still. Nancy was
certainly one of the best directors the society has
had. She has flair, taste, a wonderful sense of
humor, and an unerring sense of style. And she
choreographed some really unforgettable dance
numbers! I met David Goldberg in the elevator
in the Union. We were on the way to G&S
rehearsal. I remember identifying him as the
first radical I had met personally! I KNEW he
was a radical because his hair was a little bit
long and he had on a peace button! I was
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impressed because he seemed really nice in spite
of all that, and he didn't frighten me at all. That
was the beginning of a politicization process
which, a few years later, found me in Washing
ton protesting the Vietnam war. Thanks, Dave!
During the third year in which I did G&S, I met
Lenore Ferber, still one of my closest friends.
Her hysterical performance as Casilda in THE
GONDOLIERS has practically made her immor
tal! There are so many other wonderful and
gifted people whom I met in G&S in the 'old
days', who after many years are still close
friends. And each new production brings more:
a few years ago, while directing THE SOR
CERER, I was fortunate to make a new friend
by the name of Bob Pazur. He was a great help
as accompanist on that show, and he has been
making himself useful in numerous ways ever
since!

I met some pretty famous people here, too!
I had the pleasure of directing the fabulous
Ashley Putnam in four productions. She was a
natural talent, hard working and reliable, terri
bly funny, and a great beauty! I appeared in our
first non-G&S summer production (OLIVER)
with Thomas Hulce, when he was 15 years old.
He was an absolutely amazing boy: gifted and
disciplined in a way you never expect from
someone that age, and with a personal appeal
that had absolutely everyone mesmerized! And
of course Eric Stern, who recently conducted the
very successful Sondheim show, SUNDAY IN
THE PARK WITH GEORGE, on Broadway, got
his start in our group. I directed five shows with
Eric, who is still a beloved friend.

In 1978, I thought I was retiring from G&S. I
announced that I was doing my last show, and
I was deeply moved when Mary and Tim Locker
staged a farewell from in front of the closing
night audience of that 'last' show. But it didn't
keep me from returning a few years later to do
another show, and then another, and then
another ... I don't suppose I'm through yet!

I
I•,

Lenore
Ferber

Twenty-two years of
Stream-of-Consciousness Memoirs

with memory jogs from Nancy Gilmartin.

Really, I can stretch my grey cells back 25
years to the wonderful Sir Joseph Porter that
my brother Evan Ferber did for UMGASS. My
one and only twenty-two year old memory of
my very first U of M G&S production, PI
RATES OF PENZANCE in 1965, is one of our
taffeta chorus costumes; yards and yards and
yards of hot and slithery taffeta for men and
women both, that creased at a glance and had
to be ironed before every performance. Imagine
a female chorus person in I 987 being respon
sible for ironing her partners smelly mess of
a costume each night? I'm amused and dismayed
to remember that we were and we did.

I remember Roger Wertenberger's IDA which
had skyscraper sets that refused to stay bolted
together, probably due to the over-ambitious
dances being done on them (I think I was
the choreographer), which were of little effect
anyway, since the sets were so tall that the
choruses' heads were up in the light polls and
could not be seen. As I recall, there was an
emergency all-night bolting session to make sure
that all performers stayed whole. That was also
the set that had to be walked from the shop
across campus to LMT because it was too gran
diose to fit on the truck. Fortunately, it didn't
rain. My last memory of that production is of
costumes made of rubber backed curtain fabric.
A treat for the eyes perhaps, but not for the nose.

I remember Peter John Hedleskey's RUDDI
GORE opening on April 22 in 82 degree heat
with no air conditioning in Lydia. I remember
a show almost closing because the Mendelssohn
theatre manager, a tall, thin, humorless person,
found liquor in the men's dressing room. I
remember being a chorister hollered at by a
MIKADO choreographer, whom I shall protect
with anonymity, to do 3 and 5 step patterns to
4 beat measures. She was asked to two-step aside
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three weeks before opening and Judy Riecker
Alexander patched what she could. I remember
in another MIKADO donning enormous rug
yarn wigs and never hearing very much of
anything else after that. We would wait in the
wings listening for our cue with the wigs askew,
then jam them straight as we made our entrance.
If I'm not mistaken, that was the show that
would have been difficult to follow under the
best of circumstances since it was under the
baton of John "The Hummingbird" Planer, as
we affectionately dubbed him. I remember still
another MIKADO as Yum-Yum wearing a wig
that refused to stay forward. Posterity can now
see me all bulked out in a drapery fabric kimono
with two hairlines. Peter John Hedlesky and
Kevin Casey were kind enough to tell me years
later that they were able to forget what I
looked like once I sang the first solo...Posterity
can also hear me mess up as Rose Maybud: Tho'
they taped three different performances I
never got the words straight on that first solo,
as the record now shows...

And oh, those ugly cake parties. I am not
ashamed to say that I appreciated every disgust
ing, pornographic and scatological entry and
was not shy to count their creators as my
acquaintances, if not dear friends. I shared one
Grand Prize for Grossest Cake with Susan
Morris and Nancy Gilmartin for a remarkable
confection likeness of Spiro Agnew. My own
personal favorite was an entry by Gerald
'Monly' Horan and David Gilmartin entitled
"Springtime Comes To Lake Erie", a Jiffy layer
still in the pan with pea soup and hot dog chunks
in the gouged out center and headless sardines
arranged on the shoreline.

The grizzliest of my memories is of the 1969
IOLANTHE which became an alibi for murder
for UMGASS' own David Johnson. The victim
was a lovely girl I knew as an undergraduate,
Jane Mixer, who was murdered exactly 18 years
ago today as I write this. I'll leave the details for
Dave to tell and to The Michigan Murders, page
69 or so.

And now for a wee bit of mush. Thank you,
Susan Morris, Nancy Hall Gilmartin, and
Peter John Hedlesky for casting me and
directing me as a principal in your productions.
It meant worlds. And if Kathleen and Graham
Wilkes read this in Glasgow, I miss you.

Charlie
Sutherland

G&S REMINISCENCES

When I think of my G&S times I think of the
people I encountered - people who seemed too
wonderfully talented, witty - alive. It is the
plays themselves that brought this amazing
mixture of actors and musicians together. Every
inch of the G&S shows brim with wit, vivacity
and beauty. I have flashes of the wonderful
people and times.

My first show had John Allen, Susan Morris,
Kathleen Kimmel, Judy Dow Alexander, Lois
Alt and Gershom Morningstar involved. John
Allen seemed to live his role. The G&S fun
nyman. He was one of the most charming, fun
to be with people ever. His wit and invention
as an actor was unparalleled. Susan Morris was
always the most graceful, beautiful actor singer.

We used to sing at parties! People used to do solos
or whole choruses of every description. One
party became a feast of rounds. And of course
the singing was magnificent. Look at the
caroling parties - all are astounded at the sound.

Personality snippets:

Stephen Straight doing mime, improvising with
a broom. Taking Lucy Becker to her church job
after the closing party of RUDDIGORE, deliv
ering her to the door of her church, giggling in
a black cocktail dress. Homemade ice cream at
Whitmore Lake. Dee Noeske Martin, the most
beautiful, spirited Elsie, ever. Julie Amato, a
former Miss America contestant as Mad Marga
ret, six months pregnant. Judy Dow losing her
slip on stage as Fairy Queen and dancing around
it.

The wonderful Nick Batch, who gave new
meaning to "in this alarming costume". I remem
ber him best dressed in a used madras sport coat
with acid burns playing "Humoresque" on an
eight inch plastic violin, and then playing tuned
glasses of water.
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The beautiful Julia Lacey dressed in a green
sheath dress kneeling on the floor and singing
Gaelic songs, playing the Irish harp. This was
at a party at Jane Hassinger's and Colby
Schneider's as we decked a Christmas tree.

Jerry Wigdortz, whose nickname was "star" be
cause of his summer career singing The Impos
sible Dream in a New Jersey Shore Nightclub.
His boisterous confidence and flashing teeth
and gorgeous voice made Dick Dauntless and the
captain a treat. Jim Bryan. Are there really
tenors who look like that? Nancy Hall Gil
martin - actress, dancer, singer, director. An
other free-spirited, beautiful, hearty woman
whose productions with Susan Morris were the
pinnacle of my G&S experience.

The tours to Flint - riding the bus with the
orchestra. Joe Beitel, who would do anything
for the show. Steve Krahnke, so marvelous on
stage and behind the scenes.

John Alexander winning fame in the "bean bag"
roles - being dropped on his head each night by
Jane Hassinger, as Duke and Duchess. Remem
ber Jane at 18 in OLIVER?

Jim Posante serving apprenticeship (under
Nancy and Susan), whose quick study and
fleetness of foot got him started in theatre -
director, performer, choreographer.

Sandy Hudson (who can do anything) and her
remarkable string of Dame Hannahs. David
(Turkey) Johnson with the big voice and smile.
Greg Isaacs, whose musicianship and energy and
tenor voice were all so powerful.

Ann Correll - "The bigger the role, the bigger the
costume" - putting Susan in a rubber backed
brocade robe for IDA. Taff eta costumes for ten
shows. Kevin Cascy - irreverent big baritone -
tall, skinny vegetarian. Ashley Putnam, flute
major, whose coloratura was so precocious and
whose height and beauty are so overwhelming.
Ellen, the botanist - cello player.

The ugly cake party with the cake fight. Judy
Becker's party with the B.Y.O punch and the pie
fight in the yard. Real pies. Did you ever try
to get pineapple off your ear?

H. Don Cameron, who was lured into the society
after years on the side lines. The delightful Bev
Pooley - born for "those roles", who has come
fairly recently, remember.

Kathy McKevitt, chorus beauty who made many
a chorus boy swoon. "Kathy McBlonde". Elliot
Sigman - whose name was given to an award for
klutziest male chorister who lost the award to
someone else in RUDDIGORE. John Kelly,
chorus cutup, who always was strongest on stage.

Jim Newton ("Mr. Newton, the most dangerous
man alive"). The best dancer in many shows,
learned by doing, as Jim Posante did.

Jim Drew, the most amazing King Gama ever.
Lenore Ferber -singer, dancer, actress, choreog
rapher. Enchanting giggle, wonderful Casilda,
Rose, best Psyche ever. Tom & Patty Petiet -
remember the riot on the volleyball court?

Gene Sager - playful, cheery, rag doll of a tenor
who played and partied and sang so wonder
fully. "Haughty lady." He often was carried
upstairs, but wouldn't stay there for long with
a party going on. The Gilmartin brothers, all or
singly - Michael, David, Stephen. Oh, the word
games and story telling and rowdy practical
jokes with Gerald (Monly) Horan! Remember
when they purposely set out to bore someone in
conversation by playing "Who do you like
better?" It ended up with the enraged victim
throttling Horan on the floor.

Remember the PIRATES with Constance Bar
ron and Beverley Pooley? Remember the guy
whose name became a verb encouraging people
not to emulate his behavior of singing G&S
loudly at the piano incessantly? Remember the
Friday night party at which the soprano, bari
tone, and concert mistress partied so hard as to
ca use concern?

Wonderful Roger Wertenberger, who gave vent
to wild invention by staging very unorthodox
G&S differently from the way it was before.
The "Classical" IOLANTHE. The mate-swap
ping GONDOLIERS. The Easter Egg PIRATES.
Remember the reconstituted "DeBelleville"
song? My best loved show was the PINAFORE
to save the society from bankruptcy, with
Roger, Brad Bloom, and Tom Ault. The Tom
Ault MIKADO. The Jim Fellows Art Nouveau
PATIENCE set with the brown burlap hangings
and the round Greek temple.

Ann Temple, the funniest Casilda. The hand
some Michael Reinhart, so eager, who died so
young. Joan Susswein, whose beauty, poignancy,
and boisterousness and talent at 18 was amazing.
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Henry Naasko, tenor extraordinaire. Diane
Aron Cahoun, my first romantic interest, stage
kiss, etc. Just as lovely now as she was then.

Eric "Bassoon" and Wanda "Make-up". Eric Stern.
Musical prodigy - accompanist, conductor,
composer. Ever hear "The Vaseline Rag"?

Susan Morris, when on faculty at Eastern was
referred to by a chorus boy student as "Miss
Morris Baby". Richard Ferguson Wagstaffe,
wild and eager boy wildly talented as set
designer and chorus boy.

Jim Linton, Skip Kruse, Joe Costick, Jerry West,
Mike Gordon, fraternity brothers of mine. We
just took over the society.

Painting a ground cloth for Jim Fellows.
YEOMEN. Nancy G. giving up and rubbing
paint on with her hands.

The IDA disaster. Fun night was cancelled and
the whole cast went over to the SAB to finish the
set until 3 or 4. Ashley Putnam, Jim Bryan, Gene
Sager.

Keith Brown - fabulous as Bunthorne - with
Mary Lou Zuelch. David Keosaian - why did
you shave off that magnificent moustache?
Never mind, I know why, but we all appreciated
it.

Chris Grapentine. Skinny high school tenor
becomes 6'7" baritone in three years. Rich
Roselle - eager, energetic chorus boy. Returned
as "flower of progress" in UTOPIA (very) LTD.
Jim Almdale - tall, blonde, handsome, and sings
too?

Mary Drew Locker. The perfect G&S chorine -
beauty, grace and womanly alto voice. Julie
Tanguay - the most beautiful poster designs
ever. Beautiful and MOST energetic on stage.

Doing make-up for female chorus of PA
TIENCE. False eyelashes and "Twiggy" lashes.

The real Japanese guy in the chorus of MI
KADO. We sang traditional "Mi-ya-sa-ma" his
way. Best Japanese pronunciation ever. Diane
Beauchamp, my first G&S chorus partner.
Married "townie". Sue Crippen, cutest chorister.

Gersh Morningstar's computerized blocking for
YEOMEN. Nancy Gilmartin not wanting to be
a soprano any more, rehearsed Gianetta an

octave down, then performed it in right octave
but never a soprano again. She has played Ida,
Psyche, and Blanche. Susan Morris playing Ida
despite death threats.

The so-called "new-blood" review of a show. The
"rotten apple" harangue. The "when I say I hate
you, it's not just the group as a whole, but each
of you personally" speech.

Gerry West (legally blind) playing G&S under an
assumed name because his grades were so bad.
G.W. redecorating a director's wife's dress at a
party - "Singapore Sling Party".

Gerald Horan's ugly cake "Sunrise on Lake
Erie", Susan Morris' "Spiro Agnew in Bas
Relief", "Bile-filled ant", "Severe Rhinorrhea",
the Runny Nose.

Kathleen
Strang

The most vivid memory I have of UMGASS and
my involvement in it came at the beginning of
my association with the group. Susan Morris and
I were graduate voice students and friends and
Susan had already found UMGASS and joined
up. She urged me to see GONDOLIERS, the 1963
Spring show. I did and I was hooked! We both
auditioned for MIKADO, the 1963 Fall show,
and were double-cast as Pitti-Sing. The show
opened on Wednesday Nov. 20; Susan and I each
did one performance. Then, on Friday, Nov. 22,
President Kennedy was assassinated and the run
of the show was cancelled. We all gathered at
Gersh Morningstar's home Friday night - cast
and crew - for by then we were "family" and
needed to be together to help each other through
the shock and sadness of the experience. I was
glad that I belonged to such a great group of
people, especially during that difficult time.

There followed four years of wonderful expe
rience onstage in several roles and productions,
of which I have the happiest memories. My
UMGASS friends and associates remained my
"family" through my years as a graduate student
at U of M, far from the hills of Pennsylvania,
my home.
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My husband Orville and I met as members of the
Battle Creek Community Chorus in 1974. Back
in the late 50's and 60's Orville was a member
of the Saint Thomas Opera Guild here in B.C.
which performed Gilbert & Sullivan operettas.
One time he and their group went to Ann Arbor
to see an UMGASS production of PIRATES. It
so happens it was the show in the mid 60's in
which I played Ruth. Of course, we didn't know
at the time that we'd be married many years
later (to each other ... ), or even that we were
watching and performing in the same theatre ... ,
or even care! But we did marry (each other.. .)
and on our honeymoon in April 1978 we came
to Ann Arbor to see the UMGASS production
of.. . well, I can't seem to remember exactly what
it was. Fortunately, that was NOT the most
memorable part of our honeymoon.

During recent years, the B.C. community chorus
has been mounting G&S productions (it never
had before ... ) and Orville and I have had the
pleasure of being paired up in PINAFORE
(Buttercup and Corcoran), SORCERER (Lady
Sangazure and Sir Marmaduke Poindexter), and
IOLANTHE (the fairy queen and Private Wil
lis). Lots of people in community chorus had
never had anything to do with G&S before our
first production (PINAFORE in 1982) but now
there are many new G&S fans here in Battle
Creek. By the time last December when we
organized a theatre party from the community
chorus to see UMGASS's production of YEO
MEN OF THE GUARD, we had 35 people sign
up and come! Yes, Harry, Gilbert and Sullivan
are alive and well in Battle Creek, Michigan!

One last item - Orville and I saw the Stratford,
Ontario, production of GONDOLIERS a few
years ago - the one in which Douglas Chamber
lain plays the Duchess of Plaza-Toro (yes, the
Duchess) in drag. I've always wanted to play
that role but never had the opportunity. Now,
Orville wants to play it too - in drag! If we ever
audition for GONDOLIERS I know my compe
tition for the role of the Duchess will be my
husband. Oh well, that's show business ...

Thank you, UMGASS, for making a life-long
G&S fan out of me. And thank you Susan, for
getting me involved in such a wonderful theat
rical pastime with such lovely, fun people. I
wish you many, many more years of bringing
happiness to audiences and performers alike.
God bless you!

Eric
Stern

We spoke recently with Eric Stern, musical
director for five productions running, from
April 1972 thru April 1974. Eric lives in New
York now, and reports that he stays busy
directing productions on Broadway. While we
chatted with him, he recalled a bit of friction
that he had with the music school:

The music school did not really particularly
relish the time I spent with Gilbert & Sullivan,
even though my grades were good, and they
finally called me in to the dean's office, and I
told them if they would give me an orchestra to
conduct, I would spend more time in the music
school. And of course, they didn't - and I didn't
- and I spent the last two years in Ann Arbor
doing nothing but theater, including Gilbert &
Sullivan, and not going to school.

One of the things I remember when we did
IOLANTHE - the orchestrations that they sent
were not the Sullivan originals - we got the
wrong things from Tams-Witmark, and two
weeks before we opened, I started orchestrating,
and I orchestrated off the record. I basically
used my ear and wrote down what I was hearing,
and I did about half the show, including the
overture, and finished the percussion parts to
the overture opening night in the box office.
That was a thrilling moment. I've always been
a little heavy, and don't really run or sprint, and
that's the closest I remember to having an actual
physical photo finish in mv life.
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John
Planer

In the spring of 1965 I was considering graduate
schools. I included the University of Michigan
in my tour of midwestern universities, stayed
with David Goldberg, and attended a rehearsal
of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society. Although
there are many good ways to pick a graduate
school, the real reason I chose Michigan was the
Gilbert and Sullivan Society. And as I reflect
upon that choice, I note that the G&S Society
was about as good a reason as any other! Not
only did I enjoy the music and productions (they
were an excellent antidote to the heavy doses of
eight- and fifteenth-century music that I was
studying), but best of all, I enjoyed the friend
ships.

I sang in three productions and served as
musical director for two more-- Patience and
Mikado. Although my painful memories of
interpersonal conflicts during the Mikado pro
duction are nearly twenty years old, they still
sear. Several days after that traumatic produc
tion, I failed my doctoral oral prelim and had
to retake that examination during the summer.
The spring of 1968 was no delight!

Yet I treasure many good memories, such as
contests among the tenors to sing (scream) the
highest, which ended somewhere around e or f
above "high C." I recall getting a haircut the
evening of a performance of Pinafore, being
scalped, and spraying my bald pate with brown
shoe polish. I recall an argument whether it was
artistry or musical prostitution to imitate
D'Oyly Carte interpretations. I recall how a
glass of wine (only ONE glass--honest!) before
dinner of a performance affected the tempos
three hours later. And the parties--the parties!
(Perhaps the less said about those wonderful
parties the better.)

From my experiences with G&S I learned three
important lessons. First, the most critical
element of the production is the pacing of the
stage action and music. Second, the audience's
delight in the production resides not so much in
the polish as in the enthusiasm and joy of the
performers. Therefore, three, a director must

foster good interpersonal relationships among
the cast or risk disaster. For those reasons, the
friendships, and the sheer fun, I remain pro
foundly grateful.

Richard
LeSueur

My most vivid memory of my association with
the Society was at our touring performance of
SORCERER and TRIAL BY JURY in Coldwa
ter. The performances took place in a beauti
fully restored theatre. Unfortunately, the local
group which brought us in had done very little
to publicize this performance and at the matinee
there were more people on stage than in the
audience. We must have done something right
because we had nearly a full house for the repeat
that evening. This only goes to prove that we
must give our all to any performance even if you
are depressed over the turnout.

Morton
Achter

We chatted with Morton Achter recently. Mort
was Musical Director for three productions for
UMGASS: YEOMEN, PIRATES, and RUDDI
GORE, I 965-1966. Old-timers will remember
the magic of the Achter-Schreiber shows - one
beautiful production after another. He remem
bers the pleasurable times working with Al and
with Judy Dow as choreographer, as golden days
which have not since been equalled. He recalls
the auditions being jammed with talented
people, making choosing difficult, but also
making it easy to arrive at a strong cast. He
thanks Al for bringing him into G&S. They met
when Mort was Musical Director of OKLA
HOMA and Al was Ali Hakkim. He met Judy
in Civic Theater similarly, while directing
GYPSY, when Judy played Mama Rose.

"I remember (at a party at the Correll's house)
trying to ride a motorcycle - it was my first and
last time on a motorcycle - encouraged on by that
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year's cast, going along a bumpy field, and of
course, I didn't stay on."

Mort is now chairman of the music department
at Otterbein College, in Westerville Ohio. Since
arriving in 1975, he has directed PIRATES and
GONDOLIERS.

r "'Bradley
Bloom

~

Bradley Bloom remembers:

1. Starting rehearsals at 7:14, before the
invention of digital watches.

2. Roger Wertenberger thinking of ways to "out
bit" Dude Stephenson. Roger had so much going
for him, but most of the memories he created
were pretty controversial. No that's not the
right word. They come right out of Roger's
temper, because he had a real dark side about
him. I remember my initiation to theater was
through G&S and Roger, and I thought the way
to direct a show and to get attention was to
scream as loud as you can to get results. I did
during IDA. I don't think I did with the
orchestra, I don't think I ever did there, but I did
with the cast. I remember that he was really,
deep down underneath his explosive temper,
was a pretty kind-hearted individual, that
really cared about the production, that really
wanted to see the production work to the best of
his ability. He was very attentive to detail. He
did everything, from pain ting sets to orchestrat
ing the Debelleville song, in IOLANTHE, that
was taken out and we put it back in. Roger
found the words and he found the tune, and he
orchestrated it. It was a real faint orchestration.
I really liked Roger; it's just hard to find really
complimentary things to say about him. I re
member his passion; I remember sitting late at
night at Lucy and Preston Slauson's house. in
this big old house that was full of knick-knacks
and memorabilia that were in every room,
because they had never bothered to throw
anything away; and Roger and I, by about 3:00
in the morning, having to go to the ashtray and

smoke cigarette butts, because we were wonder
ing what we were going to do in the next scene.
I can say yucchh, now that I have given up
smoking. But, some of those were real long
nights, and we would be sipping on the beer and
smoking cigarettes and trying to solve the show
all at once in terms of problems.

3. Betty and Harry Benford always being there
when you needed them most.

4. Trying to drive to a Church Performance
after a Sa tu rday night final performance party
at my apartment. By the looks of the congrega
tion I think I forgot to brush my teeth. Could
it have been Horan and Gilmartin that were still
there as I left?

5. Don Cameron, trying to count the finale of
PINAFORE by sticking out his tongue.

6. Giving Bev Pooley his first bass part to sing
and deciding it was much better for him to
mouth the words.

7. David Goldberg trying to play softly and
blaming his horn if he couldn't, or was it the
resonant wall of Lydia Mendelssohn Theater?

8. Glenn Litton and the U.T.O. (University
Theater Orchestra). It basically started with an
idea that Glenn and I had in terms of forming
personnel to be shared amongst G&S and Musket
and Civic Theater so that we weren't always
scrambling having to call personnel to play
those shows. It was really organized during a
summer's process. Glenn was connected with
Musket at that time and I was connected with
G&S, and Priscilla (she did one G&S show) was
connected with G&S. It was basically Glenn's
and my responsibility to do this sort of thing.
And, we formulated somewhere between 40 and
50 people that could be shared between the
organizations, depending upon the dates and all
that sort of thing. I think it was probably two
or three years. I remember distinctly two
audition years that we went through, and then
it expired after I got out of it. It was just a
matter of no one really picked up the ball after
we left. It was like an on-campus orchestra, too.
It wasn't all music school students, people who
just wanted to play.

9. Ashley Putnam playing the flute, before play
ing Yum-Yum, before her rise to stardom.
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10. Nancy Gilmartin's RUDDIGORE, as one of
my favorite all-time shows. It was a show that
was conceived really well. It was one of the first
times that I experienced G&S that it wasn't
overly "bitted". It was mainly a nicely-ap
proached show, and was fun to do.

11. Gerald Wigdortz and the infamous story of
"Da Plant". Some people will know that story.

12. The invaluable experience and the long
lasting friendships.

I think all the other shows I felt that I enjoyed
doing, but the only show that I was sorry that
I didn't get to do was YEOMEN.

We had the big chill with Bobby [Chapel] and
with Glenn [Litton] and Denny and Judy Brown
and Doug Sprigg. We keep in touch and have a
reunion every so of ten.

There were always those times of trying to find
the bass drum and the tympani. Do they still
have the same set?

There was a slip that I remember, during the
vamp bars, I would say "when I give you the
finger, that's the signal to go on".

Thanks, G&S Society. Happy Birthday
UMGASS. Many, Many More.

David
Goldberg

De Profundis, or, From The Pit

My first production was the 1963 MIKADO. We
opened on Wednesday, closed on Thursday.
John Kennedy was assassinated on Friday after
noon, and the whole country closed. I can't think
of THE MIKADO or the assassination sepa
rately. Whenever THE MIKADO comes up I
hope for the best. The next couple of MIKADI
were unfulfilling, as UMGASS experienced
financial, political, or artistic distress and
produced somewhat bald and unconvincing
narratives. Nonetheless, there were moments -
the Saturday night when John Allen's thong
slipper broke and he brought the house down
with an ad-lib of the first order. That yarn is
reprinted elsewhere in this GASBAG. The 1963
MIKADO was further memorably marred for
four of the orchestra musicians - we were also
members of the University Orchestra (at that
time there was only one). It happened that the
U Orchestra had a rehearsal on opening night of
THE MIKADO, and the conductor, aware of our
overlapping commitment, announced to the
entire orchestra that anyone who missed the
rehearsal would flunk. Naturally, and without
much collusion, we all played the opening night
MIKADO. There just wasn't any question about
what had to be done. After the orchestra concert
(which didn't suffer from our missed rehearsal),
the conductor apologized, however, and no harm
came to us. This lumpy beginning helped cement
my relationship with UMGASS and caused my
eventual GASian upfall.

In the sixties, it was traditional for the stage
crew to pull a dastardly prank during the final
show. It was after YEOMEN, 1966, that the
prank was officially abolished, at least until the
curtain call. It was thuswise: as Colonel Fairfax
(Nick Batch) pitched to Elsie, saying "May I
shrivel into raisins if I jest", a quantity of raisins
rained down upon them from stage heaven. The
actors struggled to remain in character while the
audience struggled to regain its senses. Hardly
a moment later, on the offstage arquebus shot,
a grocery store chicken fell center stage. Once
more the show was delayed by a delighted
audience. The UMGASS board decided that,
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hilarious as the gags were, they detracted from
overall continuity, hence they had to go. The
crew has kept up their zany tradition, though,
without fail during curtain calls.

At times, the orchestra - sedentary, serious souls
as we are, could not resist getting in on the
action. In IOLANTHE, 1984, as Lord Mounta
rarat (Bev Pooley) grieved that Strephon did not
die, he snapped a large tear-soaked handker
chief, spraying the vicinity. Saturday night, the
dastardly horn section put up umbrellas for
protection. In THE MIKADO, 1983, when the
Mikado (Bev Pooley) demanded Nanki-Poo's
whereabouts, Ko-Ko (John Alexander), would
look nervous and scan the vicinity for help.
Saturday night, we helped. As his glance fell
upon the pit, the orchestra snapped open fans
and hid under them.

Roger Wertenberger gave me the only singing
line in my life. In PIRATES, 1970, the Major
General (Charlie Sutherland), stuck for a rhyme
for "lot o' news", eventually looked my way. I
raised my hand, he called on me, and I stood up
and sang "with many cheerful facts about the
square of the hypotenuse". This brought home
to me that I am destined to remain below stage
for the rest of my days.

A few mini-snippets:

Pit garbage: PINAFORE, 1966 - a barrel tipped
and started down the steps on the side of the
stage (the steps were removed when Lydia
Mendelssohn was remodeled). The audience
collectively gasped at the impending clatter.
But as I was sitting a mere foot or so away, I was
able to push it back in place. PIRATES, 1986 -
David Keosaian, Pirate Captain, in a flashy
show of Pirate Rage, took a slice at a 3-candle
candelabra with his sword. We caught some wax
one night. RUDDIGORE, 1966 - Mad Margaret
tossed Rose Maybud's half-eaten apple to the
wings. Naturally, it landed in the cello section
one night.

YEOMEN, 1987: Elsie (Julie Wright) wore a
dress with pink ribbons tied at the waist,
hanging straight down. Once, during her sad,
searching "'Tis done! I am a bride!", one ribbon
caught on a stump she sat down on, and as she
then moved about the stage, it unraveled,
revealing a taut thread which stretched and
gradually encompassed her as she moved and
turned. Finally, as she left the stage, it snapped

and wafted to the stage. Fortunately for Julie,
she was unaware this was happening until told
about it later. Only everyone in the audience
saw it. The orchestra was well behaved, under
the circumstances.

OLD MIKADI (these memories are culled from
an ancient GASBAG):

Fall 1963: The first G&S appearance of Kath
leen Kimmel, Charlie Sutherland, Tom Petiet,
Susan Morris (in a lead role), Bob Miller and me .
All the leads used the usual Japanese fans,
except Pooh-Bah (James W. Brown), whose fan
was a monstrous, heavy three feet long, and
generally rested on his shoulder, like a musket.
In Act 2, the Mikado questions Pitti-Sing, Ko
Ko, and Pooh-Bah concerning the whereabouts
of Nanki-Poo. The three become agitated when
asked to produce him, as does Katisha, suspect
ing that something is amiss:
Ko-Ko: It's quite easy, that is, it's rather diffi
cult. In point of fact, he's gone abroad!
Mikado: Gone abroad! His address.

Anxious looks, back and forth. At this point,
Katisha and the three nervously snap open their
fans, in order: Snap! Snap! Snap! Fa-1-o-o-o-m...

Fall 1967: Due to many problems, the blocking
wasn't finished even one week before opening
night. The cast was downcast. It was then that
a call was made to Judy Dow, our Katisha of
1963, who, in a few short days, built a respect
able show. Whew. There was great divisiveness
in the society then, over matters which have
long since grown fuzzy under the weight of
many cast parties. And mixed metaphors.

Fall 1971: Ashley Putnam, ex-flutist, as Yum
Yum. Bradley Bloom, Musical Director. Don
Cameron as Ko-Ko, John Allen as Pooh-Bah,
Mark Goldberg as Pish-Tush. A steamy Satur
day night, as Ko-Ko soliloquizes: "There she goes
... oh, matrimony... ", etc. At this point, enter
Pooh-Bah and Pish-Tush, and as Pooh-Bah
descends, it becomes apparent that his rubber
thong sandal has broken and is making his
arrival difficult. He stops, removes the sandal,
glances at the sole, and says: "Wouldn't you
know, it says 'made in America!" Unending
gales of laughter, making UMGASS adlib his
tory. Eventually (audience not quite recovered
yet):
Pish-Tush: I am the bearer of a letter from his
majesty the Mikado.
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Ko-Ko: A letter from the Mikado! Really, that's
quite anticlimactic!

Our wasted audience, still gasping, is once again
relieved of its collective self-control. Mikado
lepsy. Thanks to John and Don for the moment,
and thanks to Don for recalling every syllable.

Spring 1977: Julie Tanguay, poster design and
Peep-Bo. Lenore Ferber, Yum-Yum. Carl
Daehler, Musical Director. Susan Morris, Direc
tor-Choreographer. Bev Pooley, the Mikado.
Don Cameron, Pooh-Bah. Glen Santiago, Ko
Ko, need I say more. Some of you saw it. You
know who you are.

BROKEN ARROW

A short-lived and little-known UMGASS tradi
tion was perpetrated by your current FUMGASS
president. It was little-known because most of
the audience was gone when it occurred, and it
was short-lived as explained below.

Disguised as semiperennial French hornist, this
person took it upon himself to improve upon the
final note of the exit music, that is, the music
played after the final bows, as the audience left
the theater. The trick was to end the piece after
the final performance on Saturday night on a
minor seventh chord, so as to symbolize the
recurring nature of this business - as if to say
- "Come again next production", or perhaps more
simply put, just to have a moment of meaning
less fun.

This went on for about two years until April
1972, when Eric Stern conducted PATIENCE.
Upon hearing the seventh chord Eric became so
incensed that he broke his baton on his music
stand, sending pieces flying through the orches
tra, which was otherwise much relieved to be
finished after a full week.

The aforementioned horn-player apologized
profusely afterward and promised never to do
it again, which promise has been kept, despite
considerable temptation and the now infre
quent egging-on of a few highly memoried old
timers. In any case, the aforementioned conduc
tor, on hearing the apology, simultaneously
discovering who did it, damn near gave the
aforementioned horn player a sausage. That is
so like a band.

TRADITIONS

UMGASS has a rich history of traditions and
recurring memories, as any theater group inevi
tably and redundantly must. We mention some
of them to you which spring to mind.

FRED RICO

Fred Rico has appeared in nearly every produc
tion since 1947. Fred's initiation into UMGASS
is detailed elsewhere in this GASBAG by Gary
Hicks and Dude Stephenson, who introduced
him. Since then Fred has been on the crew and
on stage. He has made niches for himself where
no man has gone before. Lately, he has appeared
as a Patron or Paragon of FUMGASS.

BOLIVAR KEGNASTIE

Bolivar Kegnastie made his first appearance in
the program of the Fall 1966 PINAFORE as a
gongist in the orchestra. He played oboe in IDA
(1973), and Double Entendre with Fred Rico
(they alternated performances). He has since
surfaced in nearly every production in some
capacity, usually on the production crew.

THE HALLWAY COMMITTEE

In Spring 1966, your FUMGASS president
hosted a party for the UMGASS clan in his
apartment overlooking the firehouse on Huron
Street. Much to no one's chagrin, some people
waxed quite silly. The apartment was shaped a
bit like a dumbbell, with a squarish living room,
and a narrow hallway leading to a tiny kitchen
and dining nook. Unused to such a crowd, the
apartment's geometry caused the revellers to
line the hallway as well as the living areas. Due
to great fatigue (the bulk of the cast had just
returned from playing volleyball), many Ann
Arboyards sat down or otherwise sprawled out
in the hallway, thus making it difficult for still
ambulatory members to pass freely between the
lounge area, the powder room, and the source of
nectar and chips. The clogging became so
intense as to simulate the behavior of a black
hole in space, which is to say that many entered
this bottleneck but few escaped its expanding
gravitational pull. Such was the piling up
thereof that many Lydia Mendelites thirsted
and wailed full sore. Order was eventually
restored, but all were wizened to the hazards of
abodian arterial blockage. The event fast be-
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came legend, and the succeeding program
(RUDDIGORE, 1966), lists several suspects'
names on the production crew page as the
Hallway Committee.

Fanfares

Ed
Glazier

At Harry Benford's suggestion about a
sesquidecade ago, my fellow French hornist and
I unfailingly (at times) hie ourselves to the
proximity of the powder room in the theater
lobby whereupon we blast the innocent theater
goers with a fanfare. The purpose of this
decibellious outrage is to convince them that
they are safer within the theater proper, and not
to stand upon the order of their going, but to go
at once. When time permits, I have composed
fanfares based on tunes from the current pro
duction, mixed with motives from other classics
such as Aida, Bugler's Holiday, The Nickelo
deon Song, Nestles (makes the very best), etc.
Watch (out) for us. Enough said. During
UMGASS' special production for The Love Of
Lydia benefit (September 1977), Harry con
nived to have three of us poised outside the
ballroom door where the benefactors were
banqueting, then at his signal we parted the
doors and blasted them real good.

The Ugly Cake Contest

Begun by happy accident, the Ugly Cake Contest
(UCC!) remains a perennial favorite for the
sturdy-stomached. John Alexander explains all
elsewhere in this tome. In addition, you will
find the up-to-date rules governing this festive
excrescence.

The Hokey Pokey

A late-comer at the final cast party, we laud the
Hokey Pokey as the last organized act per
formed by the cast in an effort to wind (up or)
down before exams the next day. Steve Krahnke
tells all, elsewhere in this issue.

I have very fond memories of my years with
UMGASS, which is why I have continued to be
a FUMGASS member since leaving Ann Arbor
at the end of 1980.

My earliest UMGASS memories are of the two
shows I saw in Ann Arbor when I was still an
undergraduate at Michigan State University. I
came up to see PRINCESS IDA in Spring of 1968
because a former MSU roommate, Terry Black
burn, was in the chorus. It was a wonderful
show, and the first time I saw Nancy Gilmartin
(still Nancy Anne Hall then) and Susan Morris
on stage. Incidentally, for those who may still
remember Terry, he is currently completing his
second year at General Theological Seminary in
New York City.

The next show was the Wertenberger/Bloom
GONDOLIERS in the Fall of 1968. The single
thing that stands out in my mind from that show
was the first of Cindy Hill's three appearances
as Inez. She did the role on her knees, dressed
in black, and resembled a walking lampshade.
Although Inez has very few lines, that took a
long time to deliver, because this Inez had
numerous physical handicaps, including, as I
recall, a harelip, a palsied arm, sleeping sick
ness, and coughing fits. She kept falling asleep
in the middle of sentences and Don Alhambra
would kick her to wake her up. The final
revelation was interrupted several times by a
lengthy coughing fit. The result was in exceed
ingly bad taste, but hysterically funny.

After moving to Ann Arbor in Fall 1969, it took
me two years to get up the courage to audition
for UMGASS, although I saw the shows done
then. I especially remember Jim Bryan in
PINAFORE and PIRATES, Don Cameron as
Jack Point, and Jim as Fairfax in YEOMEN, and
Keith Brown's model Robin in RUDDIGORE.

I finally auditioned for the 1971 MIKADO and
was in the chorus of MIKADO and the next
several shows. I remember that most of the
musical numbers in MIKADO had to be re
staged only a couple of weeks before our
opening, because the blocking was deemed
unacceptable. I could name names here, but I'll
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ref rain. Most of the cast did not enjoy being in
this production, al though the principals:
Cameron (Ko-Ko), Bryan (Nanki-Poo), John
Allen as Pooh-Bah, and Ashley Putnam as Yum
Yum were excellent. Two memories stand out:
Chris Eastwood was unhappy with her audition
and came back with a wig and freckles painted
on her face to audition as another person. The
directors liked both girls and couldn't decide
which one to call back for Pitti-Sing.

Although this show was performed in early
December, we did a single touring performance
(to Midland?) in January with only one re
hearsal. This show was not great and after the
performance I remember Susan Morris (serving
as A.D.) and I gleefully joining in the total
demolition of the set, including shredding the
canvas of Ko-Ko's house with a claw hammer.

The 1971 PATIEN CE conjures up several
memories. We were still giving two Friday night
performances, at 7 and 10 P .M. the 10:00 show
went so well that almost everyone went to the
cast party that didn't get well under way until
after 1 :00, in spite of the early matinee the next
day. At that matinee, both Mary Lou Zuelch
(Patience) and Gene Sager (Duke) were excep
tionally hung over and Gene dropped some of
the Duke's few lines. I recall the chorus of
dragoons being rather unsteady on its feet while
waiting for the entrance of the ladies. Keith
Brown gave another memorable performance,
this time as Bunthorne. I also remember Jim
Fellow's round temple for the Act II set that was
two feet taller than could be accommodated
comfortably as it moved from the wings to
center stage.

In the 1972 GONDOLIERS, I played my first
UMGASS role: one line as Francesco. I remem
ber Ashley Putnam's exuberance as Gianetta,
especially during the Cachucha, which can be
heard on the record we made. After the final
curtain call, Mike Gilmartin came out on stage
dressed as a pizza deliveryman. He spotted
Cindy Hill (again as Inez) and cried out "Mama!"
and rushed to embrace her.

This GONDOLIERS was notable as the last
double-Friday night. Can you imagine doing
two three-hour performances back to back? It
was also (mercifully) our last tour to Midland,
at least in my experience. The show was
shortened because the Gondoliers and their
wives dropped dialogue in the final scene. We

were glad to escape Midland, but at least one bus
broke down on the way back, resulting in a much
delayed return to Ann Arbor.

The 1972 IDA was a technical nightmare: the
sets and costumes were not done in time for the
final dress rehearsal and so we had a musical
rehearsal in front of the curtain with the
orchestra in the pit. Then the orchestra went
home and the entire company set to work
completing the sets and costumes. Our opening
night was thus our final dress rehearsal. The
men's second act entrance ("Walls and fences
scaling") was so badly coordinated with the
orchestra that we had a special rehearsal of it
after the Thursday night performance. I also
remember the terror of dancing on Paul Jung's
9+ foot platforms with no railings in front.

UMGASS's first GRAND DUKE was my first
introduction to this score. I played the "very
well-known costumier" Ben Hashbaz, who, if I
read correctly, was eliminated from the recent
UMGASS production. I broke my foot early in
the rehearsal period, but had the plaster cast
removed in time to do the wild dance Jim
Posante had choreographed to welcome the
Prince and Princess of Monte Carlo.

I was in the Peer's chorus in the 1974 IOLAN
THE. I remember Susan Morris trying to get
some precision in the "March of the Peers". It
finally came together, but not until opening
night. I fondly remember the oversized animals
and vegetation that comprised the first act set,
including the enormous mushroom, worthy of
Alice's caterpillar, that provided the only seat
on stage and Sue Borofsky's spectacular en
trance as Iolanthe, rising from the mist.

The choruses of the 1974 PINAFORE and the
1975 PIRATES, both directed by Jim Posante,
were my last UMGASS choruses. I also served
as A.D. for PIRATES. This show had a particu
lary stormy rehearsal period because the direc
tor and musical director were not in total
agreement on the casting. After an exceedingly
painful final dress rehearsal, I remember Jim
Posante saying to me as we left the theatre, "Oh,
well, no one can accuse us of having peaked too
soon!" To this day, I still recount this incident
under similar circumstances.

The show itself went splendidly once it got in
front of an audience. The Saturday night show
was very "up" partly because the orchestra had
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recorded the overture three times before the
house was opened. They were in such good shape
that Clark Suttle, the conductor, repeated a
portion of the overture, an event that seemed
warranted at the time, but which led to repeti
tions for subsequent shows that were not always
well-deserved. I also remember confiscating a
bottle of blackberry vodka that some of the
pirates chorus was using as "pirate sherry" on
stage during the opening number. It was pretty
vile stuff. One of these days, I'll just have to get
around to disposing of that bottle.

My only performance to date as Jack Point was
at the first reading for the 1975 YEOMEN. Bill
Kinnucan, who had been cast in the role was
performing for AACT that night, and so I
begged Susan Morris as director to allow me to
do the role at read-through. Since I hadn't been
cast in a leading role, I went to London for the
D'Oyly Carte Centenary that Spring instead of
staying to rehearse so I could be in the show.

I only appeared in one UMGASS show after that:
as Bunthorne in the 1977 PATIEN CE, although
I continued to audition almost every semester
until I left Ann Arbor. I have many memories
of PATIENCE, many of them very pleasant. Pat
Rector and I stopped the show with "So go to him
and say to him". That was an exciting experi
ence, although we had no encores. The produc
tion with the aesthetic maidens in black and
white gowns was very striking. Pat Rector as
Lady Jane wore a stuffed dove perched on her
shoulder for the entire show. After the last
curtain call, Pat returned to the stage with the
dove in her hands. She released it and it "flew"
away. A gunshot rang out, followed by a flurry
of feathers and a falling rubber chicken.

I particularly remember that I got strep throat
right before opening night. I missed the Sunday
orchestra rehearsal and the first dress. Our
rehearsal accompanist, Jerry West, filled in for
me at those rehearsals. I stumbled through final
dress and made it through opening night, al
though if the show had been any longer, it never
would have ended: as Bunthorne, I had the last
spoken line and the last solo sung line. By the
time the opening night finale was over, I had no
voice left at all. Thank goodness for adrenaline!

Although this PATIENCE was my last UMGASS
show, I appeared three times more with small
groups doing G&S selections. I guess that makes
me a Pretty Committee ancestor. My last
appearance in such a capacity was in the Fall of

1978. Kathy Platzman and I with Kathy's
husband Loren as accompanist performed at
Harry Benford's request at a Sunday morning
Unitarian Fellowship meeting. A strange locale
for G&S, I thought, and still think. There aren't
a lot of duets for mezzo and baritone, but we
sang what we could. In addition, Loren knew all
the shows by heart and could transpose at will.
He managed to find a key for the Frederic-Ruth
duet from PIRATES that was low enough for me
to sing, yet high enough for Kathy to manage.
I hadn't sung that duet since Nancy Gilmartin
and I decided to audition with it for the 1973
IDA!

I've gone on at great length and could have gone
on longer. Each of these recollections conjures
up additional ones. I'm sorry not to be able to
be with UMGASS on the occasion of its fortieth
anniversary but I am currently rehearsing to
play King Gama in PRINCESS IDA for the
Stanford Savoyards in April/May and I am
finally going to play Robin in RUDDIGORE
for the Saratoga Chamber Theatre in June. Best
wishes to UMGASS for another 40 years!

ca;y Horan
?- i

We implored Gerry Horan, '68-'7 l to send us a
tape of his memories, as time was too short to
rely on mail. Here we go:

The first show I was in was IDA and that was
in the spring of 1968. Roger Wertenberger was
the director, and Brad Bloom had the orchestra.
My fondest memory of IDA was a confrontation.
I think it was Paul Zweifel who was King
Hildebrand. Roger was the director, and as
excitable as always. At dress rehearsal during
one key point in the first act, the entire cast was
on stage, the orchestra was playing "dah, dum"
and then King Hildebrand comes out and sings
something like "release Hilarion then, or be his
bride", and so on. It's a pretty exciting moment.
Well, the orchestra is playing and the entire cast
is on stage waiting for King Hildebrand to make
his entrance. No King Hildebrand. I still
remember the sick look on Brad's face. And he's
looking back stage, and we had a pretty good
sized audience too, because we'd invite people to
the dress rehearsals, and I remember a fellow by
the name of Bob Miller - he had his grade school
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students there because he used to take them to
the dress rehearsals. Well, finally, King Hilar
ion comes strolling out, totally out of character,
pissed off as anything, and he's screaming
"where's my scepter" because apparently some
person in props had not delivered his scepter on
time. So the orchestra stops playing and we all
look aghast, and from the back of Lydia
Mendelssohn Theater, Roger Wertenberger
comes running down the aisle, screaming at the
top of his lungs, runs up the stage and takes this
huge three-ring binder that he had and throws
it to the ground, papers are flying everywhere,
and then Roger and King Hildebrand. had a
major confrontation which Brad Bloom, as he
usually did in these situations, managed to bring
to some sort of a conclusion so that the show
could go on.

The next day Miller came and said that he had
asked his class what their favorite part of the
show was and just about every student enjoyed
the part where the king and the fellow with the
notebook were yelling at each other. It was the
high point of the show. And I think from an
artistic standpoint, we should have left it in.

I remember Roger was big on cleavage. It was
really critical that we have lots of cleavage.
Men, women, anything on stage had to show a lot
of cleavage, and he insisted that there be
massive cleavage pancake. That was one of
Roger's quirks.

I was in GONDOLIERS in the Fall of '68. My
biggest memory from GONDOLIERS was John
Alexander, who was a really wonderful Duke of
Plaza Toro. And John was doing pratfalls -
probably would have appalled Gilbert and
Sullivan.

I remember the Spring of '69 IOLANTHE.
Gersh Morningstar was the chancellor. He was
absolutely brilliant in the Nightmare song. I'll
never forget that. It was around that time too
that I got involved with some alternative Gilbert
and Sullivan versions with Dave Gilmartin and
contributions from numerous others - we
worked on our own version of IOLANTHE,
featuring "Young Strepthroat" who came in to
sing his favorite song: "Tis I, young Strepthroat".
It wasn't too funny then either, really.

I remember PIRATES, 1969. Don Cameron was
the chief of police and Dave Gilmartin was the
lone policeman. That was pretty amusing. In

1970 we did YEOMEN. It was very special for
me because it was the one and only time in my
G&S career that I had a solo. I was one of the
yeomen. I remember practicing for hours and
hours on what I considered to be the definitive
solo in this particular role and an important
contribution to the literature of Gilbert and
Sullivan. But Dave Gilmartin timed my solo at
9 seconds. So that was my 9 seconds of glory in
G&S.

And then my last show was RUDDIGORE in the
Spring of 1971, in which we decided to go back
to the original spelling of RUDDYGORE with
a Y, which was certainly a bold and brilliant
move on our part, and an important contribu
tion to be remembered.

But most of the things I remember are the parties
and getting together with people during the
years I was with the society. The ugly cake
contests were brilliant. I remember John Alex
ander and probably some others would dress up
in Chancellor costumes for the judging. And
there were some pretty amazing cakes at these
parties, some of which were edible, some of
which were highly inedible. The one I worked
the hardest and longest on was a culinary
creation titled "Prefrontal Lobotomy", which
was an entry tasteless in both concept and
execution. And then there were the cast parties
which for obvious reasons I only vaguely re
member. Mostly I vaguely remember the end
ings of them.

I remember there was a crew leader whose name
escapes me. But, searching one Fall for some
props and some sets that we could use, we were
in this loft where we kept all the sets. We
discovered that this fell ow had a cot and an old
television set and he had set up a little refrig
erator. He had spent the entire summer living
in this classroom building. He was one of the
many bizarre and wonderful characters from
UMGASS. He's probably an accountant some
where today.

For now, that's just about it. It was the group
of people that I remember the most. Over the
years there have been people in the shows that
I've kept up with - Dave Gilmartin - many other
people, even if I haven't kept in close contact
with them, I feel if I see them I still know them.
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Seated: Gloria Cusumano, Janet Wilkinson, Virginia Hill
Standing: David Schwartz, Thomas Jennings, Warren Jaworski

Jim Bob Stephenson, Hobert Denison

Doug Pointon, Rob Hilton
Pal Willerlon, Maureen Kirkwood

Nancy Koch, Glen Cooley
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Davidus arc
WHERE CAN YOU GET AN ALIBI
WHEN YOU REALLY NEED ONE?

As Edward Keyes relates in his book Michigan
Murders (relating the homocidal escapades of
one Jack Armstrong, a.k.a. John Norman Collins,
during the late 60's and early 70's in the Ann
Arbor vicinity) our beloved Susan Morris,
director of IOLANTHE at the time, profferred
an alibi for one David Hansen, a.k.a. David
Johnson (most recently seen as the "48-hour
notice" stand-in for the Grand Inquisitor during
our last GONDOLIERS production). A poor
unsuspecting UMGASSer, Dave was drawn into
prime suspect status in the spring of 1969
by a strange combination of circumstantial
evidence surrounding the murder of a UM coed
on the Thursday night of our spring show.
(Coincidence or frame up? We'll never know.)
With an initial forensic medical report
indicating the victim's demise to be around
8:30p.m., director Morris informed the au
thorities that Dave was indeed at the theatre
and performing in IOLANTHE that fateful
Thursday evening. A fine alibi, right? Alas,
no. What should next come to the detectives.
attention was that Dave's role was that of
Private Willis - seen only in Act II! Why, the
proper combination of time sequence and
Morris' substantiating testimony could provide
a real murderer with a clever alibi; come to
the theatre at the 7:00 p.m. call, be seen by many
in the cast, and as the Green Room empties and
Morris takes her place in the audience just
before the 8:00 curtain, our innocent suspect
supposedly could slip out the back of Lydia,
commit the dastardly deed and return in plenty
of time to be seen by seven hundred eyewit
nesses in the Thursday night house. (Is this
getting to be worthy of "Murder, She Wrote."?
- Any scriptwriters out there that might want to
touch this one? What would become the fate of
our Private Willis now? He might need those
fairy wings as a jailbird at Jackson State. Seeing
Dave in subsequent productions, we know that
he was absolved of any connection with the
crime. As he retells it, the actual time for the
victim's death was later established to be
11:00 p.m. (instead of 8:00), at which time he
was merrily imbibing and fraternizing down
at Bimbo's. Thanks, he says, to the dogged

persistence offell ow cast members to go out for
a brew or two instead of sitting in a study carrel
at the Grad (what kind of alibi can you get
there at 11:00 at night? Wise decision, Dave!)
prepping a paper for American History 456 due
the next day. Dave muses as to which cell block
he might be sitting in today had he not taken
such sage advise. Is there a moral to this story?
(When you're a peer, go for the beer!)

UGLY CAKE BAKING CONTEST
PERSONAL FAVORITES LIST

Ann Temple did wonders with her toilet cake of
round angel food, prunes in lemon juice in the
opening, and a visually impressive combination
of chocolate frosting on rice paper - all totally
edible, of course, which was the rule! However,
I think she placed second to Charlie
Sutherland's giant ant that oozed some type of
molasses concoction when it was cut into with
a giant butcher knife. "Performance" capabili
ties gave it the edge in the competition as I
recall.
Was that the same year the head of Princess Ida
had the runny nose effect? Produced by Nancy
Gilmartin?
There were others of fond memory, but I'm at
a loss to find the proper words to describe their
phallic symbolism, etc.

Mary
Locker

When Dave Goldberg sent out the call for long
time members of UMGASS to come up with some
interesting or amusing anecdotes of their years
(in some cases, long years), with the Society, it
gave me a chance to do something I don't think
of doing very often, but something that's so
delightful, now that I've gone through it, I wish
that I had done it more often. And that was to
dig out my old UMGASS programs and consider
my history with the Society, show by show,
trying to let the memories come back of those
amusing things that David thought people might
want to hear about. There's certainly many of
them. And they started from the very first show
with which I was involved.

Which was, the GONDOLIERS which Susan
Morris and Nancy Gilmartin co-directed back in
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the fall of 1972. Oooohhhohoho ... There were
many remarkable things about that show to me,
not the least of which at that time was that I got
to be in a production with Charlie Sutherland,
whom I had admired, just massively admired for
years, as an audience member coming up to see
UMGASS shows. The other was that there was
this truly delightful, thrilling young soprano
named Ashley Putnam, who was doing Gianetta.
And she was about as full of fun and sass as
anyone could possibly be. There was a tremen
dously imaginative choreography of that par
ticular show. And just the overwhelming fun of
spending the first semester getting to know what
a zany and marvelous place UMGASS was to be.
It sort of culminated in one particular rehearsal
that I remember, which was one of the
highpoints of that whole experience that semes
ter for me, when for some reason, maybe
because we were so well rehearsed by both our
directors, and therefore were feeling a little
over-rehearsed and, oh, mad, just a little Mad
Margaret crazy, I guess, that the whole rehearsal
just kind of went awry. But so deliciously awry,
that neither director seemed to have any incli
nation to bring it back onto track again, and it
was one of the most enjoyable evenings I've ever
spent. Certainly the most enjoyable ever spent at
a rehearsal. I don't know who started it, I cannot
remember that at all, but somewhere along the
line, somebody got the idea that one of the
things that they were doing should be just a little
bit bigger, a Ii ttle bit crazier, a little bit loonier,
than was the norm for that particular scene. And
it just caught fire. Chorus members did the
Cachucha with silk roses in their teeth, which
was not part of the blocking whatsoever, dia
logue was overdone, gestures were overdone,
people were flinging themselves at other people
around the stage, and the entire thing was just
full of immense energy, a ton of creativity, and
a lot of joy. It was just the kind of spontaneous
zaniness that UMGASS is truly famous for, the
kind of energy simmering under the surface of
all of the much more controlled performances
that people see on the stage semester after
semester, and it made a wonderful beginning to
a very long and, for me, loving association.

That was also one of the last shows to go on tour.
And it was a hotly debated issue, but it had been
committed to by the Board. This particular
production went up to Midland, some months,
actually, after our original production had
closed. People who'd done a lot of touring
before were of two minds about it. Some were

adamantly opposed; others were really eagerly
looking forward to it. As a new member, I
thought it was a great idea. And I couldn't
understand what all the grumblings were about
the idea of taking the show on the road, all of
the stumbling blocks that we were going to
encounter. And probably being a new chorus
kid, I was insulated from any of that kind of
stuff that did go on, because the experience
itself was really pleasurable, but then there was
the bus breakdown on the way back from
Midland that left an entire cast and crew and
orchestra shivering out in the cold somewhere
between Midland and Ann Arbor. I'm not even
sure where, anymore, somewhere along I- 75. We
had a long wait for the other bus to come and
several people went into sugar attack because
the only thing to eat was Shoo Fly Pie over at
the Dutch Pantry. It was an interesting end to
an otherwise really enjoyable trip.

The show after that was the miracle PRINCESS
IDA that Harry Benford is still fond of telling
about. The one where somehow, reins were lost
along with the set designer/tech director, who
kept assuring the board and the director that
everything was fine, everything was moving
along in the shop, and about a week before we
had to go on, the discovery was made that
platforming was built but the flats, which had
been planned, hadn't even been constructed yet,
much less painted. And a similar situation was
taking place with the costumes. There were
costumes for which material had been bought
and patterns had been pinned, but the material
hadn't even been cut yet. And that was the
famous show of everybody pitching in and
doing their best and it went up on time and it
went up in very good order. Tom Ault came in
and saved the set. The cast, essentially, grabbed
every sewing machine they could possibly come
by, and people certainly like myself who are all
thumbs when it comes to anything having to do
with thread and needle, managed to find some
thing that we were adequate at, and things got
cut, and things got sewn, and hammers ham
mered in nails and paint got put on, and Harry
does not lie when he says that chorus members
and other cast members were staying away from
the flats on openings nights because there was
still paint that wasn't dry and we didn't want to
get it on our costumes. That sounds like an ex
aggeration, but it was literal truth, everything
went off just like magic.

After that, we tackled THE GRAND DUKE for
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the first time. It was a truly wonderful
experience, because we were finally breaking
that barrier of there being ones that were just
not to be done. That there were Savoy operas
that were not worth doing. And there was a
great deal of care and energy put into that
production. A lot of fun that went along with
it. And, the only recording made in more studio
type conditions, rather than making a live
recording, because we wanted to preserve this as
perfectly as possible.

Personal opinion on my part is, I think that we
would have been better off to stay with the kind
of recording we usually do, because the one
thing that loses in the translation when you
don't have the audience there, is that marvelous
electricity that happens between people who are
having a wonderful time doing what they love
to do on stage and people who are enjoying
watching them do just that.

Susan Morris' beautiful IOLANTHE, with the
oversized flowers, and toad stools and teeny
little fairies on stage, followed that, and that
was the one for me, anyway, the show that was
famous for the fairy with the cracked wing.
While we were on stage, in costumes at one of the
tech rehearsals, some stage weight had not been
put back in its proper place, and was left in the
tunnel, right in the dark, right in the path of our
own Nan Worthington, who went flying right
over it after her toe got caught on it, and did
something wretched to her wrist. Trouper that
she was-, nurse that she was, Nan managed to get
herself fixed up, get flesh-colored-ace-ban
daged-up, get her wings put back on, and she
flew through the whole rest of that show
without dropping a step or moaning a moan.

One of the more curious backstage scenes
occurred during the semester that we did Jim
Posante's PIRATES OF PENZANCE. Nancy
Gilmartin, as Kate, was standing, ready to go on
with the women's chorus for their "Climbing
over rocky mountain" number, when she sud
denly remembered that she's not going to be seen
singing her solo part very well, because she's
totally forgotten to put on any lipstick. The
panic set in, her eyes got wide, and she imme
diately got a brilliant idea and said "Somebody,
kiss me, quick!" I happened to be the one closest
by, so we presented a real interesting spectacle
backstage, transferring lipstick to Nancy in a
very personal way. I seem to recall a SOR
CERER where Maureen Kirkwood was in a

similar predicament and I was the one near by
ready to dispense the lipstick. This sort of thing,
you know, is going to get me a very interesting
reputation around the Society.

My favorite story from THE SORCERER that
followed that, which was fall of 76 -- The set
was built by Tim Locker, and part of the ar
rangement was that there was a trap door, so that
when John Wellington Wells made his final
disappearance, it would be one of those trick
things where there was a spring hinge (obvi
ously, well trained technicians below the stage
ready to do their thing), and when the flashpots
went off, Glen Santiago, who was playing John
Wellington Wells, literally dropped out of sight
and the smoke covered the hole and he did look
as if he had vanished from the face of the earth.
The illusion worked quite well. Now that in
itself was not particularly amusing. It was very
clever, it worked very nicely. But the amusing
part for me was that we had some rather
hypersensitive, dare I say fundamentalist lean
ing woman in the audience who left immedi
ately because of the fact that this had to be the
devil's work.

A wonderful example of the quick-witted type
of saves that one Society member can do came
out of the 1978 GONDOLIERS that Mary Jo
Tanguay directed. In Act II, there's a moment
when all of the ladies have come across the sea
to join their Gondoliers who had missed them so
terribly, and Giuseppe, in a spirit of tremendous
joy and generosity, says to the assembled men,
"Gentlemen, will you allow us to give you a
magnificent banquet?" To which the entire male
chorus replies, "We will!" And then the ladies are
asked, what would they say to a dance.

Well, this particular night, Giuseppe just got
things messed up and said, "Gentlemen, what do
you say to a magnificent banquet?" All of the
chorus men stopped, froze for half a second,
because "We will" certainly isn't an appropriate
response to that. And then the very quick
thinking Eric Hubbs, single handedly, piped up,
"Why not?" And the moment was fine. Eric had
a T-shirt made for himself with "Why not"
written on the front of it, and wore it for the
duration of the show. He certainly deserved to
have some kind of celebration for getting us past
that moment.

I recall another great save in a GONDOLIERS
that Julie Tanguay directed. Alan Wineman,
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who was portraying Don Alhambra, lost his
father just before the show opened. Alan knew
that he could make opening night, but then
wouldn't be available to finish the run. A
frantic set of calls went out, and Julie came up
with Dave Johnson, a long time stalwart in G&S
who hadn't been active for about 9 years. He
very graciously agreed to take over the part,
came in and put in some tremendous extra
rehearsal time, and in a couple of days, had
everything down pat, committed to memory. He
went on stage Thursday night and gave a
flawless performance. The audience was most
enthusiastic, the cast was ecstatic. He just fit in
beautifully. We in the ladies' chorus organized
a little tribute at the curtain call. We had taken
our roses white and roses red back on stage with
us for chorus bows and when he came out to take
his bows, we, as a group, flung our roses at his
feet in a tribute to a job remarkably well done.

There are other tales to tell. I'm thinking of
Linda Milne, totally laden with bronchitis,
managing to do truly incandescent work as Julia
in THE GRAND DUKE, working her way
through the part with the energy and focus and
devotion it required, just as if she hadn't spent
the entire time up until a half an hour before she
had to be at the theater, in bed, trying desper
ately to recover from this bug that was really
laying her low. That entire show was pretty
miraculous because it was the sickest show, as
far as the general health of the company went.
The rest of the cast was working through
various strep throats, viruses, flus, laryngitises.
Everybody was loading up on vitamin C and
trying to do the best they could. But even the
memories of the time of illness can be tremen
dously pleasant when dealing with things that
have to do with UMGASS.

It has been a vast pleasure for me to dip into this
storehouse and dust the dust off these thoughts
and remembrances. I've been delighted to share
them, and hope they've brought as many smiles
to the people reading this as they certainly have
to me. I look forward to many more years, in one
capacity or another, building more memories to
dust off the next time we have a big blow-out
anniversary.

Larry
Garvin

l
WSG: THE SESQUICENTENNIAL?

I was delighted to be asked to write about Sir
William for this issue, though, I confess, rather
puzzled as well. You see, I am more a Sullivan
person than a Gilbert person (though anyone
who's heard me sing may dispute that). Also, I
found it at least Gilbertian that I should be
writing about the Gilbert sesquicentennial in
the 151st year of his birth. Quite an auspicious
beginning. Still, all things must have a begin
ning, you know (name that quote -- I dare you).
I feel especially uneasy because, many flip
attempts in encyclopedias aside, one can't write
just a little on Gilbert without resorting to mere
chronology and cliche. Possibly I can avoid this
by touching on a few lesser points.

First, we can appreciate Gilbert's genius all the
more by looking at his rivals. Among the English
and Americans, we see F.C. Burnand, a punster
and facile versifier with little skill in sustaining
a plot (hence the place of Cox and Box, the plot
and dialogue of which he lifted from Morton, as
best among his works). B.C. Stephenson of The
Zoo? Pleasant, but frequently cliched. I shall
pass over Sydney Grundy (Haddon Hall) and J.
Comyns Carr (The Beauty Stone) with groans,
noting only that the works' failure to hold the
boards isn't really Sullivan's fault. Basil Hood
(The Emerald Isle, The Ros Of Persia, Merrie
England) is the best of the lot, especially in his
lyrics, but his plots and his dialogue just don't
quite do it when compared with Gilbert's. Harry
B. Smith (El Capitan and a cast of thousands)
wins on industry, but nothing else. And who
remembers the librettists of Maytime, or The
Desert Song, or Babes in Toyland-- and who
should? They had their moments, but Gilbert
had his decades.

The Continentals do a little better with the
teams of Meilhac and Halevy in France and Zell
and Gene¢ in Austria. Even this biased reviewer
must admit that Fledermaus is a comic master
piece (though I draw the line at Die lustige
Witwe). But surely the radical adaptations of
most European masterpieces are not due only to
tricky translations. No, Gilbert wins all round.
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Actually, Gilbert's fiendish verbal dexterity has
probably proved his undoing in much of Europe.
To be sure, Richard Traubner's wonderful his
tory of operetta lists a good many translated
shows (including into German, Danish, and
Hungarian (!)). More recently, a G&S revue
appeared in Vienna. Still, how many MilHkkers
appear for each G&S -- not to mention Kalmans,
Strausses, or Offenbachs? Surely Sullivan's
scores are not responsible. I must blame it on
Gilbert (I daresay he can take it). His brilliant
lyrics are virtually impossible to translate liter
ally, but anything less works a grievous harm to
them. Add to this the often Anglo-American tilt
of some of the shows, and you have, I think, a
partial extenuation. This is not to say that this
is as it should be, of course; there are enough
talented lyricists abroad that some might turn
their hands with profit to translation. They
might learn something.

I am also struck by the extent to which Gilbert
has permeated our culture. To be sure, things
have gone downhill in that sense since Pinafore
engulfed New York. Still, Bartlett's rightly
devotes several pages to our hero, and with
reason. Such names as Pooh-Bah and titles as the
Lord High Executioner are indelible from our
collective memory. "A policeman's lot is not a
happy one"? "I am the very model of a modern
major-general"? "What, never? Well, hardly
ever"? The list, fortunately, is endless. As it
happens, I've been collecting every judicial
reference to Gilbert and Sullivan that I can
find, thanks to LEXIS and WESTL AW (up to 187
now). I'll give you more in another issue, but
what struck me was, first, the breadth, and,
second, the frequency. This isn't a case of a few
judges hogging the terrain; though there are a
few enlightened jurists who use Gilbert regu
larly, the references are very widely spread.
Incidentally, you may wish to guess what the
five most common quotes are. I'll tell you .... well,
eventually. Moreover, Gilbert is cited as author
ity as often now, even taking the legal avalanche
into account, as he was when the shows were
young. I maliciously ran checks on Offenbach,
Herbert, Strauss, and a few others. Almost no
one cites them (their total references are below
the references to Pinafore alone). When they do,
it's generally as the subject of a lawsuit or, in
passing, as decent sorts. Not a word about a
word. If our bench is any judge (I know, Iknow),
Gilbert is unquestionably the greatest, most
influential librettist of them all.

But, of course, I didn't have to tell you that. If
you're reading this, you know the corpus well
enough to engage in that most delightful and
mystifying of games, "Drop the Quote." You
know perfectly well that Gilbert's age has not
withered his wit (I thought I'd paraphrase some
other English dramatist. Not bad, that. Too bad
he didn't write any comic opera.). Certainly he
had his longeurs, not spurning periphrastic
methods as he ought. I'm willing to take those as
they come. How many other wits have survived
the century or so? Wilde, to a point, and Shaw,
with Boucicault, Pinero, and Thomas as outsid
ers if you like. The rest? Gone.

I imagine that by now I've appreciated Gilbert
quite enough. Like an account of an exciting
game, this can surely do no more than whet your
appetite for the real thing. So put this down -
right now -- and read a Bab Ballad, or listen to
an operetta, or put on Engaged or Tom Cobb. Oh,
yes -- happy one- hundred-fifty-first, Sir Wil
liam.

Now, I told you to stop reading this, so you're
going to have to put up with what follows. I
decided to see whether there were any legiti
mate birthdays that come now, what with 151
lacking a bit of pizzazz. First off, it's Darrell
Fancourt's 99th. I reckon that taking from
Gilbert's and adding to Fancourt's lets us cele
brate a centennial and a sesquicentennial at the
same time with only a little finagling. More
properly, there are a few to honor. George
Grossmith died seventy-five years back (his
150th comes up in 2002). Sir Henry Lytton would
be 120, as would Walter Passmore (the first
Grand Duke). Courtice Pounds, the first Gi
useppe, among others, is 125. Some people who
figure in the shows are celebrating madly with
their sepulchral pals from Ruddigore as well.
Mr. Guizot is 200, the "eminent musico" Jullien
is 175, and, appropriate for the Ruddigore
centenary, Algernon Swinburne has his (real)
sesquicentennial this year.

Of course, I must save the best for last. This is
the centenary of a truly great composer, one who
helped make the operetta what it is today (next
to nothing, G&S aside). Yes, friends, I refer to
the innovative schlagmeister Sigmund
Romberg. Drink, drink, drink. Me, I'll wait until
1992 to raise bumpers, aye, ever so many for Sir
Arthur. Until then, ulahlica!
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UNACCUSTOMED AS I AM...
by Larry Garvin

Not long back, a fell ow in the horn section
-- I forget his name -- asked if I would sully these
pages with a few amusing, enlightening, or at
least space-filling anecdotes for the gala forti
eth. He did, however, caution me to keep the
sordid technical details quiet. I properly re
sented this. After all, I'm sure that all of you
would enjoy a disquisition on, for example,
budget overruns. I may say here, in spite of
whatzizname's strictures, that running (sic?)
UMGASS last year made me appreciate Ernest's
song in The Grand Duke all the more (You don't
know it? Then you'll have to wait until
UMGASS does it next -- by my calculations,
early in the next century). He also murmured
something about the libel laws. Again, I resented
this. After all, I am in law school, even if we
didn't get to libel in torts. Besides, most of the
funniest stories are libellous. Thus shorn of my
richest lodes of material, I staggered off to the
word processor. What was left? I finally decided
to tell one about (modest blush) me. I think I can
trust myself not to sue me for libel, Iolanthe-like
though that would be. In fact, my story takes
place in our last Iolanthe, April of 1984.

The production was stuffed with talent. I
need only mention Bev Pooley, John Alexander,
Linda Milne, Steve Krahnke, Beth Spencer, and
Monica Donakowski to illustrate. In spite of
this, I played Private Willis, doubtless because
the choreographer was stunned by my dancing
ability. Those of you who caught the evening
performances may remember that Willis, after
his stirring number (magnificently rendered
by ...well, modesty prevents me), stood still until
the close of the act. The director, concluding
that there was no way for Willis to make a grace
ful re-entrance, chose this. The eagle-eyed
among you may have noticed that I referred
only to the evening shows. Just so. You see (or
not, if you weren't there), in the matinee, Willis
did rather a neat faint when the Lord Chancel
lor, in his soliloquy just before Iolanthe's en
trance, said " ...and I may consider myself en
gaged to Phyllis." Pretty good, wasn't it?

I have probably given the punchline away
by now, so I'll test you. No peeking.

I) In the matinee, Willis:
a) did a good mock-faint;
b) did a lousy mock-faint;
c) fainted;
d) got bored and fell asleep;
e) all of the above.

Yes, friends, the correct answer is c). I suppose
I should give you a little more than this, of
course. I was born of a poor but impoverished
family ....no, that's not it...ah, yes. In the grand
UMGASS tradition, I had stayed up late the
night before. Out of the grand UMGASS tradi
tion, I got up extremely early the next morning
to do a Pretty Committee show -- but late enough
that breakfast was not among those present. I
wore, as is traditional for Willises, a very hot
woollen costume with a lovely black busby
designed to collect heat efficiently and funnel
it to the noggin. Oh, one more thing -- I took a
whopping great slug of allergy medicine before
sauntering on (hay fever, y'know). Those of you
compiling a checklist have probably figured out
that I did everything I could, apart from giving
blood onstage, to insure that I would spend part
of the second act less than vertically.

What happened? Did the boobs...er, the
unsuspecting audience... catch on? The suspense
must be killing you. Well, get off those ten
terhooks. Things went pretty well -- in the
audience, at least (or so I'm told -- my testimony
is not what it might be). Since I went down at
a punchline, the audience thought it droll and
laughed. An accepted wit has only to say, "Pass
the mustard ... " If you feel duped, don't worry.
Among those suckered were, I'm told, Harry
Benford and Charlie Sutherland, so you're in
good company. The director, after deciding that
I hadn't added my own schtick to her well
crafted show, had a few anxious moments. This
was nothing compared to what happened back
stage.

Now, what would you do if someone decided
to try acting the second act without benefit of
consciousness? Opinion was divided. Some
wanted to ring down the curtain. The majority
prudently decided not to, reasoning a) he'll get
up soon; b) if he doesn't, we'll be on soon to
chivvy him about and generally make things
oojah-cum-spiff; and c) I hope someone remem
bers his lines. This last worried Linda Milne, the
Fairy Queen, not a little. Willis may not have
many lines, but without them, Iolanthe becomes
Gttcrddmmcrung.

Fortunately for them, the present writer
assembled his fractional wits in time. Coming to
during the second verse of Iolanthe's tearful
plea, I found myself propped inside my sentry
box (thanks to Steve Krahnke for sturdy con
struction), rifle leaned neatly against the side.
After a moment or two, I brilliantly concluded
that there was a show going on...you know, the
one with the fairies... Anyhow, I nodded to the
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conductor, whose relieved grin was most grati
fying. I then applied my still-sluggish cerebrum
to the question of when to rise. I decided to do
so when the fairies re-entered and even did so.
Despite a few wobbly moments, I delivered my
lines with more than the usual quaver, drawing
a very nice laugh as a result, and danced my way
through the fin ale with my customary ataxic
grace. Afterwards, while signing autographs, I
drew quite a few compliments on my realistic
pratfall. As I recall, I modestly attributed it to
practice. In fact, I drew more compliments after
that performance than after any other. Hmm .

Anyway, there goes the secret. I suppose this
is the place to draw a moral. First, to all present
and future Willises: If your director comes up
with the brilliant idea of having you stand
through the second act, take her aside and
persuade her gently to do otherwise -- with a
blackjack, if need be. Second, to those of you
with stage fright: Mine is just about gone now.
After all, I survived one of the worst things that
can happen on stage (and got a nice laugh) (Yes,
I know about Leonard Warren. Something like
that only comes once in a lifetime.). So don't
worry -- it could always be worse.

Well, that (more than) fills up my quota.
Now I don't have to tell the story about Pooley,
Alexander, and the stuffed walrus -- but that
would be libelous, of course. Maybe on the next
fortieth. Basingstoke to all, and to all a good
Basingstoke (then make it so).

Peter John
Hedlesky

My experience with UMGASS over the years has
been, for the most part, pleasant and rewarding.
No juicy backstage horror stories have emerged.
I've heard many about other people and other
times, but, as those reached me secondhand, I
wouldn't feel right about repeating them. Not
that my involvement, both as an actor and as a
director, has always been a bed of roses: some
rehearsal periods were definitely more trying
than others; egos have been bruised and friend
ships have been severely strained.

I have been personally involved in only minor
mishaps. There was a time when I was playing
Captain Corcoran in PINAFORE and became so

fascinated by the "business" being carried out by
the actor playing Sir Joseph that I simply
watched him and forgot about saying my lines.
I'm sure only a few seconds elapsed but it felt
like an hour to me. Many years later, playing Sir
Joseph in another production of PINAFORE, I
had a great deal of trouble with the illogical
sequence of his first lines of dialogue; rather
than risk getting the lines out of order, on more
than one occasion I simply dropped three or four
of them. Fortunately, the actor playing Captain
Corcoran was clever (and kind) enough to skip
ahead with me.

Probably the most near-disastrous incident in
which I was involved occurred during a produc
tion of PATIENCE in which I was playing
Grosvenor. After the Act Two duet with
Bunthorne, I danced off into the wings and,
with the assistance of a few choristers, began the
very fast costume change necessary at that point
in the show. Suddenly, with the applause for the
song still lingering, I heard the orchestra start
up for an encore, and I froze. The people
helping me change likewise stopped what they
were doing. We all exchanged looks of horror
and confusion. Out on stage, Bunthorne began
singing "When I go out of door," and doing God
knows-what. After a moment he appeared in the
wings, a scowl on his face. "Why didn't you come
back out?" he hissed at me. Then he took a closer
look and noted that I was wearing no pants. With
a murmured "Oh," he went back out on stage to
proceed with the dialogue. Of course, this
incident was rather more troublesome for him
than for me, but it's as close as I ever hope to get
to being part of a "legendary" theatrical disas
ter.
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Cynthia
Hill

banquet- competitive quiches, more eggs than
I've ever seen in my life- a shared feast! If I
started it all and it's an institution that's
brought pleasure, then perhaps I've given back
a fraction of the pay I've received throughout
the years from being a part of the UMGASS.

THE SATURDAY MORNING BRUNCH

Despite my attempts to break the record of
consecutive portrayals of Inez, I understand
that my true contribution to UMGASS history is
as foundress of the Saturday morning brunch,
which is now an institution. It all began with
hostessing a Thursday night cast party. I made
a large vat of vegetable soup. It was a hit! People
were making comments like, "This is the first
bite of food I've had all week that isn't a potato
chip." Despite everything nutritionists, the
FDA, and the Surgeon General would have you
believe, people enjoyed a break away from a
steady diet of junk food.

The Saturday morning brunch also began -at
risk of sounding prudish- as an attempt to save
the show from being destroyed by the cast
parties. Who could ever forget those glorious
days? There were the games- Positive Rein
forcement and Murder. And the dances - once
an Irish jig, to see if forty of us hopping and
stomping could make the floor collapse. At
another, we explored the wonderment of corn
starch mixed with water.

By Patience of 1972, we had truly reached the
apex of cast party celebration and raucous
revelry. The festivities had lasted into the wee
hours of the morning. The Friday night cast
party had lasted beyond that! Most of us had
pawed our way back in the theatre for the
Saturday Matinee almost directly from the night
before. By the evening performance, we- and
the show, along with us, were quite dead.
Following the first chorus entrance, co-director
Susie Morris came back to the green room
aghast at the energy level. Some were roused
from our slumbers. The rest slept on- until our
next entrance.

It was a show soon thereafter- or certainly as a
result of the Patience experience- that I first
invited cast, crew, and orchestra to my home for
brunch before the matinee. Even when I wasn't
in the cast, hostessing the brunch was always a
wonderful way of vicariously being part of the
show. By 1976, I was only providing a place for
it to happen. The brunch had blossomed into a

John
Alexander

One cold night in January 1965, I was called
through the door of a small room in the union
by my good friend Mike Gilmartin, who had
preceded me in auditioning for the chorus of
PINAFORE. He didn't look well. I became
nervous, or maybe very nervous.

We had been practicing the piece we'd decided
to audition with for two or three days. Those
young, untrained, barely toned voices had no
idea the notes we practiced were for tenors! We
sounded good singing along with the record.
However, one look at the exciting Mike and I
knew there was trouble ahead.

I began warbling myheart out only to be stopped
and asked to start again "a little higher--up
here." I could barely reach those notes in
falsetto! Well ... soon I was happily working on
the set, learning about muslin and glue and paint
and spattering technique and about the works of
the masters.

Somehow I was cast into the chorus of PA
TIENCE (I think) and have since enjoyed being
on stage and a part of the Society.

Over the next few years I experienced and
survived the setting and running of lights with
Bomberger and Cutler ( ABC lighting crew),
parties lasting two- three days, a brutal repaint
of CASTLE ADAMANT the night before move
in, the advent of the Ugly Cake Party, Roger
Wertenberger's incredible schemes and inspired
directing and the meeting of the true John
Kelly.

The cast and crew arrived in the basement of the
SAB about 10 a.m. to put the finishing touches
on the already erected set. We completed
painting the detail work, shadowing, etc., on the
stones of Castle Adamant and the green ivy
growing up her impregnable walls.
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At 3 p.m., after pizza, we had a short rehearsal
to get the feel of the set, then everyone went
home to rest for Sunday's move-in and tech
rehearsal day. That is, almost everyone.

Tom A ult, set designer extraordinaire, was
standing on the landing above the set, pensively
looking down at his creation. I, and several
others, were cleaning up the shop. We heard Tom
muttering to himself. Eventually, in an all too
clear voice, "It's not right, the color is all wrong,
the #@$)@! thing is the wrong color!" So...we
who remained in the area took the entire night
to completely repaint from the base coat out
each and every stone of Castle Adamant, all the
shadowing, all the ivy growing up her now puce
walls. But it was worth it. There were hordes
of surprised faces Sunday when those who had
escaped in time returned for the move-in work
party.

Sometime in the late 60s, I was Ii ving in the "G&S
house" on State near Depot with Mike Gilmartin,
Susan Morris, Nancy Hall, et al. On Saint
Patrick's Day, my birthday, Susan baked a green
birthday cake for me. We're talking about a
green, green birthday cake, a cake so heavily
green and so solid, so dense a cake that there has
never been a duplicate--never. And I'm glad.
It's illegal to say more about that cake. So was
born the "Ugly Cake Contest" and party. By the
following week we had developed rules for that
contest of wit and skill, a philosophy to guide
me through the judging, and some great ideas
for "winning" designs.

Cast as Samuel, my first step out of the ranks,
I wasn't certain I could actually sing alone on
stage. I had always felt so safe buried in the
chorus. Roger Wertenberger had seen me in true
form at some party or other, and so had blocked
me where I could be the brunt of some of his
"greatest" bi ts.

Large quantities of stage beer were poured over
me, requiring the use of grease make-up, a joy
to apply and remove. A great deal of time was
spent in a rather small steamer trunk with David
Gilmartin and wine was sloshed in on me, deftly
aimed by Charlie Sutherland a/k/a Major
General Stanley.

During a last rehearsal before move-in, just
before my 1st Act entrance, telling of Fred's
impending freedom. My feet became confused,
tossing me to the first landing - one flight of
stairs down. Very funny, I guess. Everyone

laughed. Roger loved it, so with some practice,
we kept it in, and a tradition of Alexander, the
G&S Beanbag, was born.

GONDOLIERS - whiplash.
IOLANTHE - three broken ribs from an

unnatural dive into the frog laden swamp.
Another IOLANTHE - five inch gash in
thigh.
IDA - great crack on head from Gerry
Horan's spear.

Among other things, Roger gave me lots of bits
in the shows he directed which helped me stand
out from the crowd. From his patronage, I
developed a stage presence and a confidence
that has helped me every day since. I owe him
much, and miss his wild imagination.

All those pratfalls, aches and pains, long hours
away from textbooks, learning lines, have been
worth it because of the variety of skills learned,
the warm memories, and especially the fine
friends made, even John Kelly.

UMGASS is a terrific group, and over the
twenty years I've been around, the faces have
come and gone (getting younger every year too)
but the group spirit is unchanged, still as strong
as when I first hammered my thumb into the set
of the H.M.S. Pinafore.

And let's face it, we love it out there on the
boards. Now, if I could only learn to read
music ...

John
Kelly

I hov bin told dat my ald detractor, de False
Bahbah (a.k.a. John Alexander) haz bin detract
ing like hell bent Konan blowing blue vomit on
my name. Dat is sad, really, for not long since
has beloved Putu bin most valuable player ahnd
bosom friend. Dat is true, he really had bosoms!
But also it make him crazy like Khang, the god
of prefrontal leukotomies, ahnd he then believe
his Gestalt one with me ahnd becoming one
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quick quick. Dat is most becoming, but also I am
not prepared for dat eventuality, also he want
top billing. First I am flattered, den flattened
by his many tongues spraying venom among
beloved communes, saying Baba talks duck
squat. Soon communes owing many months rent
ahnd Putu total loss of own identity as beloved
lackey. Report of his many slanders becomes
plenty as elephant snot. Now he has put in print
dis monkey drool, ahnd may Dhiva, the she
mommy of lawyers sit on his face entirely. I will
meet him on any cosmic plane whatsoever, ahnd
we see who first manifests a Frigidaire! Mean
while I sue his Putu clean off!

The True Baba now wishes to continue through
his interpreter, "Golden Chords of Running
Honey," as he would like to expound upon what
the Gilbert & Sullivan Society has meant to him
using more acceptable Etonian-sounding ex
pressions. Actually, the half-witty repartee
exchanged between John Alexander and the
True Baba developed into a landmark decision
to create a fictitious, or benign tumorous new
character upon the body of the operetta, Pa
tience. The True Baba being back in school
reordering reality, his guilt quota stretching the
famous mystic "envelope of mental hygiene,"
decided that semester it were prudent not to
squander time meant for pure science finals on
anachronistic British Humor. His comrades,
noting that his not being in the production was
extreme mental cruelty, decided that Gilbert
originally had intended for Colonel Calverley to
be accompanied by a holy Swanee (how I love
ya) whose acting was limited to such as would
require little in the way of rehearsal. In this
way, Baba could take part without incurring
Studienschmerz, the crippling fear of the capi
tal letters C through E. Also in this way, the
crew prank brought Baba and Babamamma
together for the first time during the curtain
call of the final performance, leaving Bun
thorne still the only one sans bride.

With the exception of meeting his wife, the
beloved M.A.D. one on stage, much of Baba's
fondest memories contain what he refers to as
"Cosmic Laffs," such as when he labeled a tin of
guacamole dip "makeup remover" which he
found in the chorus leads' dressing room. One
of the women who had earlier snacked on same
had to instruct the woman who smeared it on her
face that this was not proper form. Also
included are the many "Porcelain Pranks" of
placing silver fulminate caps on the chorus

women's W.C. seat, causing the initiate to sud
denly assume the vertical when nature de
manded a more recumbent endeavor. On stage
he was seen by few to transfer a bolus of
petroleum jelly to the fist of Debby Kulber, just
as the men's chorus left the stage and the women
had a protracted stay before the audience's
scrutiny. There was nothing to do with such a
quantity, so it required her to deftly carry it
around until the chorus finally withdrew. Even
now as he relates these "Divine Jujubees" to me
his mirth spills like the Ganges, even though
such reformed worship was stolen by Maharaj
Ji, who ran with it and acquired many things as
well. Perhaps you would care to buy the True
Baba a Rolls or Bentley? He will perform the
ancient rite for you known as "Adjusting the
Idol." Perhaps you would buy him several drinks
until he has reached the state known to my
people as Baba au Rhum? It is an honor for me
to be blessed with his payroll and great wisdom.
Thank you.

It was a simple matter to become the True Baba's
interpreter. It was nepotism, to be frank (though
my name is John), as I am both interpreter and
True Baba, as well as Kelly. It is a profound
schizo bargain, especially when out ordering
dinner, or paying taxes. A far greater treat is
to acquire an extended family, closer than one's
own true family at times, like G&S can be. In
truth, much of my remaining family grew out of
G&S as well as through it. I courted Margaret
therein and married her among friends who
made this the most enjoyable celebration. Soon
after tying the knot, Margaret's sister Cynthia
married Doug Worthington, also soon after three
separate couples conspired to play Yente. I take
it personally when occasionally friends move
out of town, my brother-in-law's sister and her
husband, for instance, Nan Worthington und
Dan Tholen (south of Dick and Sarah Morrison),
or any of a gaggle of others not even related
whom I miss. But the False Bahbah I miss most
often, lately. Last week I missed him with a
brick. Pah-dum-dah. But I am willing to forgive
all, as long as he promises never to touch me
there again.
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1947-1986
Date Show Dramatics MusicChronological Tabulation of Productions Staged by Fall 1967 Mikado Jas. Holm John PlanerThe University of Michigan Gilbert and Sullivan Society Spring 1968 Ida Roger Wertenberger Bradley Bloom

Summer 1968 Oliver! Roger Wertenberger Roger Wertenberger
Fall 1968 Gondoliers Roger Wertenberger Bradley Bloom
Spring 1969 Iolanthe Roger Wertenberger Bradley Bloom

Dramatics Music Summer 1969 Paint Your Wagon Kathy McGill David RobbinsDate Show
Fall 1969 Pinafore Roger Wertenberger Bradley BloomFall 1947 Mikado Harry Allen Rex Wilder
Spring 1970 Pirates Roger Wertenberger Bradley BloomSpring 1948 Pinafore Harry Allen Rex Wilder
Fall 1970 Yeomen Gersh Momingstar David JorlcttFall 1948 Yeomen Donald Decker Thomas Wilson
Spring 1971 Ruddygore Nancy Gilmartin Bradley BloomSpring 1949 Patience Donald Decker Thomas Wilson
Fall 1971 Mikado Herbert Motley Bradley BloomFall 1949 Pirates Donald Decker Wm.Boyer
Spring 1972 Patience Nancy Gilmartin & Susan Morris Eric StemSpring 1950 Iolanhe Jas. Ucbcrhorst Wm. Boyer
Fall 1972 Gondoliers Nancy Gilmartin & Susan Morris Eric StemFall 1950 Gondoliers Jas. Ueberhorst Wm. Boyer
Spring 1973 Ida Susan Morris Eric StemSpring 1951 Mikado & Cox&Box Dude Stephenson Wm. Boyer
Fall 1973 Grand Duke James M. Drew Eric StemFall 1951 Ruddigore Dude Stephenson David Klein
Spring 1974 Iolanthe Susan Morris Eric StemSpring 1952 Ida Dude Stephenson David Klein
Fall 1974 Pinafore Jim Pesante Barbara BornFall 1952 Yeomen Kenneth Rosen Paul Miller
Spring 1975 Yeomen Susan Morris Clark SuttleSpring 1953 Pinafore & Trial Jerry Bilik David Klein
Fall 1975 Pirates Jim Posante Clark SuttleFall 1953 Patience Dude Stephenson Jerry Bilk
Spring 1976 Ruddigore Peter-John Hedlesky Clark SuleSpring 1954 Thespis & Sorcerer Dude Stephenson Jerry Bilik
Fall 1976 Sorcerer Mary Jo Tanguay Clark SuttleFall 1954 Prates Dude Stephenson Jerry Bilik
Spring 1977 Mikado Susan Morris Carl Daehler & Debby KulberSpring 1955 Iolanthe & Cox&Box Dude Stephenson Jerry Bilik
Fall 1977 Palience Peter-John Hedlesky Carl Daehler & Debby KulberFall 1955 Gondoliers Dude Stephenson Rober Brandzel
Spring 1978 Gondoliers Mary Jo Tanguay Carl Daehler & Debby KulbcrSpring 1956 Mikado Dude Stephenson Robcn. Brandie!
Fall 1978 Ida Peter-John Hedlesky Carl Daehler&. Sue SinclairFall 1956 Ruddigore Dude Stephenson Roben Brandzel
Spring 1979 Pinafore Cher Sussman Mark Brandfonbrener & Debby KulberSpring 1957 Ida Dude Stephenson Robert Brond.zel
Fall 1979 lolanr.he Robert Miller Mark Brandfonbrener & Tom PedersonFall 1957 Trial & Sorcerer Dude Stephenson Rober Brandzel
Spring 1980 Prates Kathy Platzman Leif Bjaland & Paul KlemmeSpring 198 Pinafore & Cox & Box Dude Stephenson Rohen Brandzel
Fall 1980 Ruddigore Mary Locker & Tim Locker David PollittFall 1958 Patience Jim Bob Stephenson Robert Denison Spring 1981 Yeomen Tim Locker David PollittSpring 1959 Pirates & Richely Rewarded Jim Bob Stephenson Frank Mueller Fall 1981 Utopia Terry Mathies David PollittFall 1959 Yeomen Jim Bob Stephenson Frank Mueller Spring 1982 Patience Julie Tanguay Tim HooverSpring 1960 Iolanthe & Bab Ballads Jim Bob Stephenson Frank Mueller Fall 1982 Gondoliers Julie Tanguay Eric Becher & Julia BroxhoimFall 1960 Mikado John Barrcu Frank Mueller Spring 1983 Mikado David Kitto Tim Hoover & Jim WeibleSpring 1961 Trial &. Ruddigorc John Barrett Frank: Mueller Fall 1983 Sorcerer Susan Morris Eric Becher & David PhelpsFall 1961 Pinafore Tom Jennings Felix Papalardi Spring 1984 lolanr.he Mary Locker Eric Becher & Ilana MaletzSpring 1962 Patience Roger Staples Fe] ix Papalardi
Fall 1984 Ida Susan Morris Robert PazurFall 1962 Ida Gersh Morningstar Rosella Duerksen
Spring 1985 Pinafore Julie Tanguay Tim HooverSpring 1963 Gondoliers Gersh Morningstar Rosella Duerksen
Fall 1985 Grand Duke Mary Locker Jon KruegerFall 1963 Mikado Gersh Morningstar Wm. Donahue
Spring 1986 Pirates Seve Krahnke Francis Cianfrocca & Edward LunderganSpring 1964 lolanLhe Allan Schreiber Wm. Donahue
Summer 1986 Cox & Box Mary Locker Francis CianfroccaFall 1964 Trial & Sorcerer Allan Schreiber Harold Haugh

Trial By Jury Linda Milne Francis CianfroccaSpring 1965 Yeomen Allan Schreiber Morton Achter
Fall 1986 Yeomen Susan Morris Edward LunderganFall 1965 Pirates Al!3n Schreiber Morton Achter

Spring 1966 Ruddigore Allan Schreiber Morton Achter
By opera, the count is: Thespis - I, Cor and Bor - 4, Trial By Jury -6, The Sorcerer - S,HM.S. Pinafore -9, T#eFall 1966 Pinafore John Allen TimoLhy Adams
Pirates of Penzance - 8, Patience - 8, Iolanthe - 8, Princess lda - 7, The Mikado - 9,Ruddigore - 7, The Yeomen ofSpring 1967 Patience John Allen John Planer
the Guard - 8, The Gondoliers - 7, Utopia. Limited - I, The Grand Duke - 2.

r Marc
Shepherd

A A
FUMGASS:
Forty Years of Rich History
Reflections by Marc Shepherd

Elsewhere in this issue of GASBAG, you'll find
an up-to-date version of the "Chronological
Tabulation of Productions" that we have
printed froni time to time. This issue, or course,
offers an especially auspicious moment to re
print it, since it now lists exactly forty years of
UMGASS productions. Moreover, the list is a
good point of departure for some historical
observations of UMGASS.

Look at the first page of the "Chronological
Tabulation." Notice the orderly patterns evi
dent in the two right hand columns: often, the
same two names (for dramatics and music) are
repeated semester after semester. Now look at
the second page. The same patterns are not
evident. In fact, especially toward the bottom,
there are no patterns at all.

For the first twenty-five years or so, UMGASS
chose its directors by following a simple rule:
find a team that works and stick with it. Except

for two oddball seasons, (1952-53, 1961-62),
UMGASS usually stuck with the same directors
many semesters in a row. The dominant name
on the first page is Dude Stephenson, who
directed dramatics for ten consecutive semes
ters, thirteen in all, and often sung the tenor
lead, as well. A freshman in 1953 or 1954 could
have spent his entire career at UMGASS with
only one dramatics director: Dude Stephenson.

Although Dude was the extreme, he was not the
only one who directed multiple shows consecu
tively. After Dude left, his brother Jim Bob
directed four more shows in a row. Altogether,
UMGASS had seven consecutive years of
Stephensons. Later on, there were two and a half
consecutive years of Allen Schreiber produc
tions and, later still, three straight years of
Roger Wertenberger productions.

For the first twenty years, UMGASS stayed
close to Gilbert and Sullivan. In fact, its only
non-G, non-S exclusion was RICHELY RE
WARDED in 1959, whose words and music were
written by a couple of UMGASSers. RICHELY
REWARDED was, however, paired with a G&S
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work. In the summer of 1968, UMGASS for the
first time mounted a production that had
nothing whatever to do with G&S: the musical
OLIVER!. OLIVER! was enough of a success to
prompt UMGASS to attempt musical theater
again the following summer with PAINT YOUR
WAGON, one of the most disastrous productions
the troupe ever undertook. PAINT YOUR
WAGON was such a financial setback that
UMGASS was compelled to produce guaranteed
box-office draws--PINAFORE and PIRATES-
the following season to restore financial sol
vency. The group never again departed from
G&S.

I expect that the PAINT YOUR WAGON de
bacle is covered elsewhere in this issue, but I
bring it up for another reason. The PINAFORE
PIRA TES "season of recovery" that followed
PAINT YOUR WAGON marked the end of
UMGASS's policy of sticking with the same
directors show after show. Before that time, as
I noted above, there were only two seasons in
which UMGASS did not either establish or
perpetuate an on-going association with a dra
ma tics director.

Since 1969-70, the opposite has been true: only
twice has UMGASS used the same dramatics
director(s) for two shows in a row (and there has
not, since then, been an instance of three-in-a
row). It's not that UMGASS hasn't found
directors it likes: scanning the list over the last
fifteen years, we find numerous names that
occur multiple times: Susan Morris, Peter-John.
Hedlesky, Mary Locker and Julie Tanguay, to
name a few. Rather, UMGASS simply changed
its policy. If the watchword of the first twenty
five years was "pick a team and stick with it,"
the watchword of the last fifteen has been
"make sure everyone gets a turn."

I was not around in the 1950s and 60s, but I
imagine that in those days there was little
mystery about who the next director would be:
if the in cum bent wanted to stay, he stayed. I
have been around for the last ten years and that
definitely is no longer the case. For one thing,
people rarely want to direct two shows in a row.
For another, even after a successful production,
the UMGASS board is usually anxious to bring
in new talent or to bring back an old veteran. In
the last five years, the selection process has
grown increasingly arduous, and it has occa
sionally taken the board weeks or even months
to choose directors. When I joined UMGASS, the

choice was more often made in a single day.

Though I have no basis for comparison, I am
compelled to believe that productions are better
when directors know that they do not have a
"lifetime contract." I have all the respect in the
world for Dude Stephenson. It is to him, more
than any other person, that I owe my love and
appreciation of G&S. Yet, of the thirteen
productions he directed, some had to have been
better than others and perhaps one or two were
downright mediocre. Nevertheless, the job was
his to keep essentially as long as he wanted it.
Today, to be hired a second semester in a row,
a director must be practically God-like. Of this
pressure to succeed, our audiences are the
obvious beneficiaries, though more than one
dramatics director has been driven near the
brink of insanity in the process.

In its selection of musical directors, the
UMGASS policy has been sightly different. I
mentioned that, about fifteen years ago,
UMGASS stopped selecting the same dramatics
director semester after semester. On the musical
side, however, the old policy remained in force
much longer. Only 'in the last five years or so
has there been significant churn in the selection
of musical directors, and it is too early to tell if
it is a long-term trend.

Why would there be a difference in policy
between selection of dramatics and musical
directors? This argument may draw some
criticism, but I believe the difference is that
dramatics direction is an art and musical direc
tion is a science. In G&S opera, we do not seek
creativity from our musical directors. What we
seek is someone who knows how to get the
singers and orchestra to perform as an ensemble.
To be sure, a few musical directors have
managed to elicit substantially more that "just"
ensemble, but what we seek most is simply that
the music sounds "together" to a trained ear.
Once we have found a musical director who
knows how to achieve this, we will probably
keep him as long as he want to stay.

Dramatics direction, by comparison, is an in
tensely creative activity. Far more is required
than simply that the actors know their lines and
move as an ensemble. Both audience and
performers have to enjoy themselves, too. This
is a tall order and directors achieve it, albeit
with varying degrees of success, using tech
niques that are as personal and unique as a
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fingerprint or a signature. A Julie Tanguay
production and a Mary Locker production may
both rank IO on a scale of 1 to 10, but they will
nonetheless be radically different. After even
the best Mary Locker production (for example),
the UMGASS board normally will try to select
another director (if it can find a qualified
applicant) simply to vary the production style
from one semester to the next.

I saw my first UMGASS production in 1977.
Since that fall production of PATIENCE, I have
either been in or seem every UMGASS produc
tion. It is 1987 now, so I have been with the
group a decade--one fourth the time it has
existed. A few personal observations on the
period are in order:

* Artistic standards have, for the most
part, risen during the last ten years. In particu
lar, musical preparation is now much more
professional than it once was.

Competition for chorus roles is much
keener than it used to be. In the 1978 IDA, we
had only eighteen choristers (and we had to
scrounge to get that many). In recent semesters,
it has not been uncommon to turn away two or
three times as many choristers as we cast.

*Programming has become far more
conservative than it once was. Between 1951
and 1961, UMGASS presented nine double-bills
(e.g. TRIAL and PINAFORE). It has only been
done twice since then. I believe this is attrib
utable to the high cost of production coupled
with the high quality standards to which
UMGASS has grown accustomed.

*The UMGASS office operation has
grown far more professional. Before 1977,
UMGASS:

--Did not have its own telephone.
--Did not have its own bank account.
--Did not make videotapes of its produc-
tions.
--Did not have a professional-looking
pre-production flyer.
--Did not have a publicity director.
--Did not charge higher prices for better
seats.

All of these omissions have been cor
rected in the last ten years.

One thing that has not changed is the
esprit de corps. UMGASS is, and as far as I

know, has always been, more than just a theater
group. It is a family. We share each other's joys
and sorrows, fall in love, get married and watch
each other's children grow up. We don't just put
on productions together, we party together, have
fun together, socialize together.

The key to UMGASS's success is its unique blend
of students and non-students. University of
Michigan regulations require that our President
and Treasurer, plus at least half of everyone
else, be students. As important as student
participation is, however, the average student
leaves Ann Arbor after three or four years. It
is the "townies"--the Julie Tanguay John Kelly
Mary Locker David Goldberg Susan Morris John
Alexanders of this world--who provide the
continuity. Their presence guarantees that
UMGASS will remain a vibrant, ever-growing
organization.

I plan to save this article and revisit it in 1997,
when UMGASS will celebrate its golden anni
versary. Nobody knows yet what shows will be
done that year or who the participants will be,
but UMGASS, good-old UMGASS, beloved
UMGASS, will be there. You can bet on that.

Jane
McLeod

My Life as an UMGASS Member
or

Nice Girls Finish Last

My story begins at the end of the 1981 "My
Valentine is Better than Your Valentine" party.
Conceived by Steve Field, the then-Vice-Presi
dent, the MVBYV party represented the winter
term counterpart to the fall term Ugly Cake
Party. There were five entry categories:

I. Nancy Reagan "Love Your Valentine"
Award for excellence in design related to the
traditional valentine theme (a.k.a. the prettiest);

2. Bob Reizner "Really, it's edible"
Award for excellence in the area of edible
valentines;

3. "I don't believe you did that!" Award
for excellence in offense;
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4. "I love Yeomen of the Guard" A ward
for the best valentine associated with the
current show;

5. Sue Swaney "What is that ?!" A ward
for best animated valentine.

Being a newcomer to UMGASS in 1981, I
decided to throw myself into the spirit of the
occasion by entering my valentine into the third
category -- the award for excellence in offense.
This seemed to measure-fire way to become one
of the "in" crowd at UMGASS. I called the local
Farmer Jack and arranged to purchase of beef
heart. I then travelled to Kiddieland on the west
side of Ann Arbor and purchased a large arrow
like the arrows that come in archery sets. Not
being a very creative person, I simply rammed
the arrow through the heart and brought this
organic sculpture as my entry. Needless to say,
I won the prize for the most offensive valentine.
Triumphant and exhilarated, I joined in the
party merry-making.

My story does not end here, however. My initial
pleasure at beating John Kelly in a contest for
offense (John's entry won as "best animated" but
is unfortunately too off-color to describe in a
family journal) was soon tempered by the
realization that none believed that I created the
beef heart sculpture. Every last partygoer
attributed the sculpture to my then-steady-now
husband Steve Krahnke. No amount of plead
ing on my part could convince the partygoers
that I was responsible for the entry. I still
remember their taunts as if it were only yester
day: "You are too sweet to do something as
horrible as that"; "Only Steve has the gall to ram
an arrow through a beef heart".

Over the intervening years, I learned to cope
with my initial disappointment. I served as
President, Vice-President, and Pish-Tush; I
baked ugly cakes; I danced the hokey-pokey. I
believe that, through these actions, I could lose
the aura of goodness and purity that hindered
my acceptance into the group. I was sorely
mistaken.

A few years after joining UMGASS, someone in
the group (I don't know who) dubbed me "The
Lovely Miss Jane McLeod". I realized then that
I could never lose my reputation as an innocent
person. The nickname stuck. My fate was
sealed. In an organization that prides itself on

poor taste and bawdy fun, I failed.

I reveal this story now in the hopes that someone
out there can tell me what to do to save my
reputation before it is too late. Steve and I will
move away from Ann Arbor this summer. This
is my last chance. Suggestions can be sent to the
UMGASS Office in the Michigan League.
Please, save an UMGASS member today.

Steve
Krahnke

At their parties, members of the Gilbert and
Sullivan Society have occasion to practice that
most peculiar of phenomena, the "hokey-pokey."
Many's the time I have heard that familiar
phrase, "It's hokey-pokey time!" ring out among
enthusiastic partygoers. Although the hokey
pokey isn't the most significant thing that has
happened to me as a society member, it has
become associated with me. Go figure.

The hokey-pokey as a dance lacks refinement.
On the whole, it is a rather ambiguous mish
mash of round-dance, square-dance, and,
strangely enough, morris-dance. It is similar to
round-dance in that the participants (or should
I say victims) form a circle, which, although
undergoing rather extreme undulations during
the course of the dance, maintains a recogniz
able shape throughout the dance. It is similar to
a square-dance in that their are verbal instruc
tions during the dance (more on this later). It
is similar to a morris-dance because ....Well, it's
not really similar at all to a morris-dance, except
for the fact that at one point everyone turns in
a circle.

Many consider the hokey-pokey to be closer to
the science of anatomy than to the art of dance.
I must say that I agree, since the naming and
subsequent movement of specific body parts is
central to the dance. Much of my knowledge of
the human anatomy comes from participation in
hokey-pokey's past. Let me explain.

The group is warned of the impending hokey
pokey well in advance of the actual event.
Usually, this warning consists of someone tell-
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ing me its about time we did a hokey-pokey,
which I then yell out to everyone at the party.
Five minutes warning seems just about right.
After the flood of people who are either not
brave enough to participate, are too refined to
participate, or are too tired to participate leaves
the room, we get down to business.

Forming a great circle is the first formality.
Since musical accompaniment dulls the concen
tration, the stereo is turned off. At this point,
it's too late. If you're in the circle, you'd better
think of a body part quick, or watch out. Since
the whole tradition seems to have been my idea
in the first place (whether that is true or not is
a question I have often debated, but I know I
didn't invent it), I get to name the first body part
and get things going. I always say, "You put your
right foot in." Most everybody puts their right
foot into the middle of the circle (notable
exceptions are men's chorus members who show
marked signs of confusion at this point) and,
following the instructions of the song that
accompanies the dance, shakes it all about. The
actual "lyrics" are as follows (persons consider
ing running for political office better stop
reading now): "You put your right foot in, you
put your right foot out, you put your right foot
in and you shake it all about, you do the hokey
pokey and you turn yourself around, that's what
its all about."

As the song travels around the circle, each
subsequent individual leads the song and the
dance, and inserts another body part into the
melee. Past favorites include the uvula, the
pancreas, the spleen, the sphincter (choose one)
and the always popular, nose hairs. Certain
body parts seem to be gender specific. On the
whole, it's an extremely educational experience,
mostly in that you find out what body parts
certain individuals don't have, or just aren't
aware of.

At the end of the dance, which has travelled
around the circle back to me, I say "you put your
whole self in" which generally creates an air of
excitement perfectly capping the experience.
Sometimes the circle contains upwards of thirty
people, so this can be a rather interesting
conglomeration.

Persons at home should not try this unless they
have proper supervision, and under no circum
stances should they try it without appropriately
trained spotters. Simple practice under the right

circumstances will lead to greater enjoyment
and more interesting body part utilization.
Either very loose or very tight clothing should
be worn, and sharp objects or body parts should
be avoided.

Mark
Powell

REMINISCENCE OF A PINE TREE WONDER

Just what is a Pine Tree Wonder? Well, being
one of the duly sworn members of this elite
group, I can tell you. They are those young
people who have shown themselves to be
genuine troupers (that means everybody) dur
ing the rehearsals and performances of high
school Gilbert and Sullivan productions at the
National Music Camp at Interlachen, Michigan.
These gems of theatrical stagecraft are pro
duced every summer by the combined talents of
the doctors Dude Stephenson (see elsewhere in
this issue) and Mel Larimer. I was sworn into
the order by Dude Stephenson the evening I
performed as a member of the 35th Dragoon
Guards in Interlochen's 1984 production of
PATIENCE. I had always known and loved
G&S, but being with those two wonderful
people gave my first real stage experience that
little bit of magic. And it is that bit of
Interlachen Magic that made me try out for my
very first UMGASS show. It was Mary Locker's
GRAND DUKE. What a show to make my
Michigan Savoyard debut! While we were
plagued from the very begining by falling sets
(sorry Scott) and sick leading ladies, the show
came off beautifully. Three shows have gone by
since then, and the magic that started for me
as a Pine Tree Wonder continues as I work with
(and continue to meet, every semester mind
you!) some of the best people it has ever been my
pleasure to know.
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Ralph
Katz

Double Tonguing

We take note of the many people who have worn
multiple hats in the several productions they
have been involved with. Steve Krahnke
(chorus, principal, tech. director, set designer),
and Tim Locker (set designer, tech. director,
costumer, chorus), are notable renaissance per
sons. Within our memory, however, are few
orchestra persons who have played more than
one instrument in the pit. Mary Kruzas is the
only person we recall who played three differ
ent instruments in three different G&S pit
orchestras, to whit: Clarinet (RUDDIGORE
'71), Oboe (MIKADO '71), and Bassoon (YEO
MEN '70). Mary was a clarinettist working on
her music degree in woodwind performance,
who (fired by an over-abundance of clarinets
and stimulated by the challenge of performing
on instruments she had just learned) did an ad
mirable job (I still remember her beautiful solos
in the overture to MIKADO).

Circular Breathing

Are orchestra members real people, or have they
relinquished their names for instruments? Can
cast and orchestra people achieve harmony?
What am I saying?

At a cast party in the early 70's (at Ashley
Putnam's house?), a number of orchestra mem
bers, to whit, Kit Moss, Debby Thomas, Mary
Kruzas, Dave Goldberg, and myself, were gath
ered in the kitchen discussing the above cosmic
truths. Being well fueled, the discussion became
quite loud. Suddenly, I noticed that we were the
only ones in the kitchen; all of the other handful
of people who had been there had left. Now here
was food for thought: was this a random
occurrence, or part of a larger phenomenon? A
debate ensued; this may have been an artifact,
but we were sufficiently convinced to invoke
some scientific methods: we moved as a group
into the dining room. Within 10 minutes we were
the only ones there. Now, these were pre-Hokey
Pokey days, and the food and drink were in
there. Emptying the room with the food was no
small feat, even so late in the evening. We were
struck with heady rush of our new-found

feeling of power (or was it just the beer?). We
proceeded to the living room and noted the
outflux; into the hallway, back to the kitchen.
Never underestimate the power of a woodwind.

Dogs of War

The children of the 60's may remember Steve
Sharp, a trumpeter who usually brought his dog
to orchestra rehearsals. Unusually quiet (as dogs
go), once about every third rehearsal, she would
get the urge to join in and sing. Steve once came
to the theater for a performance dressed in a T
shirt painted to look like a tuxedo.

Another Concerto Night

PATIENCE is noted (at least to players of that
instrument), for having not one, but two (count
'em) two clarinet cadenzas in the score. Now
here was grist for our mill: usually the soloist
selects the cadenza. The conductor of that
production did not accede to our desire to
substitute cadenzas. Nonetheless, we added an
unexpected but lengthy trill at the end of one of
the cadenzas during the matinee, with full cast
awaiting on stage. Mary Lou Zuelch, a rather
bubbly Patience, took her breath expecting to
come in, only to be somewhat delayed. After
ward, we passed in the hall, and in a sonic
assault such as only a soprano can muster, she
said to me: 'WHAT DID YOU DO!?!?!?' (I believe
my ears are still ringing even today... )

Out of the Pit

Mr. ------------ (modesty prevents him), our
humble president, has the singular honor of
holding the record for most theatrical participa
tion of any G&S orchestra member not specifi
cally on stage. In PIRATES '70 he supplied
Charlie Sutherland's Major General Stanley a
missing rhyme: "many cheerful facts about the
square of the hypotenuse" (appropriate, ch?). In
MIKADO '83, the orchestra snapped open fans
to evade Bev Pooley's pointed questions to them
about Nanki-Poo's whereabouts. In IOLANTHE
'84 the horn section opened umbrellas so as not
to be sprayed by Bev Pooley's tear-soaked hand
kerchief. And, he supplied Peter John Hedlesky
a glass of water during the 5th encore of the
"bell" trio in PINAFORE '85.
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Pal
Willerton

Everyone brings a unique background and in
terest to the G&S experience, and mine is no ex
ception. Mine was a strong professional and per
sonal interest in Soviet studies when, as a gradu
ate student completing prelims and preparing
for a year stay in the Soviet Union, I discovered
G&S. There is something rather ironic about
linking up an interest in the two in that the
Soviet Union is probably the one place where
G&S are almost completely unknown. Not that
operetta isn't loved there, because it is. But a
different operetta; one concentrated on the
works of continental and central European
composers. Along these lines, it is also ironic
that the most beloved composer of musical
comedy in the U.S.S.R. is almost an unknown in
our own country, even though that composer
(Imre Kalman) lived and worked in the U.S. for
a good part of his career.

My G&S connection began with my first ever
audition, for a chorus slot in the 1981 UTOPIA
LIMITED production. Two Russian folk songs
apparently compensated for a high level of
anxiety (which was only to be matched in
intensity, if not in length, by my Ph.D. prelims),
and I secured a place among the baritones! A
year later, I was emboldened enough to prepare
a piece for the annual society entertainment
party, and UMGASS's "Russian Ambassador"
was born (with special thanks noted to Jim
Newton, whose English translations of the
ambassador's comments were always flawless)!
The ambassador's socialist realist critiques of
various G&S operas served to guide the laboring
theatrical masses on for several years, though I
confess I never saw any real changes in the
productions after the ambassador's definitive
comments had been offered. Soon afterwards,
I found myself in the U.S.S.R. on an exchange
program, and UMGASS recordings and other
G&S paraphernalia stood me in good stead as the
canon made a belated entrance into Soviet
society. Having subsequently returned and
visited Moscow friends, I know that the G&S
niche carved out a few years ago is firmly
secure. Finally, the Soviet connection provided

me the insight necessary to deal effectively with
the Byzantine politics of chairing an UMGASS
Board, especially in dealing with a Vice Presi
dent who, as 1984-85 Board members will recall,
was forever plotting palace coups against me.

Now, while no longer an active UMGASSer, I'm
an active FUMGASSer who loves to return for
UMGASS productions. I'm afraid the "Soviet
side" of the equation has dominated my activi
ties the past couple of years, but an ongoing
connection with UMGASS and constant expo
sure to the operas has helped me maintain sanity
as I deal with the often apparent "insanity" of
contemporary Soviet politics. From my perspec
tive, G&S and Soviet studies are very comple
mentary. But then, I can only wonder what can't
be compatible with G&S?

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
GILBERT AND SULLIVAN SOCIETY'S
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Directed by, FELIX A. PAPPALARDI, JR. and

ROGER C. STAPLES
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UMGASS
Ugly Cake Contest Rules

1 The subject of the cake should have some
connection with the current show, although this
will not constitute grounds for disqualification.
The judge may, however, take this into consid
eration at the time of judging.

2 All parts of the cake must be edible, although
it may not be the most desirable thing to do. A
one-minute gag rule will be enforced: the
creator(s) of the cake must be able to keep any
part of the cake in his (her, its, their) stomach(s)
for at least one minute when so directed by the
judge. In addition, entries in category 4 (worst
smelling cake) must be able to be tolerated by
their creators for five minutes when locked
together in a closet (the creator and his creation,
that is).

3 The judge for the Ugly Cake Contest will be
the current President of the Society. All
decisions of the judge will be final. The judge
is required to provide one cake that would
finish favorably in category 7 (best tasting
cake) if so entered, although the judge is
prohibited from entering any cake into the
actual con test.

4 A person may enter more than one cake, and
more than one person may work on a single cake.
A cake may qualify for more than one category,
and win in more than one category.

5 The rules may be modified in any way by a
majority vote of the UMGASS Board except
where such actions will be of direct benefit to
the entry or entries of the Board members.

6 If the judging of any event should fall to the
Vice-President, any entry of the Vice
President's in that category shall be disquali
fied. If the Vice-President should be unable to
take over any duties as stated in categories #2
and #4,then the line of succession shall be Pooh
Bah, Treasurer, Secretary, Company Promoter
and Pish-Tush. All rules pertaining to the
conduct of the President shall pertain to whom
ever takes over.

vated by the Ugly Cake Contest.

CATEGORIES

I UGLIEST CAKE: Ugliness, of course, is in the
mind of the beholder (in this case, the judge),
however, this category also covers such qualities
as grossness. This could be the rendition of
something that is not necessarily ugly but of
such a nature to be wholly inappropriate for a
mixed group or to be expressed in such a medium
as cake.

2 MOST OFFENSIVE USE OF COLOR: If the
President should be color-blind, judging of this
event shall pass to the Vice-President.

3 WORST TASTING: In order to judge this
event, the President must actually taste the
entries. The one-minute gag rule will be strictly
enforced on the creators of the en tries, but not
on the judge.

4 WORST SMELLING: If the President should
lack the sense of smell, either naturally or
through the agent of a severe cold, the judging
shall be done by the Vice-President. The five
minute closet rule (see rule #2 above) will be
strictly enforced.

5 BEST REPRODUCTION OF SOMETHING
OTHER THAN A CAKE IN THE MEDIUM OF
CAKE: The title of this category is more than
sufficient to explain the category.

6 BEST PUN: Although the title appears to be
a contradiction in terms, the pun must be taken
from the current show, either from the text or
the inevitable "inside" jokes of the cast.

7 BEST TASTING CAKE: This category is only
to be used for persons with no imagination,
whose house burned down just before the
contest, or whose dog ate their entry to the other
categories. UMGASS will not be held respon
sible for the loss of any pets.

8 BEST PERFORMING CAKE
7 UMGASS shall not be responsible for any
injuries or health problems caused or aggra-
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Gary Hicks

Gary Hicks, whose reminiscences appear else
where in this GASBAG, wrote us a note on
hearing the sad news of Gloria's death. We
reproduce it in full.

A TRIBUTE TO GLORIA!

I still cannot believe that Gloria is gone. I still
have tears in my eyes now as I write this letter,
and when her son called to tell me the sad news,
I had to break off the conversation - I just
couldn't talk.

Gloria Bennish (along with Jim Ueberhorst and
Ben Hazard) is responsible for my forty year
love affair with G&S. I came to Ann Arbor as
a 17 year old freshman when the average age of
Freshmen that year (right after WWII) was 20.
An only child of a single parent, I was scared to
death, and I needed a social outlet. Guess what?
An article in The Michigan Daily stated that a
new musical society was being formed and the
first production was to be that fall - The
Mikado! I had seen The Burnside Company (out
of Boston) several times as a teenager, and loved
G&S, so I was one of five or six men who showed
up and no one even asked if I could sing - and
the rest is history - eight semesters plus 36 years
of watching one of the finest G&S groups in the
world mature.

If you multiply my experience by the many
thousands who have had a UMGASS stage and/
or behind the scene experience and add to this
the many thousands who have come to love G&S
through this group, we can see just how much
Gloria affected us all.

I talked with Jim Ueberhorst for a long time on
the phone, and as people who are very sad tend
to do after the initial shock - we talked about
Gloria and Jim's experiences with her and Ben
as they met for one entire year (at the home of
Professor and Mrs. Kenneth Rowe) reading G&S
and getting up the nerve to put on the first show.
Some of the stories I had never heard before
such as Gloria bringing in a "New York Pro
ducer" prior to even starting a show, and him
promising the original three founders that he

would "put the shows on the road." If one knew
Gloria, one could believe this story as her
enthusiasm was "type A," and she could really
get excited over UMGASS. One quick anecdote:
after being away from Ann Arbor for several
years, Gloria returned to live there (I wonder
why) and, of course, was welcomed by The
Society. During the last 25 years, my family and
I have met Gloria and Company at The League
for dinner and G&S many, many times. Each
time, she would call me a couple of months
ahead and say, "Gary, you won't believe the cast
they have - it will be a great show." And then
a few weeks later she would call more excited
than before, and say, "Gary, this is the best show
they have ever done." Her enthusiasm was
contagious.

As the recent Holiday Season came and went,
and we did not hear from Gloria, my wife and
I became concerned, so I called her in mid
January. It was then that I learned that she had
been diagnosed ten months earlier. She sounded
her usual cheerful self, but something inside me
told me that I had to go to Ann Arbor right away
and see her. How many times have I (all of us,
probably) said something like this to ourselves
only to let things pass, later on to regret it? Too
many times in my case, but fortunately, this
time, I could not get it out of my mind, and two
weeks later I made that very special trip to visit
Gloria. Special, not because of me going, but
because the two hour visit was very, very special
to me (and I hope to Gloria). I brought down
several scrap books from college (as I was there
for two years after she graduated) with pictures
and clippings, etc. We had a ball, and Gloria
seemed in great spirits - was fatalistic - but very
optimistic about a good Doctor's report the
previous day. Never did it come to my mind that
three weeks later she would be gone. We made
plans for our 40th Reunion, and I left on a very
up-beat note.

And now we have lost her. Did you note how
she always said "they" when referring to The
Society? Although she was a founder and a very
active alumnae (and loved by each succeeding
group of Savoyards I am sure), the group was
always "they" as she well knew that it belonged
to the present student, faculty, and other cur
rent members, and boy, did she love "YOU"!

Many UMGASS alums may not have known
Gloria, but whether you did or not, Gloria
Bennish had a tremendous influence on your
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lives. Speaking for my life long UMGASS
friends, Jim Ueberhorst, Fred Scheffler, Jimmy
Lobaugh, Betty Borgen Ueberhorst, and hun
dreds of others I am sure, Goodnight, Gloria -
your spirit will live on stage of each and every
future University of Michigan Gilbert and
Sullivan Society Performance.

David
Pollitt

A smile of warmth, optimism and friendship
guided my days at the helm of the G&S ship. A
smile from the first moment of inquiry, into the
long periods of rehearsal and through the many
shows, a smile that I later learned had pervaded
the joyous G&S history from its inception, a
smile that I was fortunate to receive and hold
dear, a smile that now remains deep within - the
smile of dearest Gloria Bennish.
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